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ABSTRACT 

 
SECURE EXPLORATION:  

CONCEPTUALIZATION, TYPES, AND RELATIONSHIPS WITH  

SECURE ATTACHMENT, SELF-CONSTRUALS AND  

OTHER SELF-RELATED VARIABLES 

 
 
 

İmamoğlu, Selen 

Ph.D., Department of Psychology 

Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Olcay İmamoğlu 

Co-supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Bengi Öner-Özkan 

 

June 2005, 211 pages 

 
 
 

The aim of the present study was to enhance understanding of secure 

exploration within the perspective of attachment theory and Imamoğlu's (2003) 

Balanced Integration-Differentiation (BID) model.  A two-dimensional model of 

exploration was proposed consisting of trust for self and approaching the unknown, 

and scales were developed to study exploration separately from attachment both as 

a general and a domain-specific (i.e., cognitive, relational, self-related, spatial, and 

time-related) orientation.  A questionnaire consisting of measures concerning 

exploration, attachment, self-construals, and other affective-relational (i.e., positive 
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self- and other-models, trust for self, self-satisfaction, positive future expectations, 

trait anxiety) and intrinsic motivational (i.e., need for exploration, need for 

cognition, approaching the unknown, tolerance for ambiguity, curiosity, separation-

differentiation security) variables, was administered to 434 (280 female, 154 male) 

Turkish university students. On the basis of the results, it was concluded that, (1) 

trust for self and approaching the unknown represent important dimensions in 

understanding secure exploration and variations in insecure exploration 

orientations; (2) exploration orientation, like attachment, represents both a general 

as well as a domain-specific orientation; (3) attachment and exploration represent 

distinct but complementary orientations, and separation-differentiation security 

provides a conceptual link between the two; (4) attachment and exploration may 

represent the foundations of relational and individuational self orientations, 

respectively; (5) secure attachment and secure exploration tend to be associated 

with the distinct but complementary affective-relational and intrinsic motivational 

domains, respectively; (6) of the four types of attachment-exploration orientations 

formed by crossing the secure and insecure ends of each, being secure in both 

orientations seems to be associated with optimal psychological functioning. 

 
 
 
Keywords:  Exploration, Attachment, Self-Construals, Types of Exploration, 

Optimal Psychological Functioning 
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ÖZ 

 
GÜVENLİ KEŞİF YÖNELİMİ: 

KAVRAMSALLAŞTIRILMASI, TİPLERİ, GÜVENLİ BAĞLANMA,  

BENLİK KURGULARI VE DİĞER BENLİKLE İLİNTİLİ DEĞİŞKENLERLE 

İLİŞKİSİ 

 
 
 

İmamoğlu, Selen 

Doktora, Psikoloji Bölümü 

Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Olcay İmamoğlu 

Ortak Tez Yöneticisi: Doç. Dr. Bengi Öner-Özkan 

 

Haziran 2005, 211 sayfa 

 
 
 

Bu çalışmanın amacı, bağlanma kuramı ve Imamoğlu'nun (2003) Dengeli 

Ayrışma-Bütünleşme modeli çerçevesinde güvenli keşif yöneliminin 

incelenmesidir.  Kendine güven ve bilinmeyene yaklaşımdan oluşan iki boyutlu bir 

keşif yönelimi modeli önerilmiş; ve keşif yönelimini bağlanma yöneliminden ayrı 

bir yönelim olarak inceleyen hem genel, hem de alana özgü (bilişsel, ilişkisel, 

benlik-ilişkili, mekansal, ve zaman-ilişkili) ölçümler geliştirilmiştir.  Keşif 

yönelimi, güvenli bağlanma, benlik kurguları, ve diğer duygusal-ilişkisel (yani, 

olumlu benlik ve başkaları modelleri, kendine güven, kendinden memnuniyet, 
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olumlu gelecek beklentisi, sürekli kaygı) ve içsel motivasyonel (yani, keşif ihtiyacı, 

kavrama gereksinimi, bilinmeyene yaklaşım, belirsizliğe tolerans, merak, ayrılma-

ayrışma güvenliği) nitelikte değişkenlerle ilgili ölçeklerden oluşan bir anket 434 

(280 kız, 154 erkek) Türk üniversite öğrencisine uygulanmıştır.  Bulgulardan 

hareketle şu sonuçlara varılmıştır: (1) kendine güven ve bilinmeyene yaklaşım 

değişkenleri, güvenli ve güvensiz keşif yönelimi tiplerini anlamakta önemli boyutlar 

olarak kabul edilebilir; (2) keşif yönelimi, bağlanma yönelimine benzer şekilde, 

hem genel hem de alana özgü bir yönelim olarak düşünülebilir; (3) bağlanma ve 

keşif yönelimleri birbirinden ayrı ama birbirini tamamlayıcı nitelikte yönelimlerdir 

ve ayrılma-ayrışma güvenliği aralarında kavramsal bir bağ oluşturmaktadır; (4) 

bağlanma ve keşif yönelimlerinin, sırasıyla, ilişki ve kendileşme yönelimlerinin 

temellerini oluşturduğu düşünülebilir; (5) güvenli bağlanma ve güvenli keşif 

yönelimleri, sırasıyla, birbirini tamamlayıcı nitelikte iki ayrı alanı temsil eden 

duygusal-ilişkisel ve içsel motivasyonel değişken alanlarıyla ilişkilendirilebilir; (6) 

bağlanma ve keşif yönelimlerinin güvenli ve güvensiz kombinasyonlarından oluşan 

dört bağlanma-keşif yönelim tipi arasından hem bağlanma hem de keşif 

yöneliminde güvenli olanın psikolojik işleyiş açısından en uygun tip olduğu 

söylenebilir. 

 
 
 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Keşif Yönelimi, Güvenli Bağlanma, Benlik Kurguları, Keşif 

Yönelimi Tipleri, Optimal Psikolojik İşleyiş 
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PREFACE 

 
 

Present dissertation exemplifies the close interplay between attachment and 

exploration systems, not only as its topic of investigation but also in its process of 

development.  When I first considered studying this topic, it involved a modest idea 

of investigating some measures related with the neglected topic of exploration 

orientation as related to secure attachment.  However, using my primary attachment 

figure as a secure base with whom to explore, my initial modest idea led us to 

avenues I could never have foreseen.  Hence, whatever merits this dissertation may 

have should be viewed as exemplifying the complementary nature of the link 

between attachment and exploration systems.  
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Exploration is an inseparable part of human life.  As children we play with

toys, touch objects that are new to us, try to reach some upper shelves, search for

little treasures hidden inside drawers, or observe strangers.  As we grow up, there

comes a time to go to different cities, meet new people, get a job, learn to do

different things, all of which involve some form of exploration.  One may be more

or less of an explorer, but people need to explore in order to survive.

As will be discussed later on in this dissertation, attachment theory also

considers exploration as an inseparable part of human functioning.  However, as

important as it is, exploration received much less attention in the attachment

literature than it deserves.  This dissertation aims to take a step towards filling this

gap by examining the relationship between secure attachment and exploration, as

well as self-construals and other self-related variables.

In this section, first, the basic principles and concepts of attachment theory

are set forth.  Second, studies on exploratory behavior as a function of attachment

are examined concerning both children and adults.  Thirdly, some cross-cultural

challenges to the attachment-exploration link are considered; and finally, the
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conceptual framework, research questions and expectations of the present

dissertation are presented.

1.1. Theoretical Perspective: Attachment Theory

1.1.1. Foundations of Attachment Theory

Humans are vulnerable beings.  They have a need for both physical and

emotional protection for survival and proper development.  The human infant is

totally helpless at birth and during the early years of life; without the protection of a

caregiver (who is, in most cases, the mother), its chances for survival are practically

non-existent.

The need for physical protection seems to be quite clear.  The infant has to

be safe from the dangers in the environment, and also it has to be fed and taken care

of.  According to traditional psychoanalytic and social learning theories, the reason

why a tie between the infant and the mother develops is because the mother feeds

the infant (e.g., Freud, 1910/1957; Sears, Macobby, & Lewin, 1957 both cited in

Cassidy, 1999).  The child then starts to positively associate the presence of the

mother with the satisfaction of hunger.  However, other researchers conducting

animal studies (e.g., Harlow, 1958) indicated that for infants, being fed was not the

only reason to develop a bond with another being.  It seemed that, for example, the

need for bodily contact could be among the reasons for the development of such a

bond.
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It is through the observation of such studies and his dissatisfaction with the

traditional theories formerly mentioned, John Bowlby attempted to explore the roots

and the nature of the tie between the child and the mother.  He wanted to explain

how infants became emotionally attached to their primary caregivers, and distressed

when separated from them (Bowlby, 1969, 1973).  Attachment theory, which is

originated from Bowlby’s ideas, further developed and refined through his

collaboration with Mary Salter Ainsworth, and soon became the joint work of

Bowlby and Ainsworth.

Ainsworth, Bell, and Stayton (1971) developed a measurement tool, called

the “Strange Situation”, which is a laboratory procedure that was designed to

examine the balance of attachment and exploratory behavior under conditions of

stress (short episodes of separation and reunion with the caregiver).  The Strange

Situation aimed to identify the individual differences in attachment quality in

infants, and enabled classification of the infant’s attachment relationship into one of

three main groups: a “secure” group, and two “insecure” groups, “avoidant” and

“ambivalent”.  This classification was based on the infant’s behavior toward the

caregiver during the two reunion episodes, which was viewed in the context of

behavior in the preceding and intervening episodes as well as in response to the

caregiver’s current behavior.  Those infants classified as “secure” used their

mothers as a secure base for exploration.  They showed signs of missing the parent

when separated, and signs of happiness when reunited.  If they got upset, they

sought contact with their parents, and once comforted, they returned back to

exploration.  Those who were classified as “avoidant” explored readily without

showing much affect or secure base behavior.  They did not show visible signs of
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distress when separated from their parents, and actively avoided them during

reunion.  They sought distance from their parents and instead often showed interest

in toys.  Finally, the infants classified as “ambivalent” failed to engage in

exploration.  They showed signs of distress when separated from the parent, and

when they were reunited, they showed alternate behaviors ranging from seeking

contact or appearing passive to angry rejection or throwing tantrums.  The Strange

Situation method triggered the empirical study of attachment theory, largely

enabling it to develop to what it is today (Cassidy, 1999).  Below, an overview of

the basic concepts of the theory is provided.

1.1.2. Basic Concepts of the Theory

The infant’s relationship with the primary caregiver especially during the

first two years of life is the focus of attachment theory.  The responsiveness of the

caregiver and the quality of the responses seem to be of major significance in the

formation of a secure relationship between the infant and the caregiver.  Proximity

maintenance, secure base, and safe haven are the three defining features of

attachment, and the basic functions of an attachment relationship.  Proximity

maintenance is staying close to and resisting separations from the attachment figure.

Secure base is using the attachment figure as a base from which to explore

unfamiliar environments.  Finally, safe haven is turning to the attachment figure for

comfort and support, especially in times of distress (Ainsworth et al., 1971;

Bowlby, 1969/1982).

The infant develops certain expectations as to how the caregiver will

respond to him or her based on repeated exposures with the caregiver.  These
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expectations then help the infant adjust his or her behavior accordingly, and lead to

the formation of internal working models (or mental representations) which include

models of self and the attachment figure, and are used to predict the availability and

responsiveness of the caregiver (Bowlby, 1969/1982).  Once such mental

representations are formed, they continue influencing the way the individual

perceives himself or herself and others, and through this process, individuals carry

their attachment styles into adulthood.

Researchers seem to agree that attachment is characterized by two basic

underlying dimensions (Brennan, Clark, & Shaver, 1998).  The first dimension,

avoidance, reflects the extent to which people distrust the goodwill of others and try

to maintain emotional distance from relationship partners.  The other dimension,

anxiety, reflects the extent to which people worry that a partner might not be

available or supportive in times of distress.  Those scoring low in these two

dimensions are characterized by a secure attachment style, holding positive

expectations that other people will be available and supportive when needed (e.g.,

Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991).  Those positive expectations or working models

tend to be carried into adulthood, as considered below.

1.1.3. Adult Attachment

In his writings, Bowlby (1979) referred to attachment behavior as

characterizing human beings “from the cradle to the grave” (p. 129).  While the

early studies of attachment focused solely on attachment patterns in childhood, later

studies attempted to develop the theory further into adult attachment.
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Involvement in romantic relationships is probably the most important

development in adulthood, since such relationships may ultimately become lifelong

attachments (Ainsworth, 1989).  Hazan and Shaver (1987) suggested that romantic

love could be regarded as an attachment process in which an affectional bond

develops between two adults, which resembles the attachment bond that forms

between infants and their parents.  By using the three major attachment styles in

infancy (secure, avoidant, anxious-ambivalent) in their studies, they found the

relative prevalence of these attachment styles to be the same in adulthood as in

infancy.  Also, the individuals characterized by different attachment styles were

found to differ predictably in the way they experienced romantic love.  Specifically,

secure individuals seemed to have trusting, happy relationships and they reported

being able to show support and acceptance to their partners’ weaknesses.  Avoidant

individuals exhibited fear of intimacy, jealousy and emotional instability.  Anxious-

ambivalent individuals were characterized by obsession, emotional instability,

desire for reciprocation and union, extreme sexual attraction and jealousy.

Reformulating Ainsworth’s three-category classification of attachment

styles in childhood, and its adaptation to adulthood by Hazan and Shaver (1987),

Bartholomew and Horowitz (1991) further developed a model of attachment styles

in adulthood.  They proposed two types of internal working models, based on

individual’s level of dependency on others and their extent of avoidance of

intimacy.  Together, the internal working model of self and the internal working

model of the other determined four different types of attachment styles; secure,

preoccupied, dismissing and fearful (see Figure 1.1.).
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As shown in Figure 1.1., a secure attachment style is characterized by feelings of

being worthy of love, and an expectation that other people are generally accepting

and responsive; thus, trustworthy.  A preoccupied attachment style, on the other

hand, is made up of a negative model of the self, and a positive model of the other.

Therefore, while perceiving other people as trustworthy, the individual regards

himself or herself as unworthy of love.  Those individuals with a dismissing

attachment style regard themselves as worthy of love, but they do not perceive other

people as accepting or trustworthy.  Finally, fearful attachment style is

characterized by two negative working models.  The individual perceives himself or

herself as unworthy of love, and others as untrustworthy and unaccepting

(Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991).

Model of Self (Dependence)

Positive (Low) Negative (High)

CELL I CELL II

Positive (Low) SECURE PREOCCUPIED

Model of Other

(Avoidance)
Comfortable with
intimacy and
autonomy

Preoccupied with
relationships

Negative (High) CELL IV CELL III

DISMISSING FEARFUL

Dismissing of
intimacy
Counter-dependent

Fearful of intimacy
Socially avoidant

Figure 1.1. Four-Category Model of Adult Attachment Proposed by Bartholomew &

Horowitz (1991).
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Adult attachment studies mostly used either the three-category measurement

of Hazan and Shaver (1987), or the four-category classification by Bartholomew

and Horowitz (1991) and generally considered them in relation to close

relationships (e.g., Brennan & Shaver, 1995; Collins & Read, 1990; Cozzarelli,

Sümer, & Major, 1998; Hazan & Shaver, 1994; Sümer & Cozzarelli, 1999). In

general, those studies revealed that secure people perceived love relationships as

satisfying and trustful, were better able to cope with distress, and felt less distress

than insecure persons.  Thus, attachment has been studied mostly in relation to

relationships.  However, as noted above, exploration also has an important place in

attachment theory through the secure base concept.  Still, exploration-related

aspects of attachment theory have been relatively neglected, as considered below.

1.2. Place of Exploration in Attachment Theory

According to attachment theory, there is a complex relationship between the

attachment behavioral system and other biologically based behavioral systems.

Bowlby (1973) emphasized two of these as being particularly related to the

attachment system in children: the exploratory behavioral system and the fear

behavioral system.  The activation of these systems is proposed to be related to the

activation of the attachment system.

Exploration and attachment as separate systems are considered to be

complementary yet mutually inhibiting systems.  They seem to have evolved to help

the child to learn about the environment while being protected by maintaining

proximity to the attachment figure (Cassidy, 1999).  In the words of Ainsworth
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(1972), “The dynamic equilibrium between these two behavioral systems is of even

more significance for development (and for survival) than either in isolation.” (p.

118).

Infants balance these two systems by evaluating the environmental cues and

the caregiver’s availability and likely behavior.  When the environment is judged to

be dangerous by the infant, exploration is not very likely, and the attachment system

is quite likely to be activated.  When the attachment system is not activated, on the

other hand, exploration is facilitated.  It can be said that attachment does not

interfere with exploration, but encourages it (Cassidy, 1999).

According to Bowlby (1973), the infant’s belief that the attachment figure

will be available (i.e., both accessible and responsive) when needed, is just as

important as the physical presence of the attachment figure for the child to freely

engage in exploration.  While for infants and young children, physical contact with

the attachment figure might be necessary to feel completely secure, older children

and adults can usually feel safe by simply knowing that their attachment figures can

be contacted when needed.  Thus, what seems to be more important for adults is

“felt security” (Sroufe & Waters, 1977).  In the following two sections, the

relationship between attachment security and exploratory behavior during childhood

and adulthood is examined further in the context of related empirical studies.
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1.2.1. Relationship between Attachment Security and Exploratory

Behavior in Childhood

Exploratory behavior has been mostly studied in infancy and childhood.

Such studies revealed a positive relationship between secure attachment and

exploration; for example, securely attached infants were more likely to engage in

autonomous exploration, and to show more enthusiasm, curiosity, and less

frustration in problem solving situations (Magai & McFadden, 1995). Secure

attachment has also been found to be directly associated with sophisticated

symbolic play, active exploration and play engagement and task persistence for

infants and toddlers (Cassidy, 1986).

In another study, by Pastor (1981), children who were classified as securely

attached, anxiously avoidant, or anxiously resistant were paired with securely

attached children for a play session together with their mothers.  The results of the

study revealed that securely attached children were more sociable and more

positively oriented toward both their mothers and peers.  According to the

qualitative evaluations, securely attached children related in friendly and

cooperative ways with both their peers and mothers, and attempted to engage their

peers in the play session.  Pastor argued that the child’s positive relationship with

his or her mother might have generalized to a positive social orientation toward

others.  Securely attached children seemed to have developed an expectation that

other interpersonal experiences will also be positive.

In a longitudinal study, Moss and St-Laurent (2001) examined the

association between attachment and school-related cognitive functioning in
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children.  When the children were approximately six years of age, by using a

separation-reunion procedure, the quality of the children’s attachment to their

mothers, the affective quality of mother-child interaction patterns, and cognitive

engagement of the children were evaluated in a laboratory setting.  When the

children’s mastery motivation and academic performance were measured two years

later, it was found that secure children had higher scores than their insecure peers

on communication, cognitive engagement, and mastery motivation (Moss & St-

Laurent, 2001).

In a study by van den Boom (1994), it was hypothesized that enhancing

maternal responsiveness will improve the quality of interaction between the mother

and the infant; the quality of attachment and infant exploration.  To test this

hypothesis, 6-month-old infants, selected on the basis of their irritability, and their

mothers were randomly assigned to intervention and control groups.  After a 3-

month intervention period, when the infants were 9 months of age, intervention-

group mothers were significantly more responsive, stimulating, visually attentive,

and controlling of their infant’s behavior than the control group mothers.

Intervention infants were more sociable, better able to soothe themselves, and

engaged in exploration more than the control group infants.  There was also an

improvement in the quality of exploration in the sense that intervention infants

engaged in cognitively sophisticated kinds of exploration more than those in the

control group (van den Boom, 1994).

Attachment bond with the mother and that with the father might also lead to

differences in exploratory behavior.  Some researchers suggest that fathers have the

role of a playmate (e.g., Bridges, Connell, & Belsky, 1988).  A study by Kazura
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(2000) indicated that securely attached children engaged in higher levels of

sophisticated play while playing with their fathers than did insecurely attached

children.  The children, feeling secure in their relationship with their father, felt free

to explore the environment to a full extent.  The study further indicated that, while

fathers’ type of involvement with their children focused on play interactions,

mothers tended to engage their children in more social exchanges during play.

Thus, these studies indicate that secure attachment seems to enhance

exploration, as predicted by the original formulation of attachment theory.  In

general, secure children seem to engage in more concentrated exploration of novel

stimuli and show more focused attention as they engage in particular tasks

(Grossmann, Grossmann, & Zimmermann, 1999).  Secure attachment seems to be a

very important psychological precondition for playful exploration.  When they

cannot readily adapt to a particular situation, secure children can respond flexibly to

challenges while maintaining a secure feeling during exploration, and if their

competence ceases to be sufficient, they can turn to their social resources.

Grossmann et al. (1999) called this a “wider view of attachment”, in which the

freedom to explore against difficulties and the freedom to call for and accept help

are both viewed as necessary and important aspects of security.  In their words,

A secure parental base provides a child with the confidence needed for
meeting challenges of exploration…Exploratory interest and enthusiasm are
based on a feeling of security that reflects an anticipated positive evaluation
of the environment.  We propose to use the concept of “security of
exploration” as an integral part of the concept of “security of attachment”.
(p. 761)

Thus, they conclude that “freedom to explore the external and internal world

is an important attachment-related issue throughout the lifespan” (Grossman et al.,
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1999, p. 767).  Below, the relationship between attachment and exploration is

considered further at the adult level.

1.2.2. Relationship between Attachment Security and Exploratory

Behavior in Adulthood

Exploration in infancy and childhood has been studied extensively, and

yielded consistent findings.  The exploratory aspects of attachment behavior in

adulthood, on the other hand, seem to have gone relatively unexamined.  As noted

before, until recently, studies on adult attachment have focused more on the

relational aspects of attachment, such as romantic love and close relationships,

coping with stress, and relationship attributions (e.g., Brennan & Shaver, 1995;

Collins & Read, 1990; Cozzarelli, Sümer, & Major, 1998; Hazan & Shaver, 1994;

Mikulincer & Florian, 1998; Sümer & Cozzarelli, 1999).  On the other hand, the

studies examining the relationship between adult attachment and exploration cannot

be said to have investigated a wide range of issues.

Among the areas that attracted attention are work and leisure activities (e.g.,

Carnelley & Ruscher, 2000; Hazan & Shaver, 1990).  Hazan and Shaver (1990)

investigated whether love and work in adulthood would be functionally similar to

attachment and exploration in infancy and childhood.  According to this study,

secure individuals reported high levels of work satisfaction, placed more value on

relationships than work, had a positive approach to work, reported lower levels of

fear of failure and rejection from coworkers.  They also reported enjoying their

vacations and not allowing work to negatively affect their health or relationships.

Anxious-ambivalent participants reported relatively low job satisfaction, had
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worries about their work performance, had trouble completing projects, and stated

that they were easily distracted at work.  Although they preferred to work with

others, they thought that others often interfered with their work.  These individuals

also reported that their love relationships affected their work lives.  As for the

avoidant participants, they reported high levels of job satisfaction, greater

dissatisfaction with their coworkers, and often preferred to work alone.  They

valued work success over relationships, used work to avoid socializing, and

reported that work interfered with their health and relationships (Hazan & Shaver,

1990).  Overall, Hazan and Shaver’s findings seem to imply that when compared to

insecure individuals, securely attached individuals may have a greater tendency to

engage in exploration for its intrinsic value.

In another study, Ketterson and Blustein (1997) examined the role of

attachment in adolescents’ career exploration process.  In this study, the level of

exploratory activity included exploration of one’s self (in terms of personal values,

attributes, interests) and the relevant educational and vocational environment.  The

findings indicated that secure attachment was positively associated with

environmental exploration.

In their study, Carnelley and Ruscher (2000) found that secure and

preoccupied individuals valued attachment relationships over leisure exploration,

unlike avoidant individuals who preferred exploration over relationships.  As will

be proposed later in this dissertation, there might be different types of exploration,

and the secure individuals in this study might have preferred another type (such as

relational exploration) over leisure exploration.  Furthermore, preoccupied and

fearful individuals (participants high in anxiety about attachment) expressed social
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reasons such as seeking intimacy and gaining social approval as the basis of their

motivation to engage in leisure exploration.  These individuals also reported using

leisure exploration to regulate negative affect they experienced as a result of

relationship problems.

In adulthood, the notion of exploration can take on a much more cognitive

meaning than it has in childhood.  Of course discovering new physical

environments, or engaging in novel experiences are still important in adulthood, but

the increased cognitive complexity of adult beings enables them to “explore” within

the domain of cognitive functioning.  Information processing is an important part of

cognitive functioning.  Searching for new information and bringing together new

information with existing cognitive structures seem to be the basic aspects of

information processing.  In a related study, Mikulincer (1997) examined the

relationship between adult attachment style and information processing.  The study

revealed that secure individuals, as compared with avoidant and anxious-ambivalent

individuals, tended to be higher in tolerance of unpredictability and ambiguity, and

they were less likely to support rigid beliefs.  These people also had a greater

tendency to assimilate new data in their social judgments than those who were

identified as insecure.

Mikulincer and Arad (1999) further examined cognitive openness in close

relationships. According to their studies, secure individuals were more likely than

insecure individuals to change their perceptions of their partner following certain

behaviors of their partner that are incongruent with their expectations.  Again, in

general, secure attachment was found to be related to the integration of new data

within cognitive structures.
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In another related study, Mikulincer and Sheffi (2000) examined the role a

person’s attachment style might play in moderating the effects of positive affect on

categorization and creative problem solving.  Their main hypothesis that attachment

style would moderate the effects of positive affect on cognitive processes especially

for secure individuals was confirmed.  The researchers interpreted their findings in

line with the “mood as an input” approach (Martin, Ward, Achee, & Wyer, 1993).

According to this view, how positive affect is interpreted seems to determine the

effects of positive affect on cognitive processing.  Mikulincer and Sheffi (2000)

argued that secure individuals may have a tendency to interpret positive affect as a

signal indicating that everything is all right, that they are closer to reaching their

goals, or that they are enjoying a particular task at hand.  Then, these people may

consider such signals as an input for cognitive processing, and they may respond to

them by loosening their cognitive strategies and engaging in playful and creative

exploration.

It seems that secure individuals not only cope with negative affect

efficiently (Mikulincer & Florian, 1998), but also make better use of the

consequences of the arousal of positive affect, such as enhanced creativity.   Such

enhanced creativity might help secure individuals to adapt to environmental

demands, set realistic goals, enjoy task performance, and preserve positive mood.

Thus, secure individuals’ ability to maintain psychological well-being might be, in

part, due to the enhanced creativity derived from positive affect (Mikulincer &

Sheffi, 2000).

In another study, Green and Campbell (2000) examined the relationship

between chronic attachment styles and exploratory behavior in adults.  They
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constructed an exploration scale that measures willingness to engage in physical

(e.g., “If I had the time and money, I would like to travel overseas this summer”),

social (e.g., “I would like the chance to meet strangers”), and intellectual (e.g., “I

would like to go to a modern art museum”) exploration.  The results of the study

indicated that individuals’ attachment styles characterized by anxiety and/or

avoidance showed a significant negative correlation with their exploration scores.

In a follow-up study, by using a sentence memorization task, Green and Campbell

(2000) primed different attachment styles by exposing participants to attachment-

related sentences.  Participants who were primed with a secure attachment style

were more open to exploration than those who were primed with insecure styles.

In their study, Aspelmeier and Kerns (2003) found that self-reports of secure

attachment were associated with feelings of competence at academic tasks and

positive attitudes about the exploration of novel and social situations.  Self-reports

of dismissing, preoccupied, and fearful attachment, on the other hand, were

associated with avoidance of exploration of social information; anxiety about

academic performance; and negative attitudes about social, physical, and novel

exploration, respectively (Aspelmeier & Kerns, 2003).

Recently, Elliot and Reis (2003) regarded Bowlby's exploration system and

White's (1959) effectance motivation as interchangeable concepts and tried to

examine the link between secure-insecure attachment and approach-avoidance

achievement motivation.  They found evidence to support their hypotheses that

secure attachment tends to be associated with approach-oriented achievement

motivation whereas insecure attachment tends to be associated with avoidance-

oriented motivation in achievement settings.  In other words, they argued that
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securely attached individuals tend to approach achievement situations as a positive

challenge; on the other hand, the insecurely attached ones regard them as a threat

and hence try to avoid such situations in order to protect themselves from appearing

incompetent.  Thus, the insecurely attached persons may be trying to avoid the

anxiety-provoking failure or danger while for the secure persons, the possibility of

failure may not be as anxiety-provoking because they tend to feel assured of the

secure base provided by their attachment figures regardless of their achievement

outcomes.

Thus, the relatively limited number of studies reviewed above generally

supported the assertions of attachment theory regarding the positive association

between secure attachment and exploration, which is explained by the secure base

notion.  However, in recent years, basic assertions of the attachment theory

involving exploration and the secure base notion have been challenged from a

cross-cultural perspective, as considered below.

1.3. The Cross-Cultural Challenge to Attachment Theory: Is the

Attachment-Exploration Link Universal or Culture-Bound?

In their review of the cross-cultural attachment studies, van Ijzendoorn and

Sagi (1999) concluded that although data from Islamic countries and India are

lacking, attachment theory can claim universality on the basis of existing studies.

However, some other psychologists have criticized attachment theory for being

biased toward Western ways of thinking (Harwood, Miller, & Irizarry, 1995;

Rothbaum, Pott, et al., 2000; Rothbaum, Weisz, et al., 2000).  Specifically, it has
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been noted that the theory is built on the values of autonomy, individuation, and

exploration, which are emphasized in the Western outlook, whereas in countries

such as Japan, caregiver sensitivity, social competence, and secure base are

understood quite differently.  Thus, the universality claim of attachment theory has

been questioned: For instance, Rothbaum, Pott et al. (2000) questioned the

universality of such processes as using the caregiver as a secure base for

exploration, separation-individuation, and the inevitability of conflict between

partners in all relationships.  Instead they suggested that development follows

different paths in different cultures; for example, while the U.S. path may be one of

generative tension, the Japanese one may be referred to as a path of symbiotic

harmony.  The emphasis of the latter is suggested to be on union, others'

expectations, stability and assurance of relationships.  They hypothesized that

relationships in all cultures tend to be important although their meaning and

dynamics may be different.

As noted above, in Bowlby's (1982) and Ainsworth et al.'s (1971)

formulations, attachment system is most strongly linked with the exploration system

in an inexorable manner via the secure base concept.  According to Posada et al.

(1995), Bowlby and Ainsworth “placed the secure base phenomenon at the center of

their analysis and defined an attachment figure as a person whom the child uses as a

secure base across time and situations” (p. 27).  That is, a person whose attachment

needs are fulfilled feels free to explore his or her environment.  On the other hand,

Rothbaum, Weisz, et al. (2000) claim that the link between attachment and

exploration systems may not be primary and universal as it is claimed; instead, for

example, in Japan, the primary link may be between attachment and dependence
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systems.  That is, while sensitive caregivers in the U.S. may be promoting their

children's exploration of the environment, the Japanese ones may be promoting their

dependence on attachment figures.  Hence, they argue that caregivers' sensitivity

may be responsive to the infants' need for social engagement in the Japanese

context and to that of individuation and autonomy in the U.S. context.  Other

psychologists have provided similar arguments and supportive data (see Harwood et

al., 1995 for a review).  For example, while Anglo-American mothers'

representation of the desirable Strange Situation behavior involved an optimal

balance of autonomy and relatedness, that of the Puerto Rican mothers' involved a

balance of proper conduct (i.e., obedient, quiet, respectful, well-mannered, etc.) and

positive engagement (Harwood et al., 1995).

Thus, there is a controversy in the literature regarding the exact nature of the

relationship between attachment and exploration systems.  Furthermore, there is a

gap in the literature concerning the nature and characteristics of the exploration

system.  Limited number of related studies have only investigated whether

exploratory behavior is related with secure attachment as predicted by the secure

base premise.  However, a direct study of the exploration system has been

neglected.  As noted above, the aim in the present research has been to increase our

understanding of the exploration system, first by investigating the nature and types

of exploration orientation; and then by studying its association with the attachment

system, self-construal orientations, and other self-related variables, as further

explained below.
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1.4. Conceptual Framework of the Present Research

Attachment theory has been regarded as leading the way to “one of the

broadest, most profound and creative lines of research in 20th century psychology”

(Cassidy & Shaver, 1999, p. x).  However, in the related literature, attachment

theory has been considered mostly as a theory of interpersonal relationships.  In

fact, Rothbaum, Weisz, et al. (2000) have referred to it as “psychology's most

influential theory of relatedness” (p. 1093).  The aim in the present dissertation is to

extend this outlook by studying the exploration system and the interplay between

attachment and exploration systems, which are regarded as separate but

complementary systems of human development and functioning.

The essence of secure attachment may be said to involve feeling free and

secure about both relating to others and separating from them.  That is, secure

attachment involves, on the one hand, securely affiliating and relating to others, and

on the other, securely separating from them to explore on one’s own.  In contrast, an

insecurely attached individual would be expected to have anxieties about both

relating to others, as well as, separating or differentiating from them and going on

one’s own.  Thus, it is proposed that for optimal development and functioning, these

relational orientations toward others and separational orientations toward

exploration need to be balanced.  In fact, according to Bowlby and Ainsworth’s

original formulations, secure attachment as a global, general orientation, may be

said to involve distinct but complementary relational and exploratory tendencies.  In

this vein, Ainsworth (1972) stated that “All of the behavioral systems implicated in

attachment must be viewed in balance (italics added) with those which have aims

incompatible with proximity-seeking” (p. 108).
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Accordingly, seeking proximity with significant others may be based on the

basic human need for relatedness (Bakan, 1966; Guisinger & Blatt, 1994;

,PDPR÷OX��������������.D÷ÕWoÕEDúÕ, 1996; Ryan, 1991), while feeling free to

explore on one’s own by somewhat distancing oneself from others, may be based on

an evolutionary-based motivation for personal growth (Aron & Aron, 1997) and

LQGLYLGXDWLRQ��*XLVLQJHU�	�%ODWW��������,PDPR÷OX���������������������$V
mentioned earlier, of these two orientations, the one concerning the attachment

system has been studied quite extensively; however, its association with the latter

exploration system has been rather neglected in the related literature.  It is

considered that one of the reasons for this neglect may be the lack of a conceptual

framework integrating the two systems and the lack of related measuring

instruments involving the exploration orientation.

Thus, an important outlook of the present dissertation is to consider these

two basic human tendencies or “behavioral systems” of attachment and exploration

together in the same study and to examine how they relate to each other, as well as,

to other self-related variables.  In line with the present outlook, first it was

necessary to formulate a model within which secure and insecure exploration can be

clearly conceptualized so that exploration can be examined as a process distinct

from attachment.  For this purpose, we proposed a four-category classification of

secure-insecure exploration in the following section.
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1.4.1. A Proposed Four-Category Classification of Secure-Insecure

Exploration

The proposed model of secure exploration shown in Figure 1.2., is

developed in parallel to Bartholomew and Horowitz’s (1991) four-category model

of adult attachment shown in Figure 1.1.

Model of Self (Trust-Mistrust)

Positive Negative
SECURE PREOCCUPIED

Positive Comfortable with self
and the unknown

Mistrustful of self in
approaching the
unknown

Model of Unknown

(Approach-avoidance)

DISMISSING FEARFUL

Negative Avoidant of the
unknown

Fearful of the
unknown

Figure 1.2. Proposed Model of Secure-Insecure Exploration.

As represented in Figure 1.2., the proposed model involves two types of

internal working models of secure exploration, based on individuals’ level of trust

or confidence in self, and their extent of avoidance of the unknown or the

unfamiliar.  In other words, the internal working model of self and the internal

working model of the unknown are proposed to determine four different types of

exploration styles, in parallel to the four types of attachment styles proposed by

Bartholomew and Horowitz (1991).  The same labels are used for ease of

comparison with the original model.

As can be seen in Figure 1.2., a positive model of self and a positive model

of the unknown are proposed to enable a secure exploration style, which is assumed
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to involve being comfortable with self and the unknown; i.e., being trustful of self

in approaching the unknown.  On the other hand, the insecure types are assumed to

have at least one negative model concerning either their selves or the unknown.

Of the insecure types, the preoccupied ones are assumed to have a negative

model of self, but a positive model of the unknown, such that they are assumed to

have inclinations to approach the unknown but lack the necessary self-confidence to

do so.  The dismissing ones, on the other hand, are assumed to have a positive

model of self, but a negative one for the unknown which they are assumed to avoid.

Finally, those with the fearful style, with two negative working models, are also

assumed to avoid the unknown which they fear.

In order to measure the above-noted secure and insecure exploration types,

general and domain-specific exploration scales were developed as considered in

more detail later in the Method section.  Briefly, these scales consisted of short

paragraphs tapping the secure, preoccupied, dismissing, and fearful exploration

styles in each of the general and specific domains, consisting of the cognitive, self-

related, relational, spatial, and time-related domains.  Within the limits and

purposes of the present dissertation, in general, only the security of exploration

(rather than types of insecurity) is considered in relation to attachment security

using Bartholomew and Horowitz’s related and parallel scale as further explained in

the Method section.
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1.4.2. Conceptualization of Exploration Orientation as General and/or

Domain-Specific

An important problem in the attachment literature concerns the

conceptualization of attachment style as a general, trait-like or as a relationship-

specific orientation.  Bowlby (1969/1982) regarded attachment style as a persistent

trait-like characteristic.  Accordingly, as noted above, he argued that one's early

expectations, derived from repeated interactions with the primary caregiver in time

are organized into internal working models which tend to persist by becoming

integrated into the personality structure; and hence serve as prototypic internal

representations for later social relationships.

As noted above, Bowlby's premise that early attachment relationships affect

adult relationships has been supported (e.g., Bartholomew, 1993; Hazan & Shaver,

1987).  However, some other investigators have argued and provided support that

attachment styles may not only reflect some enduring characteristics of individuals,

but one's attachment behaviors in particular relationships may also depend on one's

working models for that specific relationship or context (Baldwin, Keelan, Fehr,

Enns, & Koh-Rangarajoo, 1996; Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991; Berlin &

Cassidy, 1999; Collins & Read, 1994; Cozzarelli, Hoekstra, & Bylsma, 2000;

)XUPDQ��6LPRQ��6KDIIHU��	�%RXFKH\��������,PDPR÷OX�	�,PDPR÷OX��������5RVV�	
6SLQQHU����������)RU�H[DPSOH��,PDPR÷OX�	�,PDPR÷OX��������IRXQG�WKDW�7XUNLVK
individuals' attachment orientations in different contexts (i.e., family, peer, romantic

contexts) depend on both their general orientations as well as the similarity of the

contexts concerned.  Thus, attachment styles can be conceptualized as both general

and context-specific orientations.
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In the present study, parallel with the findings concerning attachment, the

exploration orientation was also conceptualized as both a general orientation,

associated with prototypic internal representations, as well as domain-specific

orientations.  As noted above and further explained later on, exploration orientation

was considered in the cognitive, relational, spatial, self- and time-related domains.

Although some domain-related differences were expected, still the domain-specific

exploration orientations were expected to be associated with each other as well as

the general exploration orientation.

1.4.3. Relationship between Secure Attachment-Exploration and Self-

Construals

As noted above, Bowlby’s idea of working models is used to refer to mental

representations the individual forms concerning the self and others, on the basis of

past interactions with attachment figures.  In fact, Bartholomew and Horowitz

(1991) stated that the self model represents a fundamental dimension of the

individual’s attachment style.  As mentioned before, related studies generally

studied people’s ideas and behaviors about relationships (e.g., Hazan & Shaver,

1987), and found secure and insecure groups to differ in terms of expectations,

perceptions, and functioning in close relationships (e.g., Feeney & Noller, 1990;

Mikulincer & Erev, 1991; Pietromonaco & Carnelley, 1994).

However, apart from one’s conceptions of relationships, attachment

experiences’ impact on his or her self-conception is also a central idea in attachment

theory, as noted before.  Accordingly, on the basis of secure attachment

experiences, people may learn to feel valued by others and come to value
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themselves.  In contrast, those who feel rejected by others may learn to feel

unworthy of love.  These expectations were tested in terms of self-esteem, and as

noted above, secure adults were found to have higher self-esteem than insecure ones

(e.g., Bylsma, Cozzarelli, & Sümer, 1997; Feeney & Noller, 1990; Griffin &

Bartholomew, 1994), while one study found no difference between secure and

avoidant adults (Collins & Read, 1990).

Mikulincer (1995) extended these findings beyond positivity to content and

structure of self-representations.  Specifically, he showed that secure people have

more positive self-views but admit some negative attributes as well; more complex

self-schemas (differentiated and integrated self-structures) and show low self-

discrepancies.  However, he has noted that these differences may reflect general

differences in cognitive organization or skills, and need to be studied using different

techniques.

The above-noted study by Mikulincer (1995) was based on Hazan and

Shaver's (1987) tripartite model.  In a direct test of the relationship between

DWWDFKPHQW�RULHQWDWLRQV�DQG�VHOI�FRQVWUXDOV��,PDPR÷OX�	�,PDPR÷OX��������XVHG
Bartholomew and Horowitz's (1991) four-category attachment classification and

,PDPR÷OX
V��������������������%DODQFHG�,QWHJUDWLRQ�'LIIHUHQWLDWLRQ��%,'��PRGHO
of self-construals, as explained below.  Briefly, BID model considers the

individuational and relational self orientations as distinct and complementary in that

the former refers to an intrapersonal differentiative orientation while the latter refers

to an interpersonal integrative orientation.  Those high in individuation are said to

develop with an internal frame of reference according to their personal abilities,

inclinations, and own wishes, whereas those low in individuation (i.e., the
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“normatively patterned”) are considered to develop with an external frame of

reference according to normative expectations and social control.  On the other

hand, the high and low ends of the relational orientation refer to being related and

separated, respectively.  A combination of the high and low ends of these two

distinct dimensions yields four self construal types; i.e., separated-individuated,

separated-patterned, related-patterned, and related-individuated.  Of these, only the

related-individuated self-construal is asserted and found to represent a balanced

state of differentiation and integration, and hence, a state of optimal human

IXQFWLRQLQJ��,PDPR÷OX��������������

In line with the studies that relate secure attachment to positive self-

representations and functioning in close relationships referred to above (e.g.,

)HHQH\�	�1ROOHU��������0LNXOLQFHU���������,PDPR÷OX�DQG�,PDPR÷OX��������IRXQG
the more securely attached individuals to have more related-individuated, or

balanced self-construals than the insecure ones.  However, attachment seemed to be

mostly associated with the relational rather than the individuational orientation.

7KXV��LQ�WKH�SUHVHQW�VWXG\��LQ�OLQH�ZLWK�,PDPR÷OX
V��������VXJJHVWLRQ�WKDW
attachment and exploration orientations may represent the foundations of the

relational and individuational self orientations, respectively, secure attachment was

expected to be associated with relatedness, while secure exploration with

individuation, since the former tends to be more affective-relational, while the latter

PRUH�LQWULQVLF�PRWLYDWLRQDO�LQ�QDWXUH��,PDPR÷OX���������DV�IXUWKHU�FRQVLGHUHG
below.
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1.4.4. Relationship between Secure Attachment-Exploration and

Positive Affective- Relational and Intrinsic Motivational Orientations

In line with Bowlby’s idea of “internal working models” regarding self and

significant others, past literature indicates that secure attachment tends to be

associated with positive affectivity concerning both self and relationship partners;

for example, as noted above, compared to insecure ones, secure individuals tend to

have higher self-esteem (e.g., Bylsma, Cozzarelli, & Sümer, 1997; Feeney &

Noller, 1990; Griffin & Bartholomew, 1994) and to have more trusting, happy and

friendly close relationships with others (e.g., Feeney & Noller, 1990; Hazan &

Shaver, 1987).  In line with these findings, secure attachment was expected to be

associated with feeling satisfied with one’s self and with positive models of self and

others.  Furthermore, such a positive affective state was also expected to be

extended to a positive outlook to the future.  In other words, in addition to being

more likely to be satisfied with themselves and others, secure individuals were

expected to have more positive future expectations or to be more optimistic about

the future than insecure ones.

Unlike the affective-relational aspects, the relationship between secure

attachment and intrinsic motivational variables has not been explored except for

some recent studies mentioned above (e.g., Mikulincer, 1997).  This may be

because secure attachment has been construed as having implications for close

relationships.  However, as noted before, due to the interplay between attachment

and exploration, one may expect those who are securely attached to show more

intrinsic motivational orientations.  In fact, Mikulincer (1997) found a secure

attachment working model to be positively associated with information search and
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integration of new information within cognitive structures.  In other words, securely

attached individuals seem to have more open and flexible minds, and may be more

likely to describe themselves as curious.

In view of the above-noted findings, secure attachment may be expected to

be associated with higher intrinsic motivation (e.g., having higher need for

cognition, curiosity, and tolerance for ambiguity).  However, our expectations were

EDVHG�RQ�,PDPR÷OX
V��������������ILQGLQJV�WKDW�LQGLYLGXDWLRQ�DQG�UHODWHGQHVV�WHQG
to be associated with qualitatively different domains (i.e., the former being intrinsic

motivational, the latter being affective-relational in nature) and her assertion that

those self orientations are founded on exploration and attachment orientations,

respectively, which tend to complement each other.  Thus, within the present

conceptual framework, secure exploration was expected to be a stronger predictor

of intrinsic motivational variables than secure attachment.  On the other hand,

secure attachment was expected to be a stronger predictor of affective-relational

variables than secure exploration.  Still, however, due to their complementary

relationship both attachment and exploration might, to some degree, be expected to

be positively associated with both domains.

Expecting exploration tendencies to be associated more with the intrinsic

motivational domain is also consistent with the related conceptualizations of

curiosity.  For instance, the dictionary defines curiosity in terms of “A desire to

learn or know; something novel or extraordinary that arouses interest” (Webster's II

new Riverside university dictionary, 1984, p.337).  Accordingly, related literature

has considered curiosity in terms of such variables as novelty, complexity, conflict,

and ambiguity.  For example, Berlyne (1960) proposed two types of exploratory
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tendencies: diversive and specific curiosity, referring to actively seeking out novelty

and challenge and seeking depth in a particular area of knowledge or experience,

respectively.  Regulating self to seek out novelty and challenge has been regarded

as intrinsically motivating (Kashdan, Rose, & Fincham, 2004; Ryan & Deci, 2000).

Thus, secure exploration more than attachment, was expected to be positively

associated with variables of the intrinsic motivational domain such as curiosity,

need for cognition (defined as the tendency to engage in and enjoy thinking, by

Cacioppo and Petty, 1982), and tolerance for ambiguity (defined as “…a

willingness to accept a state of affairs capable of alternate interpretations, or of

alternate outcomes…Low ambiguity tolerance is shown by the desire to have

everything reduced to black and white” (English & English, 1958, p. 24).

1.4.5. Overview of Basic Research Questions and Expectations

The basic research questions addressed in the present dissertation are briefly

summarized below together with the related expectations.

Question 1.  How can exploration orientation be conceptualized?  Can it

be conceptualized in terms of the dimensions of trust for self and approaching

the unknown as proposed by the two-dimensional model?

In line with the two-dimensional four-category model proposed above, it

was expected that trust for self and approaching the unknown would constitute two

basic dimensions of the exploration orientation.  Different combinations of these

dimensions were assumed to yield four different exploration tendencies, of which
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only being high in both dimensions (i.e., high trust for self and high tendency to

approach the unknown) represented a secure exploration orientation.

Question 2.  (a) Does secure exploration represent a general or domain-

specific orientation? In other words, does it vary according to different

domains or not?  (b) If so, then how are general and domain-specific

exploration orientations related with each other?

In line with the related studies concerning attachment (e.g., Collins & Read,

������&R]]DUHOOL�HW�DO���������,PDPR÷OX�	�,PDPR÷OX��������5RVV�	�6SLQQHU�
2001), it was expected that (a) the degree to which one feels secure in exploration

may show variation across domains; e.g., cognitive, relational, self-related, spatial,

and future-related domains.  For instance, a person who feels quite at ease about

exploring the physical environment may not feel equally secure in thinking about

himself/ herself or relationships with others.  Still, however, again in parallel to

related findings concerning attachment, it was expected that (b) secure exploration

can also be considered as a general trait-like characteristic; that is, someone who

tends to be high in general exploration orientation might be expected to feel

relatively more secure in all domains than a generally less secure person.  Thus,

secure exploration can be understood as both a general orientation as well as a

domain-specific one.

Question 3.  How are secure exploration and secure attachment

orientations related with each other? That is, what is the nature of the

relationship between secure attachment and secure exploration?
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In contrast to the interpretation of attachment theory that regards exploration

to be inevitably linked with the primary attachment system but in congruence with

the original premise (that regards attachment and exploration as separate and

complementary systems), secure exploration and secure attachment were expected

to represent two separate but complementary (i.e., somewhat positively associated)

orientations.  That is, they were not expected to be very strongly correlated so as to

imply that exploration system tends to be inevitably linked with the primary

attachment system.  It was considered that such a conceptualization is more

congruent with the recent culture-related critiques of the attachment theory, as

considered above (Rothbaum, Pott et al., 2000; Rothbaum, Weisz, et al., 2000) and

more in line with the self-construal related suggestions of the BID model

�,PDPR÷OX��������

To further analyze the nature of the link between attachment and exploration

systems, the concept of separation-differentiation security was proposed to refer to

feeling secure (rather than anxious) about physically separating or having ideas that

diverge from one’s family, and hence feeling secure about differentiating according

to one’s inner referents.  It was assumed that for securely separating and

differentiating, one needs to feel assured about the mutual love-acceptance in one’s

UHODWLRQV�ZLWK�WKH�IDPLO\��DV�GHVFULEHG�E\�,PDPR÷OX��������LQ�KHU�SURSRVDO�RI
“balanced” family contexts.  As such, separation-differentiation security was

proposed as a conceptual link between attachment and exploration systems.  Thus, it

was expected that separation-differentiation security would mediate between secure

attachment and secure exploration, having stronger links with the latter.
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Question 4.  How are secure attachment and exploration orientations

related with relational and individuational self-construal orientations?  How

are attachment and exploration orientations associated with different self-

construal types?

,Q�OLQH�ZLWK�,PDPR÷OX¶V��������VXJJHVWLRQ�WKDW�DWWDFKPHQW�DQG�H[SORUDWLRQ
can be considered to represent the origins of the relational and individuational

orientations, respectively, secure attachment was expected to be a stronger predictor

of relatedness and secure exploration was expected to be a stronger predictor of

individuation.  Accordingly, individuals with balanced or related-individuated self-

construals were expected to be more secure in both attachment and exploration, as

compared particularly to those having the most unbalanced, separated-patterned

type of self-construal.

Question 5.  How are secure attachment and exploration orientations

associated with variables representing affective-relational and intrinsic

motivational domains?  That is, do they predict those variables equally well or

in a differentiated manner?

Our expectations were in line with the findings based on the BID model and

other related studies noted above, which indicated relatedness and individuation to

be associated with affective-relational and intrinsic-motivational domains,

UHVSHFWLYHO\��,PDPR÷OX����������������$FFRUGLQJO\��DWWDFKPHQW�ZDV�H[SHFWHG�WR�EH
associated basically with the affective-relational variables; namely, positive self-

and other-models, self-satisfaction, positive future expectations, relatedness, low

trait anxiety, and trust for self.  On the other hand, exploration was expected to be
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associated basically with intrinsic-motivational variables; i.e., need for cognition,

curiosity, need for exploration, approaching the unknown, individuation, tolerance

for ambiguity, and separation-differentiation security.  However, in line with the

proposed complementary relationship, positive linkages were expected between

attachment and exploration orientations and the variables associated with each, as

proposed by the BID model.  Hence, for instance, variables of the intrinsic

motivational domain might also be associated with the attachment system, but only

weakly, compared to the exploration system; and vice versa.

Question 6.  Does an orientation involving both secure attachment and

secure exploration represent a more optimal state of psychological functioning

(in terms of the variables considered), than orientations involving other

combinations of attachment and exploration?

Assuming attachment and exploration to be distinct systems, four affective-

motivational types of orientations were proposed by crossing these distinct

dimensions; i.e., secure-safe, (high in both attachment security and exploration

security), secure-unsafe (high in attachment security, low in exploration security),

insecure-safe (low in attachment security, high in exploration security), and

insecure-unsafe (low in both attachment and exploration security).  Of these, the

secure-safe orientation type was expected to represent an optimal state of

psychological functioning in all of the affective-relational and intrinsic-motivational

variables noted above, particularly as compared to the insecure-unsafe type; i.e., the

secure-safe respondents were expected to be significantly more related,

individuated, to have positive self and other models, positive future orientation,

trust for self, low trait anxiety, high need for cognition, curiosity, need for
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exploration, high tendency to approach the unknown, tolerance for ambiguity and

separation-differentiation security.

Question 7.  Are there gender differences in secure exploration

orientation as related to the variables considered?

In general, the basic mechanisms concerning exploration and attachment

systems were expected to apply to both males and females.  However, some relative

gender differences can be expected for females to be more secure in both

attachment and exploration-related variables than males in view of the findings

which indicate the well-educated females to score higher in both relatedness and

LQGLYLGXDWLRQ�WKDQ�WKH�PDOHV��H�J���,PDPR÷OX��������,PDPR÷OX�	�.DUDNLWDSR÷OX�
Aygün, in press; Kurt, 2000).
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CHAPTER 2

METHOD

2.1. Participants

Four-hundred and thirty-four Turkish university students (280 female, 154

male) participated in the study.  The participants were students in psychology

courses from three universities in Ankara; i.e., Middle East Technical University,

Bilkent University, and Hacettepe University, with a mean age of 21 (Range: 17-

36).  Most of the students were of urban background (91 %).  Most of their fathers

were university graduates and post-graduates (54 %), and 27 % were high school

graduates, whereas 19 % had junior-high or elementary level education or less;

respective percentages for mothers were 35 %, 29 %, and 36 %.  Of the mothers, 65

% were homemakers.  Thus, most of the students who participated in the study

came from the middle-upper socioeconomic status (SES).

2.2. Measures

The questionnaire administered consisted of demographic questions and

scales to be checked.  The scales described below were presented so that similar

types of scales (e.g., scales measuring exploration in different domains) were placed

at different places in the questionnaire.  In doing so, it was hoped that different
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scales would serve as buffers for each other and control response sets.  The scales

for which only the English-forms were available (i.e., Curiosity and Exploration

Inventory, and Tolerance for Ambiguity Scale) were translated to Turkish by two

bilingual psychologists and checked by another bilingual judge through back

translations.

2.2.1. Relationship Questionnaire (RQ)

Bartholomew & Horowitz’s (1991) measure of attachment styles consisting

of four descriptive paragraphs (representing secure, preoccupied, dismissing, and

fearful styles) was used in the study as the core measure of the participants’

attachment orientation (see Appendix A.1.). Participants were asked to respond to

each paragraph using 7-point scales (1= not at all descriptive of me, 7= totally

descriptive of me).  The Turkish form of this scale was previously used by Sümer

and Güngör (1999) who reported that the scale has acceptable psychometric

characteristics.

2.2.2. Positive Model of Self and Positive Model of Other Scales

Considering that a model of self and a model of other are the two basic

dimensions of attachment orientation, Positive Model of Self and Positive Model of

Other Scales have been developed for the present purposes (see Appendix A.2.1.

and A.2.2.).  In both scales, participants were asked to respond to the items using 7-

point scales (1= totally disagree, 7= totally agree).

Positive Model of Self Scale consisted of nine items measuring one’s views

of self (e.g., “I am happy with the way I am”, “Instead of accepting me the way I
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am, I sometimes feel that my family expects me to be a different person”-reverse

item).  High mean scores on this scale indicate having a positive mental

representation of oneself.

Positive Model of Other Scale consisted of nine items measuring the way

one perceives other people (e.g., “I believe that the positive characteristics of the

people I know are more than the negative ones”, “I guess it is best to keep away

from people”-reverse item). High mean scores on this scale indicate having a

positive mental representation of other people.

2.2.3. The Exploration Questionnaire

An exploration scale parallel to Bartholomew and Horowitz’s (1991)

attachment measure, Relationship Questionnaire (RQ), has been developed for the

present purposes.  The Exploration Questionnaire consisted of six sets of four

paragraphs; of these, one set involves the general exploration orientations, while the

other five sets concern domain-specific exploration orientations, i.e., cognitive,

relational, self-related, spatial, and time-related domains.  For each set, participants

are asked to rate how descriptive each paragraph is of themselves on 7-point scales

(1= not at all descriptive, 7= totally descriptive).

In line with the four-category exploration model proposed in the

Introduction above, and as shown in Appendix A.3., the general version aimed to

enquire about secure, preoccupied, dismissing, and fearful exploration orientations

in general.  The cognitive version asked specifically about cognitive explorations

(e.g., thinking, knowledge).  The relational one asked about exploring people, i.e.,

new people with different characteristics.  The self-related version enquired about
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being open to learning things about oneself, i.e., exploring the origins and depths of

one’s emotions and thoughts and discovering new characteristics.  The spatial

version involved exploring new, unfamiliar places and their nature and

characteristics.  Finally, the time-related version asked about going beyond the

present to explore the future, i.e., to think, imagine and/or plan about the unknown,

novel aspects of the future.

In each set of four paragraphs, the first paragraph about secure exploration

stated that one feels comfortable with oneself in such exploratory acts; the second

one about preoccupied exploration, stated that although one would be interested in

exploring, one feels anxious about not being able to cope with it; the third

paragraph about dismissing exploration, stated that one is not interested in exploring

the unknown and is very content with one already knows; finally, the last paragraph

about fearful exploration, stated feeling uneasy and fearful about the unknown.

2.2.4. Trust for Self and Approaching the Unknown Scales

These scales were developed in accordance with the proposal that trust for

self and approaching the unknown may underlie the basic dimensions of the

exploratory orientation, as explained in the Introduction.  Each scale consisted of

eight items to which participants were to respond using 7-point scales of

agreement/disagreement (1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree).  Three items in

each scale were reverse-scored to protect against response bias.  High scores

indicated high trust for self and high tendency to approach the unknown,

respectively.
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The Trust for Self scale consisted of items tapping the degree to which one

feels trust for oneself that he or she can cope with the difficulties or novelties in life

(see Appendix A.4.1.).  Some sample items may be “I generally trust myself”; “I

often feel helpless in coping with the difficulties of life”(reverse scored);

“Regardless of whether or not there are people whom I can count on, I feel that I

can always count on myself”.

On the other hand, the Approaching the Unknown scale aimed to measure

the degree to which one tends to approach or avoid the unknown (see Appendix

A.4.2.).  Some sample items may be stated as follows: “In general I identify with

the idea of ‘stay away from the unknown, abide by the known’.”(reverse scored);

“The unknown things seem to attract me”; “I regard the idea of travelling in time or

the universe interesting and appealing”.

2.2.5. The Need for Exploration Scale

Thirty-nine items were created to tap the need for exploration in different

domains; e.g., cognitive, interpersonal, spatial, temporal, self-related (see Appendix

A.5.).  Twenty-one of these were reverse items to control for response biases.  Some

sample items are: “Instead of trying newly opened shops, I prefer to shop at those I

am accustomed to” (reverse item); “I enjoy questioning ideas which are taken for

granted”; “I am interested in discovering new places”; “I am curious about the

personality characteristics of the people I know”; “Rather than thinking about an

unknown future, I am more interested in the known present time” (reverse item).

High mean scores on this scale indicate having a high need for exploration.
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2.2.6. Separation-Differentiation Security Scale

This scale consists of 15 items created for the present purposes (see

Appendix A.6.).  Separation-differentiation security has been defined as the

freedom to think, feel and act in a genuine way without fear of losing or not being

able to feel the love and acceptance of one’s family.  That is, it is proposed that

those individuals characterized by separation-differentiation security would feel that

the love of their families has become so much a part of themselves that they could

feel it even if they were separated physically (a strong sense of felt security); and so

they would not feel anxious about being their true selves or expressing their

differences.  Some sample items may be stated as follows:  “Because I always feel

my family’s love inside me, I can work even at far away places”; “I cannot be

separated from my family even if it is for a brief period of time” (reverse scored);

“Having different opinions from those of my family makes me anxious” (reverse

scored); “Even if I think differently on some issues, I always feel that my family’s

support is with me”.  Eight of the 15 items were reverse scored to control for

response bias.  Respondents were asked to indicate their degree of agreement or

disagreement with the items using 7-point scales (1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly

agree).  High mean scores indicated high separation-differentiation security.

2.2.7. The Balanced Integration-Differentiation (BID) Scale

,PDPR÷OX¶V��������������VHOI�FRQVWUXDO�VFDOH�LV�PDGH�XS�RI�WZR�VXEVFDOHV
(see Appendix A.7.).  The Interrelational Orientation subscale consists of 16 items

measuring interpersonal integration (i.e., having and valuing close emotional ties to

one's family and others).  A high score on this scale indicates feelings of
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relatedness, whereas a low score indicates feelings of separatedness.  Cronbach's

alpha values for this subscale have been reported to vary between .80 and .91 in

GLIIHUHQW�VWXGLHV���*H]LFL�	�*�YHQo��������*�OHU��������,PDPR÷OX�������������
,PDPR÷OX�.DUDNLWDSR÷OX�$\J�Q��LQ�SUHVV; Kurt, 2000).  The second subscale of the

measure, the Self-Developmental Orientation subscale, consists of 13 items

measuring intrapersonal differentiation toward individuation (i.e., relying on one's

inner qualities and interests as a developmental frame of reference, rather than

accommodating oneself to a normative frame of reference).  A high score on this

subscale refers to a self-developmental tendency toward individuation, whereas a

low score refers to a tendency toward normative patterning.  Cronbach's alpha

values for this subscale have been reported to vary between .74 and .82 in previous

VWXGLHV��*H]LFL�	�*�YHQo��������*�OHU��������,PDPR÷OX��������������,PDPR÷OX�
.DUDNLWDSR÷OX�$\J�Q��LQ�SUHVV; Kurt, 2000).  Test-retest reliability of the BID scale

was found to be .82 (Güler, 2004).  In congruence with the other scales used in the

present study, the BID Scale was also used as a 7-point scale (1= totally disagree,

7=totally agree).  The mean scores on the two subscales were used to measure

relatedness and individuation, respectively.

2.2.8. Need for Cognition Scale (NCS)

Cacioppo and Petty's (1982) Need for Cognition Scale is a measure of the

tendency to engage in and enjoy thinking.  Originally, NCS had 45 items; of these,

34 items were retained in Cacioppo and Petty's later studies.  In adapting the

7XUNLVK�YHUVLRQ�XVHG�LQ�WKH�SUHVHQW�VWXG\��,PDPR÷OX��������VWDUWHG�RXW�ZLWK�WKH
original 45 items, and reduced the number of items to 27 (see Appendix A.8.).
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Cronbach's alpha values of the Turkish form were reported to be .88 and .91.

�,PDPR÷lu, 2001, 2003, respectively).  Participants were asked to rate the items on

7-point scales (1= totally disagree, 7= totally agree).

2.2.9. Tolerance for Ambiguity Scale

This scale is a combination of six items selected from the Intolerance of

Ambiguity Scale developed by Budner (1962), and 12 items selected from the

Revised Scale for Ambiguity Tolerance (Revision of the Rydell and Rosen, 1966

scale) by MacDonald (1970).  The idea in selecting these items was to include those

with high face validity and cross-cultural relevance.  We aimed to be able to come

up with a reliable measure of the tolerance for ambiguity by using the best items of

this combined scale.  The reliabilities of the existing scales seemed less than

satisfactory; for example, those for Budner’s scale varied between .39 and .62 for

different samples (Budner, 1962).  On the other hand, although MacDonald (1970)

reported improving the reliability of the 16-item Rydell and Rosen (1966) scale

(from .64 to .86) by adding four more items, some of the items did not appear to

have face validity; e.g., “Sometimes I rather enjoy going against the rules and doing

things I’m not supposed to do”; or “Perfect balance is the essence of all good

composition”; or did not seem to be clear, e.g., “I would rather bet, 1 to 6 on a long

shot than 3 to 1 on a probable winner”.  Thus, the 18 items shown in Appendix A.9.

were presented to participants who were asked to indicate their degree of agreement

or disagreement using 7-point scales (1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree).

Fourteen of the items were reverse scored so that high scores indicated high

tolerance for ambiguity.
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2.2.10. Curiosity and Exploration Inventory (Trait Version)

Kashdan, Rose, and Fincham’s (2004) Curiosity and Exploration Inventory

was used in the study as one of the measures of exploration orientation (see

Appendix A.10.).  It consists of seven items, which gives an index of curiosity (e.g.,

“I am not the type of person who probes deeply into new situations or things”-

reverse scored).  Respondents were asked to rate the items on a 7-point scale (1=

totally disagree, 7= totally agree).  Alpha for the original scale has been reported to

vary between .72 and .80 (Kashdan et al., 2004).

2.2.11. Self-Satisfaction Index

7KLV�LQGH[��GHYHORSHG�E\�,PDPR÷OX���������FRQVLVWV�RI�VL[�TXHVWLRQV�DVNLQJ
how satisfied or pleased one feels with oneself; how competent one feels; to what

degree one feels one has achieved one's goals; how satisfied one feels with one's life

in general; and if it were possible, to what extent one would wish to change oneself

(see Appendix A.11.).  Respondents were asked to rate the items by using 5-point

scales (1= not at all, 5= very).  Higher mean scores on this index were considered to

indicate self-satisfaction, with Cronbach's alpha values of .88 and .86 in previous

VWXGLHV��,PDPR÷OX��������������UHVSHFWLYHO\��

2.2.12. Positive Future Expectations Scale

7KLV�VFDOH�GHYHORSHG�E\�,PDPR÷lu (2001) consists of five items concerned

with the degree to which one has positive or negative expectations for one’s future

(see Appendix A.12.).  Some sample items are: “I am optimistic about achieving my

future aims”; “I can be regarded as pessimistic concerning my personal future.”
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(reverse scored).  The Cronbach's alpha coefficients of this scale were found to be

�����,PDPR÷OX��������DQG������*�OHU��������LQ�SUHYLRXV�VWXGLHV�

2.2.13. Trait Anxiety Scale

State-Trait Anxiety Scale’s (Spielberger, Gorsuch, & Lushene, 1970) 20-

item Trait Anxiety subscale was used as a measure of anxiety (see Appendix A.13.).

The Turkish version (LeCompte & Öner, 1976) of the scale was found to have

acceptable psychometric characteristics.  LeCompte and Öner have reported the

Cronbach's alpha coefficients to be between .83 and .87; and test-retest reliabilities

were reported to vary between .71 and .86.  Some sample items are: “I worry about

trivial stuff”, “I usually do not trust myself”, “I am generally happy” (reverse item).

Higher mean scores on this scale indicate high trait anxiety.  Respondents were

asked to rate the items on a 7-point scale (1= totally disagree, 7= totally agree).

2.3. Procedure

Participants were asked to complete the questionnaire set in classroom

settings.  They were given the instructions: “This study aims to understand your

views about yourself and other people. There are no right or wrong answers, and

you are not asked to write your names. What is important is that you express your

sincere thoughts openly and provide answers on the basis of your initial reactions.

Please answer all of the following questions sincerely. Thank you very much for

your participation”.  The participants were given bonus grades for their participation

in the study.  The time for completing the questionnaire was about 30-50 minutes.
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS

Data have been analyzed in accordance with the seven basic questions raised

in the Introduction.  Hence, the results are presented by following the order of the

questions except for the seventh question regarding gender differences.  If

applicable, results involving gender are presented as related to the analyses

concerning other questions.  Also, although the relationship between attachment and

exploration was related with the third question, results concerning the distinct

nature of these two orientations are reported first because the measures specified in

those analyses have been used in later analyses.

Descriptive information about the characteristics of the scales with regards

to the present study has been summarized in Table 3.1.  More detailed information

about the analyses involving the factor structure of the newly developed or adapted

scales can be found in Appendix B.  As can be seen in Table 3.1, the Cronbach's

alpha coefficients of all the scales were found to be acceptable.  Further reference

will be made to the characteristics of the specific scales when reporting the related

results below.
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Table 3.1.  Descriptive Information About the Scales Used in the Present Study

Measures Number

of Items

Mean SD αα

Composite Exploration Index 24 5.57 .81 .93

     General Exploration 4 5.37 .99 .82

     Relational Exploration 4 5.41 1.01 .78

     Cognitive Exploration 4 5.46 .92 .79

     Self-Related Exploration 4 5.66 .92 .76

     Spatial Exploration 4 5.78 .93 .80

     Time-Related Exploration 4 5.39 .99 .80

Need for Exploration 39 5.06 .68 .93

Approaching the Unknown 8 5.39 .92 .88

Trust for Self 8 5.30 .91 .88

Separation-Differentiation Security 15 5.39 .76 .84

     Spatial Separation Security 7 5.30 1.03 .86

     Parental Acceptance Security 4 5.56 1.17 .85

     Psychological Differentiation Security 4 5.39 1.06 .79

Composite Attachment Index 19 4.94 .88 .85

     Attachment (Simple Measure) 1 4.67 1.61

     Positive Model of Self 9 5.19 .86 .78

     Positive Model of Other 9 4.95 .83 .77

Tolerance for Ambiguity 16 4.16 .73 .80

Self Developmental Orientation Scale
(Individuation)

13 5.28 .75 .83

Interrelational Orientation Scale (Relatedness) 16 5.13 .99 .90

Need for Cognition 27 5.09 .72 .92

Curiosity and Exploration Inventory 7 4.84 .93 .80

Self-Satisfaction 6 3.39 .70 .88

Trait Anxiety 20 3.48 .80 .89

Positive Future Expectations 5 5.56 1.02 .92

3.1. Analyses Concerning Question 3:  Attachment and Exploration as

Distinct Orientations

As noted above, in this section the results of analyses involving correlations

and factor analysis of the data on secure, preoccupied, dismissing, and fearful styles
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of both attachment and exploration are reported.  In doing so, an attempt was made

to investigate the nature of the relationship between secure attachment and secure

exploration measures, in relation to Question 3.

3.1.1. Relationships Between General Attachment and Exploration

Ratings for Secure, Preoccupied, Dismissing, and Fearful Tendencies

3.1.1.1. Intercorrelations Between Related Variables

To explore how secure, preoccupied, dismissing, and fearful attachment

orientations were associated with the respective general exploration orientations,

intercorrelations were calculated as shown in Table 3.2.  As can be seen in Table

3.2, all the correlations involving secure and insecure types of exploration were

significant, coefficients ranging between .48 and .59 (p < .001).  On the other hand,

the correlations between the four secure and insecure styles of attachment

orientations were generally nonsignificant for the dismissing type, and were .30 and

.33, respectively for the preoccupied with secure and the preoccupied with fearful

tendencies (p < .001).  The only relatively strong association was between the two

poles of secure and fearful attachment orientations (r = .56, p < .001).

As for the associations involving attachment and exploration orientations,

the correlations were either nonsignificant (for those involving dismissing

orientations) or significant but weak (correlation coefficients ranging between .08

and .27).
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Table 3.2.  Intercorrelations Between Secure, Preoccupied, Dismissing, and Fearful

Styles of Attachment and Respective General Exploration Orientations

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Attachment

1.  Secure _

2.  Preoccupied (R) .30*** _

3.  Dismissing (R) .01 -.05 _

4.  Fearful (R) .56*** .33*** .10* _

Exploration

5.  Secure .21*** .08* .05 .19*** _

6.  Preoccupied (R) .27*** .23*** .01 .20*** .57*** _

7.  Dismissing (R) .05 .09* .04 .06 .56*** .48*** _

8.  Fearful (R) .23*** .15*** .01 .17*** .51*** .52*** .59***

Note:  Items indicated as (R) indicate items recoded so that higher scores imply lower preoccupied,

dismissing or fearful scores.  *p < .05; **
p < .01; ***

p < .001

3.1.1.2. Factor Analysis of Related Variables

To explore whether ratings for the paragraphs representing secure,

preoccupied, dismissing, and fearful exploration orientations tend to be distinct

from those of attachment orientations, a varimax rotated principal axis factoring

was conducted.  According to eigenvalue greater-than-one and explained variance

greater than 5 % criteria, two factors were obtained.  As can be seen in Table 3.3,

ratings for the four exploration paragraphs constituted the Exploration Factor,

which explained 27.29 % of the total variance.  The fearful, secure, and preoccupied

attachment tendencies formed the Attachment Factor, which explained 17.05 % of

the variance.  On the other hand, the dismissing attachment tendency did not load

on any of the factors (in the three-factor solution it appeared as a separate weak

factor explaining only 4.26 % of the variance).  Thus, ratings of the four paragraphs

involving exploration seemed to form a response domain distinct from those of the

attachment domain.
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3.1.2. The Measures for Secure Attachment and Secure Exploration

Orientations Used in the Present Study

Since the basic aim of the present dissertation was to explore general and

domain-specific secure exploration as related to secure attachment (rather than

exploring the relationships between secure, preoccupied, dismissing, fearful

tendencies), mean secure exploration orientation measures were calculated by

finding the means of the secure and the reverse-coded insecure ratings separately

Table 3.3.  Results of the Varimax Rotated Factor Analysis Involving Ratings for

Secure, Preoccupied, Dismissing and Fearful Orientations

Items Loading

Factor 1- Exploration Orientation

(eigenvalue = 2.93, explained variance = 27.29 %)

Dismissing Exploration (R) .78

Secure Exploration .73

Fearful Exploration (R) .72

Preoccupied Exploration (R) .68

Factor 2- Attachment Orientation

(eigenvalue = 1.55, explained variance = 17.05 %)

Fearful Attachment (R) .77

Secure Attachment .70

Preoccupied Attachment  (R) .40

Dismissing Attachment (R)

for the paragraphs involving general and each of the five specific exploration

domains.  As can be seen in Table 3.4, ratings for secure, preoccupied, dismissing,

and fearful exploration orientations all were significantly correlated and item-total
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correlations for each domain were quite high.  As shown in Table 3.1, Cronbach’s

alpha coefficients varied between .82 and .76.

On the basis of these alpha coefficients, and other related results noted

above, it was decided that using mean secure exploration scores involving

composite responses to the four secure and insecure exploration paragraphs might

be more reliable than using responses only to the secure exploration paragraphs.

Hence, in the following sections involving secure exploration orientations, mean

composite scores were used, unless otherwise stated.

Unlike the case in exploration orientation, ratings for secure and insecure

attachment orientations could not be combined to yield a single composite score.

As mentioned above, correlations between ratings for different styles of attachment

orientations were not high or were not even significant for the dismissing

attachment orientation.  Alpha coefficient for all four items was found to be .52 and

even when the dismissing attachment item was deleted, it was not higher than .66.

On the basis of these findings, in the following sections, mean rating for secure

attachment paragraph was used to represent secure attachment orientation rather

than a composite score of secure and insecure attachment ratings.

Results of a regression analysis indicated that positive self and positive other

scores together explained 22 % of the variance in secure attachment.  The

contributions of both variables were significant; standardized Beta coefficients

being .24 and .30 for positive self and other models (p < .000).
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Table 3.4.  Correlations Between General and Domain-Specific Ratings for Secure,

Preoccupied, Dismissing, and Fearful Exploration Orientations and

Related Item-Total Correlations

Exploration Styles

Exploration

Domains

Secure Preoccupied Dismissing Item-Total
Correlations

General (αα= .82)
Secure _ .66
Preoccupied (R) .57 _ .62
Dismissing (R) .56 .48 _ .65
Fearful (R) .51 .52 .59 .65
Cognitive (αα= .79)
Secure _ .65
Preoccupied (R) .60 _ .62
Dismissing (R) .44 .35 _ .51
Fearful (R) .49 .53 .51 .63
Relational (αα= .77)
Secure _ .67
Preoccupied (R) .50 _ .48
Dismissing (R) .55 .32 _ .58
Fearful (R) .52 .39 .55 .60
Self-Related (αα= .76)
Secure _ .59
Preoccupied (R) .48 _ .53
Dismissing (R) .48 .34 _ .53
Fearful (R) .42 .47 .48 .58
Spatial (αα= .80)
Secure _ .63
Preoccupied (R) .49 _ .57
Dismissing (R) .55 .40 _ .60
Fearful (R) .50 .52 .54 .64
Time-Related (αα= .80)
Secure _ .64
Preoccupied (R) .52 _ .58
Dismissing (R) .53 .38 _ .57
Fearful (R) .49 .53 .51 .64
Note: Ratings for the preoccupied, dismissing and fearful exploration orientations are reverse scored.

All correlations are significant at least at the .001 level.
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3.1.3. Gender Differences in General and Domain-Specific Secure and

Insecure Exploration Orientations

To explore gender differences in exploration orientation, first, a one-way

MANOVA was conducted using gender as the independent variable and four types

of general exploration orientation (i.e., secure, preoccupied, dismissing, and fearful,

the latter three being reverse scored) scores as the dependent variables.  Results

indicated that males and females did not differ in terms of general exploration

orientations involving secure, preoccupied, dismissing, and fearful tendencies.

Secondly, to explore domain-specific differences in exploration orientations

separate MANOVAs were conducted using gender as the independent variable and

the five exploration domains (i.e., cognitive, relational, self-related, spatial, and

time-related) as the dependent variables, for each of the secure, preoccupied,

dismissing, and fearful tendencies.  Related Wilks’ lambda reached significance

only for secure and dismissing exploration tendencies, Fs (5, 428) = 4.73 and 5.94,

p < .000, η2 = .05 and .07, respectively.

As shown in Table 3.5, the univariate F tests indicated females to have more

secure exploration orientation than males in all domains except the cognitive for

which they did not differ.  On the other hand, the males seemed to show more

dismissing type of exploration tendency than females in all domains although the

trend for the time-related domain did not reach significance.  Males also seemed to

have a more fearful tendency in the relational exploration domain as compared to

females (Table 3.5).
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Table 3.5.  Gender Differences in Domain-Specific Secure, Preoccupied,

Dismissing, and Fearful Exploration Tendencies

Exploration

Domain

Female Male F* p MSE ηη2

M (sd) M (sd)

Secure

Cognitive 5.38  (1.19) 5.38  (1.21) .00 n.s. 1.44 .00

Relational 5.62  (1.19) 5.27  (1.28) 7.78 .006 1.51 .02

Self-related 5.98  (.95) 5.66  (1.22) 9.32 .002 1.12 .02

Spatial 6.05  (1.08) 5.78  (1.14) 5.82 .02 1.22 .01

Time-related 5.56  (1.16) 5.23  (1.33) 7.07 .008 1.50 .02

Preoccupied

Cognitive 2.94  (1.38) 2.78  (1.26) 1.48 n.s. 1.80 .00

Relational 2.89  (1.55) 2.95  (1.34) 1.77 n.s. 2.18 .00

Self-related 2.61  (1.34) 2.69  (1.29) 1.77 n.s. 1.75 .00

Spatial 2.53  (1.39) 2.49  (1.23) .08 n.s. 1.78 .00

Time-related 2.84  (1.33) 2.97  (1.35) .86 n.s. 1.79 .00

Dismissing

Cognitive 2.25  (.91) 2.60  (1.24) 10.80 .001 1.08 .02

Relational 2.47  (1.19) 3.03  (1.42) 19.51 .000 1.63 .04

Self-related 2.11  (1.03) 2.59  (1.36) 16.94 .000 1.33 .04

Spatial 2.13  (1.06) 2.55  (1.27) 13.33 .000 1.30 .03

Time-related 2.57  (1.25) 2.75  (1.25) 2.07 .15 1.57 .01

Fearful

Cognitive 2.27  (1.07) 2.32  (1.10) .34 n.s. 1.16 .00

Relational 2.15  (1.15) 2.43  (1.21) 5.56 .02 1.38 .01

Self-related 2.24  (1.18) 2.38  (1.36) 1.39 n.s. 1.55 .00

Spatial 1.97  (1.08) 2.13  (1.09) 2.11 n.s. 1.18 .01

Time-related 2.35  (1.21) 2.39  (1.10) .10 n.s. 1.37 .00

* df = 1, 432.

3.2. Analyses Concerning Question 1:  Conceptualization of Exploration

in Terms of Trust for Self and Approaching the Unknown

The analyses reported in this section are concerned with conceptualization

of secure exploration in terms of the dimensions of trust for self and approaching

the unknown.  As will be remembered, these two dimensions not only served as the
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basis of the paragraphs representing general and domain-specific exploration

orientations, but were measured also by using the scales of Trust for Self and

Approaching the Unknown.  An attempt was made to test the proposed

conceptualization, first by using the scores from the Trust for Self and Approaching

the Unknown Scales to create four-types of exploration; secondly, by using those

two variables as dependent variables in a MANOVA to test the effects of being

high/low in general exploration security; and thirdly, by using those two variables

as predictors of composite secure exploration scores in a regression analysis, as

explained below.

3.2.1. Testing the Validity of the Proposed Four-Category Model of

Exploration Based on the Trust for Self and Approaching the Unknown

Dimensions

Using the medians of the scores from the Trust for Self and Approaching the

Unknown Scales as cut-off points, high (above the median) and low groups were

created, the combinations of which yielded four exploration types.  As has been

proposed in the introduction, these were labeled as secure (high on both),

preoccupied (low in trust, high in approach), dismissing (high in trust, low in

approach), and fearful (low in both), in parallel to Bartholomew and Horowitz’s

(1991) Relationship Questionnaire.  These four exploration types were used as the

independent variable.

As for the dependent variable, an overall composite secure exploration index

was created by obtaining the mean of the general and the five domain-specific

secure exploration indices (representing the means of each of the four-paragraph
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sets; i.e., paragraphs representing one secure and the reverse scored three insecure

exploration orientations).

A one-way ANOVA was conducted using the four exploration types created

as the independent variable and the overall composite secure exploration index

scores as the dependent variable.  Results indicated the exploration types effect to

be significant, F(3, 430) = 77.76, p < .000, MSE = .38, η2 = .35.  According to

follow-up analysis using Tukey HSD test, the four exploration types appeared to

represent four homogeneous subsets (p < .05), the means of which were: 6.07 for

secure (SD = .55, N = 130), 5.70 for preoccupied (SD = .53, N = 79), 5.46 for

dismissing (SD = .60, N= 66), and 4.99 for fearful (SD = .70, N = 159) exploration

orientations.  Thus, the four exploration types formed by crossing the trust for self

and approaching the unknown dimensions seemed to form four homogeneous

groups that differ significantly from each other in terms of secure exploration, as

shown in Figure 3.1.

 3.2.2. Differences in Trust for Self and Approaching the Unknown

Ratings of Respondents High or Low in Secure Exploration

A 2 (gender) X 2 (secure exploration: low, high) MANOVA conducted on

the data involving trust for self and approaching the unknown indicated the

multivariate effect for secure exploration to be significant, F (2, 429) = 132.77, p <

.000, η2 = .38, whereas that for gender was not significant.  According to the related
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Figure 3.1.  Mean (composite) secure exploration ratings of the fearful,

dismissing, preoccupied, and secure exploration types (formed by crossing

the high/low groups on the trust for self and approaching the unknown

scales) yielding four homogeneous groups.

univariate tests, respondents high in exploration security had significantly higher

scores in both trusting themselves and in approaching the unknown than those low

in exploration security (see Table 3.6).  Being secure in exploration explained 14 %
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of the variance in trust for self and 35 % of the variance in approaching the

unknown.

Table 3.6.  Differences Between Respondents High or Low in General Exploration

Security in Terms of Trust for Self and Approaching the Unknown

General Exploration Security

Low High

Variables M SD M SD F* p MSE ηη2

Trust for Self 4.99 .89 5.69 .77 67.49 .000 .70 .14

Approaching the
Unknown

4.90 .82 6.00 .63 229.97 .000 .55 .35

3.2.3. Trust for Self and Approaching the Unknown as Predictors of

Secure Exploration

According to regression analyses, scores from the Trust for Self and

Approaching the Unknown Scales together predicted 54 % of the variance in overall

composite secure exploration scores.  The contributions of both variables were

significant (Standardized beta coefficients being .37 and .52 for Trust for Self and

Approaching the Unknown, respectively, p < .000).

3.3. Analyses Concerning Question 2:  Relationship Between Different

Types and Measures of Exploration Orientation

The analyses reported in this section are concerned with the nature of the

relationship between general and domain-specific exploration orientations in

relation to Question 2.  Accordingly, first, correlations between general and specific
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exploration scores are reported; secondly, the factor analysis of the related data is

considered; thirdly, MANOVA and ANOVA results are reported, involving

differences in domain-specific exploration orientations and need for exploration,

respectively, between respondents high or low in general exploration security;

finally, gender differences in general and specific exploration orientations are

considered.

As explained in the previous section, secure exploration orientation scores

were obtained by finding the means of the respondents’ ratings in response to the

four paragraphs involving secure, preoccupied, dismissing, and fearful exploration

orientations (reverse coding the latter three insecure ratings) for each of the general

and the five specific exploration domains.  In the analyses explained in the

following sections, these mean general and domain-specific secure exploration

scores were used, unless otherwise stated.

3.3.1. Correlations Between General and Domain-Specific Secure

Exploration Orientation Scores

To explore the relationships between general and domain-specific

exploration orientations, Pearson correlation coefficients were found.  As shown in

Table 3.7, correlations between general and domain-specific secure exploration

mean scores were highly significant (p < .0001).  The strength of the correlations

were moderate to strong, range being from .46 (for relational and time-related

exploration) to .70 (for general and cognitive exploration).  In fact, a factor analysis

of the data involving the five types of domain-specific secure exploration
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orientations indicated them to be unidimensional, as explained in the following

section.

Table 3.7.  Correlations Between General and Domain-Specific Secure Exploration

Mean Scores

Type of
Exploration

General Cognitive Relational Self-
Related

Spatial Time-
Related

General _
Cognitive .70 _
Relational .54 .57 _
Self-Related .48 .65 .52 _
Spatial .52 .62 .51 .52 _
Time-Related .49 .60 .46 .57 .56 _
Note: N = 434; p < .0001 for all correlations.

3.3.2. Factor Analysis of the Data Involving Different Types of Domain-

Specific Exploration Orientations

Data involving the five types of domain-specific secure exploration scores

were subjected to a factor analysis to explore the basic dimensions of this

orientation.  Factor analysis yielded only one factor which explained 64.53 % of the

total variance, with an eigenvalue of 2.93 (see Table 3.8).  These findings indicated

that secure exploration orientations in different domains can generally be

considered as a unidimensional orientation.

3.3.3. Domain-Specific Secure Exploration Differences Between

Respondents Who Tend to be High or Low in General Exploration

Security

To examine the domain-specific implications of being high or low in general

exploration security, a 2 (gender) X 2 (secure general exploration: low, high)
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MANOVA was conducted using the five domain-specific secure exploration scores

as the dependent variables.  Using Wilks’ lambda, the multivariate general

exploration effect was significant, F (5, 426) = 39.27, p < .000, η2 = .32.  As shown

in Table 3.8, all five of the univariate effects were significant.  Accordingly,

Table 3.8.  Factor Loadings for the Factor Analysis of the Data Involving Domain-

Specific Secure Exploration Orientations

Exploration Types Factor Loadings

Factor 1.  Secure Exploration Orientation

Cognitive .84

Relational .76

Self-Related .74

Spatial .73

Time-Related .67

Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring

respondents high in general exploration security were significantly more secure in

all domains of exploration, i.e., cognitive, relational, self-related, spatial, and time-

related.  As shown in Table 3.9, general exploration security seemed to have more

impact on secure exploration in the cognitive domain (explaining 28 % of the

variance) than in the other domains (explaining 15-17 % of the variance).

The above-noted results were found to be independent of gender.  However,

the significant gender differences in domain-specific secure exploration have not

been considered since they have already been reported in section 3.3.5.
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Table 3.9.  Domain-Specific Secure Exploration Differences Between Respondents

High or Low in General Exploration Security

General Exploration Security

Exploration Security
Domains

Low High

M SD M SD F* MSE ηη2

Cognitive 5.01 .86 6.00 .67 170.41 .60 .28

Relational 5.02 .97 5.89 .84 90.30 .81 .17

Self-related 5.35 .89 6.05 .80 76.80 .71 .15

Spatial 5.44 .98 6.21 .64 87.59 .70 .17

Time-related 5.02 .98 5.83 .80 90.70 .80 .17

N 238 196

* df = 1, 430; p < .000 for all differences.

3.3.4. Differences in Need for Exploration Between Respondents High or Low

in Secure Exploration

To examine differences in need for exploration between males and females

who tend to be high or low in secure exploration a 2 X 2 ANOVA was conducted.

Both main effects of gender and secure exploration reached significance.

Respondents high in secure exploration (M = 5.42, SD = .56) had significantly

higher need for exploration scores than the low ones (M = 4.78, SD = .63), F (1,

430) = 128.98, MSE = .35, p < .000.  This effect indicated that being high or low in

secure exploration explained 23% of the variance in need for exploration.  As for

the gender main effect, females seemed to be higher in need for exploration than the

males F (1, 430) = 6.14, MSE = .35, p < .01, η2= .01 (Ms = 5.11, 4.98; SDs = .64,

.73, respectively).
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3.4. Analyses Concerning Question 3 Continued:  Relationship Between

Secure Attachment and Secure Exploration Orientations

As will be remembered, the relationship between attachment and exploration

was briefly considered in section 3.1. in order to test the empirical basis of using

attachment and exploration as distinct measures.  In this section, the relationship

between attachment and exploration orientations is pursued further in relation to

Question 3.  Accordingly, first, related correlations are considered; secondly, secure

attachment is considered as a predictor of general and domain-specific exploration;

thirdly, secure attachment differences between males and females who tend to be

high/low in exploration security is considered; fourthly, differences in positive self-

other models, trust for self and approaching the unknown, and separation-

differentiation security are considered between respondents high/low in secure

exploration and secure attachment; and finally, separation-differentiation security is

considered as a predictor of secure exploration together with secure attachment.

3.4.1. Correlations Between Secure Exploration, Secure Attachment,

and Related Variables

As will be remembered, correlations between attachment and exploration in

terms of secure, preoccupied, dismissing, and fearful styles were considered above

in section 3.1.1.1.  In this section, correlations of general and domain-specific

exploration orientations with attachment-related variables are reported.  As can be

seen in Table 3.10, all the correlations between general and domain-specific

exploration scores and attachment-related measures were significant.  However, in

general, the correlations of secure attachment scores with general and domain-
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specific exploration scores were significant, but weak, except for Relational

Exploration, which was moderately associated (r = .40).  A similar pattern was

obtained for associations involving positive other model, which again seemed to

have a relatively stronger association with Relational Exploration, compared to

other types.  The variables of positive self model and separation-differentiation

security also seemed to be consistently associated with general and domain-specific

exploration scores, except for the parental acceptance component of separation-

differentiation security, which, in general, was weakly associated.

Table 3.10.  Correlations of General and Domain-Specific Secure Exploration

Scores with Attachment-Related Variables

Secure Exploration

General Cognitive Relational Self-
Related

Spatial Time-
Related

Secure
Attachment

.24 .23 .40 .20 .19 .18

Positive Model
of Self

.34 .38 .39 .42 .29 .36

Positive Model
of Other

.29 .29 .47 .31 .26 .24

Separation-
Differentiation
Security

.42 .52 .44 .44 .50 .56

Separation

Security

.42 .47 .35 .30 .45 .47

Parental

Acceptance

(.09) .15 .17 .22 .17 .22

Differentiation

Security

.30 .42 .39 .44 .38 .46

Note:  All correlation coefficients are significant at least at the .001 level, except for r = .09, p < .07.
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3.4.2. Secure Attachment as a Predictor of General and Domain-

Specific Secure Exploration

Regression analyses using secure attachment as the independent variable

and general and domain-specific secure exploration scores as the dependent

variables indicated that secure attachment explained 6 % of the variance in secure

general exploration, F (1, 432) = 26.59, p < .000; 5 % of the variance in secure

cognitive exploration, F (1, 432) = 24.06, p < .000; 16 % of the variance in secure

relational exploration, F (1, 432) = 83.07, p < .000; 4 % of the variance in secure

self-related exploration, F (1, 432) = 18.13, p < .000; 4 % of the variance in secure

spatial exploration, F (1, 432) = 15.96, p < .000; and 3 % of the variance in time-

related secure exploration, F (1, 432) = 14.30, p < .000.  When overall composite

secure exploration scores were considered by combining general and domain-

specific exploration scores, secure attachment explained 9 % of the variance in

secure exploration, F (1, 432) = 44.42, p < .000.

3.4.3. Secure Attachment Differences Between Male and Female

Respondents High or Low in Secure Exploration

To explore attachment security differences between males and females who

tend to be high or low in (general) secure exploration, a 2 (gender) X 2 (secure

exploration: low, high) ANOVA was conducted.  Results indicated both main

effects to be significant.  Respondents high (M = 4.98, SD = 1.59) in general

exploration security were more securely attached than the low ones . (M = 4.40, SD

= 1.58), F (1, 430) = 4.53, MSE = 2.48, p < .001, η2 = .02.
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According to gender main effect, females (M = 4.77, SD = 1.55) were more

securely attached than the males (M = 4.47, SD = 1.70), F(1, 430) = 4.53, , p < .03,

η2 = .01.  The interaction effect did not reach significance.

3.4.4. Differences in Positive Models of Self and Other Between

Respondents High/Low in Secure Attachment and Secure Exploration

To explore differences in self-other models of male and female respondents

who tend to be high or low in secure attachment and secure (general) exploration, a

2 (gender) X 2 (secure attachment: low, high) X 2 (secure exploration: low, high)

MANOVA was conducted using positive self and positive-other scores as

dependent variables.  Using Wilks’ criteria, multivariate effects for both attachment

and exploration were significant, F (2, 425) = 29.34, p < .000, η2 = .12; and F (2,

425) = 13.60, p < .000, η2 = .06, whereas that for gender was not so.  As indicated

by eta-squares, attachment seemed to have twice as much impact on self-other

models.

As shown in Table 3.11, the related univariate tests indicated that

respondents high in attachment security had more positive self and other models

than the low ones.  Secure attachment explained 9 % of the variance in both self and

other models.  Similarly, respondents high rather than low in exploration security

had more positive self and other models (Table 3.11).  However, exploration

security seemed to have less impact than attachment security (variance explained by

exploration being .05 and .03 for self and other models, respectively).
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Table 3.11. Differences Between Respondents Low or High in Secure Attachment

and Secure Exploration in Terms of Related Variables

Low High

Variables M SD M SD F ηη2

Secure Attachment

Positive Model of Self 4.97 .88 5.56 .67 42.51*** .09

Positive Model of Other 4.72 .79 5.32 .76 41.52*** .09

Separation-Differentiation
Security

5.25 .73 5.63 .75 11.80*** .03

Spatial Separation

Security

5.14 1.05 5.57 .93 8.17** .02

Parental Acceptance 5.49 1.13 5.66 1.21 .49 .00

Psychological

Differentiation Security

5.21 1.05 5.70 1.01 11.33*** .03

Trust for Self 5.04 .94 5.73 .66 47.06*** .10

Approaching the
Unknown

5.26 .95 5.61 .82 4.32* .01

Secure Exploration

Positive Model of Self 4.99 .88 5.44 .75 23.54*** .05

Positive Model of Other 4.77 .81 5.17 .80 14.61*** .03

Separation-Differentiation
Security

5.17 .72 5.66 .72 33.82*** .07

Spatial Separation

Security

5.00 1.01 5.66 .94 31.82*** .07

Parental Acceptance 5.50 1.04 5.63 1.30 .66 .00

Psychological

Differentiation Security

5.14 1.07 5.70 .96 22.85*** .05

Trust for Self 4.99 .89 5.69 .77 50.07*** .11

Approaching the
Unknown

4.90 .82 6.00 .63 195.88*** .32

Note: df = 1, 426.

        * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001.

3.4.5. Differences in Trust for Self and Approaching the Unknown

Between Respondents High/Low in Secure Attachment and Secure

Exploration

To explore differences in trust for self and approaching the unknown scores

of males and females who were high or low in secure attachment and secure

(general) exploration, a 2 (gender) X 2 (secure attachment: low, high) X 2 (secure
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exploration: low, high) MANOVA was conducted.  Using Wilks' criteria, the

multivariate effects for both attachment and exploration were significant, F(2,

425)= 24.23, p < .000, η2 = .10, and F (2, 425) = 112.06, p < .000, η2 = .35,

respectively.  The other effects were not significant.

As shown in Table 3.11, the univariate tests indicated that respondents high

rather than low in secure attachment had higher scores in both trust for self and

approaching the unknown with a much higher impact on trust for self.  Similarly,

respondents high rather than low in secure exploration had higher mean scores in

both trust for self and approaching the unknown.  As can be seen in Table 3.11,

secure attachment and exploration had similar degree of impact on trust for self (η2

= .10 and .11, respectively).  On the other hand, while the impact of attachment on

approaching the unknown was minimal (η2 = .01), that of exploration was quite

strong (η2 = .32).

3.4.6. Differences in Separation-Differentiation Security Between

Respondents High/Low in Secure Attachment and Secure Exploration

To explore differences in separation-differentiation security between male

and female respondents high or low in secure attachment and secure (general)

exploration, a 2 (gender) X 2 (secure attachment: low, high) X 2 (secure

exploration: low, high) ANOVA was conducted.  Results indicated all (three) main

effects to be significant.  According to gender main effect, mean for females (M =

5.46, SD = .76) was higher than that for males (M = 5.28, SD = .74), F (1,

426)=8.79, MSE =.49, p < .003, η2 = .02
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As shown in Table 3.11, attachment main effect indicated that respondents

high rather than low in attachment security to have higher separation-differentiation

security scores.  Similarly, those high rather than low in exploration security

appeared to be higher in separation-differentiation security (Table 3.11).  The

impact of exploration seemed to be greater than that of attachment on separation-

differentiation security (η2 = .07 and .03, respectively).

Furthermore, a 2 (gender) X 2 (secure attachment: low, high) X 2 (secure

exploration: low, high) MANOVA was conducted using the three dimensions of

separation-differentiation security as dependent variables, i.e., spatial separation

security, parental acceptance, and psychological differentiation security.  The

multivariate effects for all three variables were significant; F (3, 424) = 5.82, p <

.001, η2 = .04 for gender; F (3, 424) = 5.55, p< .001, η2 = .04 for attachment; and F

(3, 424) = 15.47, p < .000, η2 = .10 for exploration.

As shown in Table 3.11, the univariate tests for both secure attachment and

exploration reached significance only for spatial separation and psychological

differentiation security and not for parental acceptance.  Accordingly, respondents

high rather than low in secure attachment and exploration had significantly higher

scores in both spatial separation and psychological differentiation security.

As for the gender effect, only the univariate test for parental acceptance was

significant, indicating that the females reported more parental acceptance than the

males (Ms = 5.71, 5.28; SDs = 1.10, 1.24, respectively), F (1, 426) = 15.72, p <

.000, η2 = .04.
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3.4.7. Separation-Differentiation Security as a Mediator Between Secure

Attachment and Secure Exploration

As noted above in section 3.4.2., secure attachment explained 9 % of the

variance in overall exploration security.  Results of a stepwise regression analysis

indicated that when separation-differentiation security was entered after secure

attachment, the explained variance in secure exploration increased to 39 %, as

shown in Table 3.12.  When entered after separation-differentiation security, secure

attachment still predicted secure exploration but its contribution was reduced to 3 %

(p < .000).

Table 3.12.  Results of a Stepwise Regression Analysis Involving Secure Attachment

and Separation-Differentiation Security as Predictors and Secure

Exploration as the Criterion Variable

Adjusted Beta
Coefficient

Adjusted
R2

R2

change
F change p

Model 1

Secure Attachment .30 .09 .09 44.42 .000

Model 2

Secure Attachment .18

Separation-Differentiation
Security

.56 .39 .30 214.87 .000

Whether separation-differentiation security served as a mediator between

secure attachment and exploration (using an overall composite measure consisting

of the mean domain-specific exploration measures) was tested using LISREL.

Figure 3.2.(a) shows the results of the first analysis of using the simple secure

attachment measure while Figure 3.2.(b) shows the results of the second analysis
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2. (a) and (b). Significant path coefficients showing the relationships

between attachment, exploration, and separation-differentiation security obtained

by LISREL using the simple attachment measure in (a), and the composite

attachment index (i.e., mean of attachment and positive models of self and other

measures) in (b).  (Note: ATT1_1 = Simple attachment measure; ATT_S_O =

Composite attachment index; EXPGRAND = Composite Exploration Index;

SEPFAM = Separation-differentiation security).
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conducted using a composite attachment index formed by obtaining the mean of

attachment and positive self-other measures.  Both analyses yielded perfect fit for

the model (χ2= 0.00, p= 1, root mean square error of approximation = 0.00).  As can

be seen in Figure 3.2. (a) and (b), attachment predicted exploration both directly and

indirectly; however, compared to the direct route the indirect via separation-

differentiation security was found to be stronger in both analyses, providing

converging evidence.

3.5. Analyses Concerning Question 4:  Relationships Between Secure

Attachment-Exploration Orientations and Individuational-Relational

Self-Construals

As explained below, relationships of attachment and exploration orientations

with relational and individuational self-construals were investigated first by

considering attachment and exploration orientations as independent variables, and

then by considering them as dependent variables in two MANOVA designs; thirdly,

the assertion that attachment and exploration might be considered as the origins of

relational and individuational self orientations was tested using LISREL.  Finally,

differences between the four self-construal types proposed by the BID model were

investigated in terms of attachment and exploration-related variables.

Before explaining those results, first correlations of relatedness and

individuation with attachment- and exploration-related variables are considered to

get an overview of the associations involved.  By the way, as predicted by the BID

model, relatedness and individuation were found to be distinct (r = .09, p < .07).  As
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can be seen in Table 3.13, positive self- and other-models and secure attachment

seemed to have stronger correlations with relatedness than individuation although

the correlations with the latter were also significant.  Separation-differentiation

security appeared to be associated with both individuation and relatedness;

however, of its components, Physical Separation Security was not correlated with

relatedness but moderately correlated with individuation (r = .44); in contrast, the

component of Parental Acceptance was correlated with relatedness quite strongly

but was correlated only weakly with individuation, finally, the component of

Psychological Differentiation Security appeared to be associated equally strongly

with both relatedness and individuation.

Table 3.13.  Correlations of Relational and Individuational Self-Orientations with

Attachment- and Exploration-Related Measures

Relatedness Individuation

Secure Attachment .25*** .18***

Positive Self-Model .53*** .31***

Positive Other-Model .52*** .13**

Separation-Differentiation Security .38*** .49***

     Physical Separation Security -.06 .44***

     Parental Acceptance .66*** .13**

     Psychological Differentiation

Security

.40*** .42***

Secure General Exploration .15** .45***

Secure Cognitive Exploration .19*** .59***

Secure Relational Exploration .33*** .41***

Secure Self-Related Exploration .21*** .45***

Secure Spatial Exploration .28*** .49***

Secure Time-Related Exploration .25*** .47***

Trust for Self .38*** .32***

Approaching the Unknown .02 .48***

Need for Exploration .20*** .60***

* p< .05; ** p< .01; *** p< .001.
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On the other hand, general and domain-specific exploration orientations as

well as the need for exploration had weak (though significant) correlations with

relatedness, but moderately strong to strong ones with individuation.  Finally, while

trust for self seemed to be equally associated with both relatedness and

individuation, the variable of approaching the unknown was moderately associated

with individuation (r = .48) but not correlated with relatedness.

3.5.1. The Effects of High/Low Secure Attachment and Secure

Exploration on Individuational and Relational Self Orientations

A 2 (gender) X 2 (secure attachment: low, high) X 2 (secure exploration:

low, high) MANOVA was conducted on individuational and relational self

construal scores.  According to Wilks’ lambda criterion only the three main effects

were significant; F (2, 425) = 14.03, p< .000, η2 = .06 for gender; F (2, 425) = 8.57,

p< .000, η2 = .04 for attachment, and F (2, 425) = 32.09, p < .000, η2 = .13 for

exploration.

According to univariate tests for gender, females scored higher in both

individuation (M = 5.35, SD = .74) and relatedness (M = 5.28, SD = .96) than males

(Ms = 5.15, 4.86; SDs = .76, .98), F(1, 426) = 10.04, p< .002, η2 = .02, and F(1,

426) = 18.16, p< .000, η2 = .04, respectively.  As for secure attachment, Table 3.14

shows that the high-secure respondents were found to be both more individuated

and more related than the low secure ones.  On the other hand, the effect of secure

exploration was significant only for individuation (Table 3.14).  Accordingly, those

high in secure exploration appeared to be more individuated than the low ones.  As
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for relatedness, a nonsignificant trend was obtained for the respondents high in

secure exploration to be more related than the low ones.

Table 3.14.  Mean Differences Between High and Low Secure Attachment and

Secure Exploration Groups in Terms of Individuational and Relational

Self-Construals

Groups

Low High

M SD M SD F 
a

MSE p ηη2

DV= Individuational Self-Construal

Secure Attachment 5.15 .73 5.49 .74 9.96 .47 .002 .02

Secure Exploration 5.03 .70 5.59 .70 62.26 .47 .000 .13

DV= Relational Self-Construal

Secure Attachment 5.01 1.01 5.34 .92 7.26 .92 .007 .02

Secure Exploration 5.05 .94 5.23 1.04 2.12 .92 .15 .01

Note: a df = 1, 426

3.5.2. The Effects of High/Low Individuation and Relatedness on Secure

Attachment and Secure Exploration Orientations

A 2 (gender) X 2 (individuation: low, high) X 2 (relatedness: low, high)

MANOVA was conducted using secure attachment and secure exploration scores as

the dependent variables.  According to Wilks’ lambda criterion, the effects of both

individuation and relatedness were significant, Fs (2, 425) = 29.07, 12.57, η2 = .12,

.06, respectively, and p< .000 for both.  The univariate tests indicated both effects to

be significant for both attachment and exploration.  Accordingly, as shown in Table

3.15, the low individuated respondents scored lower in both secure attachment and
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exploration than the high individuated ones.  Similarly, the low-related respondents

scored lower in both attachment and exploration than the high-related ones.

Table 3.15.  Mean Differences Between High and Low Individuated and Related

Groups in Terms of Secure Attachment and Secure Exploration

Orientations

Groups

Low High

M SD M SD F MSE p ηη2

DV= Secure Attachment

Individuation 4.40 1.54 4.94 1.63 9.76 2.39 .002 .02

Relatedness 4.27 1.69 5.06 1.41 19.21 2.39 .000 .04

DV= Secure Exploration

Individuation 4.91 1.17 5.67 .99 53.86 1.16 .000 .11

Relatedness 5.12 1.25 5.45 1.02 9.27 1.16 .002 .02

3.5.3.  Attachment and Exploration as Respective Predictors of

Relatedness and Individuation

The expectation that attachment and exploration may be considered as the

respective predictors of relatedness and individuation was tested by structural

equation modeling using LISREL.  First analysis was done using the simple

attachment measure consisting of secure attachment paragraph responses on the RQ

(Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991).  Although the analysis yielded good results for

goodness of fit index (.97), and comparative fit index (.90), the other indices did not

imply a good fit because the attachment variable's predictive power was significant

but rather low (beta coefficient = .25) while that of exploration (consisting of

overall composite index) was much stronger (beta coefficient = .60).
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The analysis was done again using composite attachment index (consisting

of the mean of secure attachment, positive self-other models measure).  As shown

in Figure 3.3.(a), attachment was found to predict relatedness while exploration was

found to predict individuation; when the errors of attachment and exploration were

let to covary; and support for the model was found χ2 (3, N = 434) = 9.33, p< .03,

goodness of fit index (GFI) = .99, adjusted goodness of fit index (AGFI) = .96,

comparative fit index (CFI) = .98; the root mean square error of approximation

(RMSEA) = .071.  As shown in Figure 3.3.(b), the model improved somewhat when

a path was added from exploration to relatedness χ2 (2, N = 434) = 5.91, p< .05,

GFI = .99, AGFI = .97, CFI = .99; RMSEA = .067.  Thus, as predicted, attachment

and exploration predicted relatedness and individuation, respectively; however,

there was a weak tendency for exploration to also predict relatedness.

                                                

1 The chi-square statistics provided by the LISREL program tests the probability that the
sample data confirm the hypothesized model.  However, a significant chi-square does not necessarily
imply a poor fit because it is affected by sample size; hence, if the sample is large, even trivial
deviations might lead to a rejection of the null hypothesis.  Therefore, the ratio of chi-square to its
degree of freedom is also considered.  It has been suggested by some that a ratio of 5:1 or less may
indicate acceptable fit, while others have suggested a ratio of 2:1 as indicating adequate fit
(Wheaton, Muthen, Alwin, & Summers, 1977 and Carmines & McIver, 1981, respectively, cited in
Rhee, Uleman, & Lee, 1996).  GFI and AGFI, which provide an estimation of the degree to which
the sample variances are reproduced by the model, vary between .00 and 1.00 and values above .9
and .8, respectively, are generally considered as representing a good fit.  GFI can be considered as
analogous to R2 in multiple regression, and AGFI has been adjusted for the number of parameters
estimated in the model.  For CFI, which assesses the fit relative to other models, values greater than
.95 are considered as indicating a good fit.  The RMSEA, which provides an estimation of the lack of
fit in a model compared to a perfect model, values of .06 or less indicate good fit whereas values
larger than .10 indicate poor-fitting models (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3. (a) and (b). Significant path coefficients showing the relationships between

composite attachment index (ATT_S_O), composite exploration index (EXPGRAND),

relatedness (BID_RLT), and individuation  (BID_IND) measures obtained by using

LISREL.
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3.5.4. Differences Between the Four Self-Construal Types of the BID

Model in Terms of Variables Involving Secure Attachment and Secure

Exploration

Four self-construal types were created using the medians of the relational

and individuational orientation scores of the Balanced Integration-Differentiation

(BID) Scale as cut-off points, referred to as separated-patterned (low in both),

separated-individuated (low related, high individuated), related-patterned (high

related, low individuated), and related-individuated (high in both) by Imamoglu

(1998, 2003).  Then four separate 2 (gender) X 4 (self type) MANOVAs were

conducted on secure attachment and secure exploration (general) scores, trust for

self and approaching the unknown, positive self and other models; and an ANOVA

was conducted on separation-differentiation security dimensions, as explained

below.

3.5.4.1. Differences Between Self-Types in Secure Attachment and

Exploration

Using the Wilks’ lambda criterion, only the effect of self types on the

dependent variables was found to be significant, F (6, 850) = 13.97, p < .000,

η2=.09.  Univariate tests indicated the effect to be significant for both attachment

and exploration, Fs (3, 426) = 10.17, 21.87, MSEs = 2.39, 1.16, p < .000, η2 = .07,

.13, respectively.

As shown in Table 3.16, follow-up analyses using Tukey HSD tests

indicated the related-individuated group to be the only one to be high in both secure

attachment and secure exploration.  As shown in Figure 3.4, in terms of attachment
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Table 3.16. Mean Differences Between the Four Self-Construal Types of the BID

Model in Terms of Variables Involving Secure Attachment and Secure

Exploration

Self Types

1 2 3 4 F
*

p MSE ηη2

Secure Attachment 4.03a 4.54a,b 4.81b,c 5.31c 10.17 .000 2.39 .07

Secure Exploration 4.77a 5.53b 5.08a 5.80b 21.87 .000 1.16 .13

Trust for Self 4.80a 5.21b 5.40b 5.81c 30.80 .000 .66 .18

Approaching the
Unknown

4.99a 5.77b 5.13a 5.72b 22.41 .000 .74 .14

Positive Model of Self 4.59a 5.05b 5.44c 5.73d 42.08 .000 .55 .23

Positive Model of
Other

4.52a 4.67a 5.26b 5.37b 35.08 .000 .55 .20

Separation-
Differentiation
Security

4.90a 5.47b 5.39b 5.85c 33.95 .000 .46 .19

N 117 101 105 111

Note:  Self Type 1= Separated-Patterned; Self Type 2= Separated-Individuated; Self Type 3 =

Related-Patterned; Self Type 4 = Related-Individuated; * df = 3, 426; Means in the same row that do

not share a common subscript are significantly different from each other according to Tukey HSD at

least at the .05 level.
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Figure 3.4.  Mean secure attachment and secure exploration scores of the four self-

construal types suggested by the BID model.

this balanced group was significantly more secure than both separated groups (p <

.002) and showed a nonsignificant trend to be so compared to the related-patterned

group (p < .09).  The separated-individuated and related-patterned groups did not

differ from each other while the separated-patterned group appeared as the least

securely attached type.

As can be seen in Figure 3.4, in terms of secure exploration, both of the

individuated groups scored significantly higher than both of the patterned groups

(which did not differ from one another except for a trend at the .15 level) at least at

the .01 level.
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3.5.4.2. Differences Between Self-Types in Trust for Self and Approaching the

Unknown

Using Wilks’ criterion, the effect of self-construal types was significant on

trust for self and approaching the unknown scores, F (6, 850) = 23.18, p < .000, η2 =

.14.  As can be seen in Table 3.16, univariate analyses indicated that the separated-

patterned group was lowest in trust for self, the related-individuated group was the

highest while the separated-individuated and related-patterned groups, which did

not differ from one another, were in between.  On the other hand, in terms of

approaching the unknown, the two patterned groups had lower mean scores than the

two individuated groups (Table 3.16 and Figure 3.5).

As for gender differences, using Wilks’ lambda criterion, the multivariate

effect of gender was found to be significant, F (2, 425) = 9.03, p < .000, η2 = .04.

However, the univariate tests indicated the effect to be significant only for trust for

self, which indicated that the male respondents' (M = 5.25, SD = .94), F (1, 426) =

17.43, p < .000, η2 = .04.

3.5.4.3. Differences Between Self-Types in Positive Models of Self and Other

Using Wilks’ lambda, the multivariate effects of both self-construal types

and gender on positive self and other scores were found significant, F (6, 850) =

26.70, p< .000, η2 = .16, and F (2, 425) = 3.78, p< .02, η2 = .02, respectively.  As

shown in Table 3.16, according to univariate tests, the effect of self-construals was
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Figure 3.5.  Mean trust for self and approaching the unknown scores of the four

self-construal types suggested by the BID model.

significant for both positive self and positive other scores.  Accordingly, the

separated-patterned group had the lowest mean positive-self score, followed by

separated-individuated, then related-patterned, and related-individuated groups, the

differences between all groups being significant.  On the other hand, the two groups

with separated self-construals had lower positive-other scores than the two groups

with related self-construals (see Table 3.16 and Figure 3.6).

As for gender, the univariate tests indicated gender effect to be significant only for

positive-other scores, F (1, 426) = 7.53, p < .006, η2 = .02.  Accordingly, male

respondents' (M = 4.96, SD = .80) mean scores for positive other index was higher

than that of the females' (M = 4.94, SD = .85).
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Figure 3.6.  Mean positive self and positive other model scores of the four self-

construal types suggested by the BID model.

3.5.4.4. Differences Between Self-Types in Separation-Differentiation Security

The effects of gender and self-construal types on separation-differentiation

security were examined by a 2 X 4 ANOVA.  As can be seen in Table 3.16, the

significant self-construal type main effect indicated that the separated-patterned

group had the lowest, and the related-individuated group had the highest secure

separation scores, while the other two groups, that did not differ from each other

were in between (see Figure 3.7).  Gender effects were not significant.
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Figure 3.7.  Mean separation-differentiation security scores of the four self-

construal types suggested by the BID model.

3.6. Analyses Concerning Question 5:  Relationships Between Secure

Attachment, Secure Exploration, and Variables Associated with

Affective-Relational and Intrinsic Motivational Orientations

In this section, relationships of secure attachment and secure exploration

with a wider range of related variables are examined to further extend the

understanding regarding the nature of their relationship, in relation to Question 5.

Below, first, their correlates are considered; secondly, the results of regression

analyses concerning their contributions to related variables are reported; thirdly, the

results of a factor analysis involving all the key variables are reported to see
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whether attachment and exploration are associated with distinct variable domains.

Finally, results of confirmatory factor analyses are reported.

3.6.1. Correlates of Secure Attachment and Secure Exploration

The correlations of secure attachment and secure general and domain-

specific exploration with the other variables considered are shown in Table 3.17.

As can be seen in the related table, in general both secure attachment as well as

exploration seem to be associated with the variables considered; however, relative

to secure attachment, both general and domain-specific secure exploration seem to

be more strongly associated with the variables of need for exploration, curiosity,

separation-differentiation security (with the exception of its parental acceptance

dimension), individuation, approaching the unknown, need for cognition, and

tolerance for ambiguity, while secure attachment was relatively more strongly

associated with having positive-other model and relatedness.  The rest of the

variables seem to be more similarly associated with both secure attachment and

exploration.  The associations of secure attachment and exploration with the other

variables considered become clearer in the following sections.
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Table 3.17.  Correlates of General and Domain-Specific Secure Exploration and

Secure Attachment

Variables Secure
Attachment

Secure Exploration

General Cognitive Relational Self-
related

Spatial Time-
related

Positive Model of
Self

.39 .34 .38 .39 .42 .29 .36

Positive Model of
Other

.42 .29 .29 .47 .31 .26 .24

Relatedness .25 .15 .19 .33 .28 .21 .25

Individuation .18 .45 .59 .41 .49 .45 .47

Trust for Self .39 .50 .46 .42 .44 .39 .39

Approaching the
Unknown

.16 .75 .57 .41 .41 .47 .46

Self-Satisfaction .28 .22 .25 .28 .32 .19 .26

Positive Future
Expectations

.25 .27 .29 .30 .34 .26 .32

Need for Cognition .17 .52 .62 .36 .47 .39 .49

Tolerance for
Ambiguity

.10
(.04)

.38 .48 .33 .32 .36 .41

Need for
Exploration

.15
(.002)

.60 .70 .53 .57 .61 .71

Curiosity .17 .51 .51 .35 .37 .40 .35

Separation-
Differentiation
Security

.23 .42 .52 .44 .44 .50 .56

Secure Spatial

Separation

.15 .42 .47 .35 .30 .45 .47

Parental

Acceptance

.13
(.005)

.09
(.07)

.15 .17 .22 .17 .22

Secure

Psychological

Differentiation

.20 .30 .42 .39 .44 .38 .46

Trait Anxiety -.40 -.41 -.43 -.41 -.41 -.36 -.42

Note:  All correlations are significant at least at the .001 level unless otherwise indicated in

parentheses.
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3.6.2. Contributions of Secure Attachment and Secure Exploration to

Variables Associated with Affective-Relational and Intrinsic

Motivational Orientations

In order to explore the contributions of secure attachment and secure

exploration to the variables considered hierarchical regression analyses were

conducted.  In these analyses, first secure attachment scores were entered, followed

by secure exploration scores because theoretically the former was assumed to be

primary.  Table 3.18 summarizes the results of these analyses.  The results of the

hierarchical multiple regression results obtained by entering secure exploration first

and secure attachment second can be seen in Appendix C, Table C.1.

3.6.2.1. Individuation and Relatedness

As has been hypothesized, secure attachment appeared to be a significant

predictor of relatedness (explaining 6 % of the variance).  The contribution of

exploration to relatedness was significant only when it was entered first but not

significant when entered into the equation after attachment.

As for individuation, secure exploration appeared as a major contributor;

explaining 16 % of the variance, when entered second, and 20 % of the variance

when entered first.  On the other hand, the contribution of secure attachment was

significant (3 %) only when entered first.  Secure attachment and exploration

together explained 19 % of the variance in individuation and 7 % of that in

relatedness.
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Table 3.18.  Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analyses of Secure

Attachment and Secure Exploration Orientations on the Variables

Considered

Variable β1
a β2

b R R2 Adjusted
R2

R2

change
F-

change c
df p

INDIVIDUATION

Secure attachment .18 .10 .18 .03 .03 .03 14.91 1, 432 .000

Secure exploration .41 .44 .19 .19 .16 83.70 1, 431 .000

RELATEDNESS

Secure attachment .25 .24 .25 .06 .06 .06 28.65 1, 432 .000

Secure exploration .07 .26 .07 .06 .01 2.15 1, 431 .14

POSITIVE MODEL OF SELF

Secure attachment .39 .36 .39 .15 .15 .15 78.69 1, 432 .000

Secure exploration .16 .42 .18 .18 .03 13.50 1, 431 .000

POSITIVE MODEL OF OTHER

Secure attachment .42 .39 .42 .18 .18 .18 94.59 1, 432 .000

Secure exploration .16 .45 .21 .20 .03 13.54 1, 431 .000

TRUST FOR SELF

Secure attachment .39 .31 .39 .15 .15 .15 75.71 1, 432 .000

Secure exploration .38 .54 .29 .29 .14 84.17 1, 431 .000

APPROACHING THE UNKNOWN

Secure attachment .16 .01 .16 .03 .02 .03 11.63 1, 432 .001

Secure exploration .72 .72 .52 .52 .49 443.64 1, 431 .000

NEED FOR EXPLORATION

Secure attachment .15 .02 .15 .02 .02 .02 9.52 1, 432 .002

Secure exploration .58 .59 .35 .34 .32 212.52 1, 431 .000

SEPARATION-DIFFERENTIATION SECURITY

Secure attachment .23 .16 .23 .05 .05 .05 23.09 1, 432 .000

Secure exploration .32 .38 .15 .14 .10 47.67 1, 431 .000

Secure Spatial Separation

Secure attachment .15 .08 .15 .02 .02 .02 10.34 1, 432 .001

Secure exploration .34 .37 .14 .13 .11 56.21 1, 431 .000

Parental Acceptance

Secure attachment .13 .12 .13 .02 .02 .02 7.90 1, 432 .005

Secure exploration .07 .15 .02 02 .01 2.23 1, 431 .14

Secure Cognitive Differentiation

Secure attachment .20 .16 .20 .04 .04 .04 17.55 1, 432 .000

Secure exploration .18 .27 .07 .07 .03 14.53 1, 431 .000

TRAIT ANXIETY

Secure attachment -.40 -.34 .40 .16 .16 .16 81.29 1, 432 .000

Secure exploration -.26 .47 .22 .22 .06 35.16 1, 431 .000

POSITIVE FUTURE EXPECTATIONS

Secure attachment .25 .21 .25 .06 .06 .06 29.37 1, 432 .000

Secure exploration .22 .33 .11 .11 .05 22.89 1, 431 .000

SELF-SATISFACTION

Secure attachment .28 .25 .28 .08 .08 .08 36.85 1, 432 .000

Secure exploration .15 .31 .10 .09 .02 9.57 1, 431 .002
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Table 3.18 (continued).

Variable β1
a β2

b R R2 Adjusted
R2

R2

change
F-

changec
df p

NEED FOR COGNITION

Secure attachment .17 .06 .17 .03 .03 .03 12.91 1, 432 .000

Secure exploration .52 .53 .28 .28 .25 152.23 1, 431 .000

TOLERANCE FOR AMBIGUITY

Secure attachment .08 -.01 .08 .01 .00 .01 2.92 1, 432 .09

Secure exploration .36 .36 .13 .13 .12 61.21 1, 431 .000

CURIOSITY

Secure attachment .17 .06 .17 .03 .03 .03 12.41 1, 432 .000

Secure exploration .52 .53 .28 .28 .26 153.25 1, 431 .000
a Standardized beta coefficients when only the first variable is entered.
b Standardized beta coefficients when both variables are entered to the analysis.
c df = 1, 432 and 1, 431 respectively.

3.6.2.2. Positive Models of Self and Other

As expected, secure attachment was a stronger contributor to having positive

self and other models than secure exploration (the former explaining 15 % and 18 %

while the latter explaining 3 % and 3 % of the variance, respectively for self and

other models).  However, the contributions of secure exploration were also

significant even when entered second.

3.6.2.3. Trust for Self and Approaching the Unknown

Both secure attachment and secure exploration appeared to be important

predictors of the trust for self, each explaining 15 % and 14 % of the variance,

respectively.  Hence, together these secure orientations explained 29 % of the

variance in the trust for self measure.

On the other hand, approaching the unknown was predicted primarily by

secure exploration (explaining 49 % of the variance).  Although the contribution of
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attachment was significant by itself (3 %), it was not significant when considered

together with exploration in step 2.

3.6.2.4. Need for Exploration

As expected, secure exploration was a stronger predictor of the need for

exploration than secure attachment, explained percentages of variance being 32 %

and 2 %, respectively.  In fact, attachment’s contribution was significant only when

considered by itself but not when considered after or together with exploration.

3.6.2.5. Separation-Differentiation Security

Secure attachment explained 5 %, and secure exploration explained 10 % of

the variance in separation-differentiation security.  Their contributions either alone

or together were significant; however, exploration appeared to be a stronger

predictor.

Considering the components of separation-differentiation security, secure

exploration seemed to be a stronger predictor of secure spatial separation and

psychological differentiation (R2 = .11 and .03, respectively, p < .000 for both), than

of parental acceptance security (R2 = .01, p < .14).  On the other hand, attachment

explained 4 % of the variance in psychological differentiation and 2 % of that in

each of the spatial separation and parental acceptance security components (each

significant at least at the .001 level).  However, when considered after exploration,

attachment's contribution to spatial separation was nonsignificant whereas

contributions to psychological differentiation and parental acceptance security were

significant.
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3.6.2.6. Trait Anxiety

As was expected secure attachment was a stronger predictor of trait anxiety

than secure exploration, although the contributions of both were significant.  The

former explained 16 % of the variance while the latter explained 6 %; thus, secure

attachment-exploration together explained 22 % of the variance in trait anxiety.

3.6.2.7. Positive Future Expectations

Both secure attachment and secure exploration appeared to be significant

predictors of having a positive future orientation, the former explaining 6 % and the

latter 5 % of the variance.

3.6.2.8. Self-Satisfaction

Secure exploration explained only 2 %, while secure attachment explained 8

% of the variance in self-satisfaction.  Thus, secure attachment appeared to be a

stronger predictor of self-satisfaction compared to secure exploration.

3.6.2.9. Need for Cognition

As was expected, secure exploration was found to be a stronger predictor of

the need for cognition explaining 25 % of the variance.  Although the contribution

of secure attachment (3 %) was also significant by itself, when considered together

with exploration orientation its contribution was not significant.

3.6.2.10. Tolerance for Ambiguity

As hypothesized, tolerance for ambiguity was predicted mostly by secure

exploration (12 % of the variance), while the contribution of secure attachment (1

%) only showed a nonsignificant trend, p < .09 when considered by itself, but did
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not even show a trend to be significant when considered together with secure

exploration.

3.6.2.11. Curiosity

As was expected, secure exploration appeared to be a strong predictor of

curiosity explaining 26 % of the variance, while secure attachment’s contribution (3

%) though significant by itself, was not so when considered together with secure

exploration or when entered second.

3.6.3. Factor Analysis of the General Variables Considered

The data for the variables of composite secure exploration (i.e., mean of

general and domain-specific exploration scores), need for exploration, need for

cognition, trust for self, approaching the unknown, individuation, tolerance for

ambiguity, curiosity, separation-differentiation security, secure attachment, positive

self and other models, trait anxiety, relatedness, self-satisfaction, and positive future

orientation were subjected to a varimax rotated factor analysis (principal axis).

According to eigenvalue-greater-than-one criterion and the results of the scree plot,

two factors were extracted.  As shown in Table 3.19, results yielded two equally

strong factors explaining 25.79 % and 25.25 % of the total variance, respectively.

The first one, labeled the Affective-Relational Factor, involved the variables

associated with a positive affective orientation to self, others and the future.  The

variables that loaded on this factor were: positive model of self, trait anxiety

(negatively loaded), trust for self, self-satisfaction, relatedness, positive future

expectations, positive model of other, and secure attachment.
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Table 3.19.  Results of the General Factor Analysis Involving All the Variables

Considered

Varimax Rotation Oblimin Rotation

Variable Loading Loading

Factor 1a Factor 2b Factor 1 Factor 2

Positive model of self .81 .82

Trait anxiety -.76 -.76

Trust for self .75 (.31) .73

Self-satisfaction .73 .77

Relatedness .66 .69

Positive future expectations .61 .61

Positive model of other .59 .59

Secure attachment .45 .45

Need for exploration .88 .89

Secure exploration (composite) (.35) .76 .75

Need for cognition .76 .77

Approaching the unknown .71 .73

Individuation .70 .71

Tolerance for ambiguity .56 .63

Curiosity (.32) .54 .49

Separation-Differentiation Security (.38) .52 .48

Note: a Explained variance = 25.79 %; eigenvalue = 4.13

          b Explained variance = 25.25 %; eigenvalue = 4.04

On the other hand, the second factor, labeled the Intrinsic Motivational

Factor, was concerned with variables involving a secure intrinsic exploratory

orientation; i.e., need for exploration, secure exploration (composite), need for

cognition, approaching the unknown, individuation, tolerance for ambiguity,

curiosity, and separation-differentiation security.

Considering the separate but correlated nature of the factors, also a principal

axis factor analysis with oblique rotation was conducted.  As the results of the

pattern matrix shown in Table 3.19 indicate, the same factor structure was obtained

as with orthogonal rotation.  The correlation between the two factors was .39.
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Thus, results indicated that secure attachment-related positive affectivity

variables and secure exploration-related variables seem to constitute two distinct

domains.  Of the variables loading on the first factor, only trust for self also loaded

on the second factor.  On the other hand, of the variables that loaded on the second

factor, separation-differentiation security, secure exploration, and curiosity also

loaded on the first factor, the implications of which are considered in the Discussion

section.

Intercorrelations of the key variables considered above are shown in Table

3.20.  As the correlations in Table 3.20 indicate, most of the variables loading on

one of the factors, noted above, were, to some degree, also correlated with the

variables that loaded on the other factor with few exceptions: Relatedness was not

correlated significantly with individuation, tolerance for ambiguity, and

approaching the unknown.  Additionally, tolerance for ambiguity was not correlated

with attachment, self-satisfaction, and positive future expectations.
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Table 3.20.  Intercorrelations of the Key Variables Considered

(N = 434)

0 1 2 3 4 5
1.  Composite Secure Exploration

2.  Individuation
57***

3.  Tolerance for
Ambiguity 34*** 46***

4.  Need for Cognition
58*** 55*** 49***

5.  Curiosity
54*** 36*** 19*** 56***

6.  Trust for Self
49*** 32*** 18*** 32*** 42***

7.  Approaching the
Unknown 64*** 48*** 38*** 52*** 47*** 34***

8.  Separation-Differentiation
Security 52*** 49*** 30*** 39*** 39*** 40*** 36***

9.  Need for Exploration
76*** 60*** 49*** 69*** 52*** 35*** 63*** 59***

10. Secure Attachment
31*** 18*** 08 17*** 17*** 39*** 16*** 23*** 15**

11.  Relatedness
24*** 09 .04 12** 28*** 38*** 02 38*** 20*** 25***

12.  Self-Satisfaction
31*** 11* .03 19*** 31*** 54*** 12* 27*** 16*** 28*** 53***

13.  Trait Anxiety
.42*** .30*** .20*** .29*** .34*** .75*** .23*** .44*** .34*** .40*** .46*** .56***

14.  Positive Future Expectations
38*** 19*** 03 21*** 34*** 59*** 20*** 29*** 25*** 25*** 38*** 50*** .49***

15.  Positive Model of
Self 36*** 31*** 14** 28*** 31*** 69*** 19*** 41*** 28*** 39*** 53*** 63*** .64*** 51***

16.  Positive -Model of
Other 33*** 13** 11** 20*** 21*** 41*** 14** 28*** 26*** 42*** 52*** 37*** .51*** 28*** 51***

* p< .05; **
p< .01; ***

p< .001 or less.
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3.6.4. Confirmatory Factor Analyses

A confirmatory factor analysis, using LISREL, was conducted to further test

the proposition that affective-relational and intrinsic motivational domains

associated with attachment and exploration-related variables, respectively, tend to

be separate but somewhat positively correlated.  First analysis was done using the

overall composite exploration index (consisting of the mean of general and domain-

specific secure exploration indices) and, as shown in Figure 3.8., the model was

supported, χ2 (24, N = 434) = 50.32, p < .001, goodness of fit index (GFI) = .98,

adjusted goodness of fit index (AGFI) = .95, comparative fit index (CFI) = .99, root

mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) = .05.  Accordingly, attachment

index (mean of scores for secure attachment and positive self-other models), self-

satisfaction, positive future expectations, relatedness, and low trait anxiety were

predicted by the latent affective-relational factor, while composite exploration

index, need for exploration, tolerance for ambiguity, need for cognition, and

individuation were predicted by the latent intrinsic motivational factor.  Weak paths

from the intrinsic motivational domain to low trait anxiety and secure attachment as

well as from the affective-relational domain to secure exploration seemed to

improve the model.  The fact that the errors of the two latent variables of affective-

relational and intrinsic motivational domains as well as the measured variables were

let to covary in the model implies that the two domains tend to be distinct but

somewhat positively associated.
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Figure 3.8. Results of the confirmatory factor analysis obtained by using LISREL

showing the significant beta coefficients linking the measured variables of

composite attachment index (ATT_S_O), self-satisfaction (S_SATIS), positive

future expectations (POSFUT), relatedness (BID_RLT), and trait anxiety (negative)

(ANXIETY) to the latent variable of the Affective-Relational Domain (Affrlt); and

linking those of composite exploration index (EXPGRAND), need for exploration

(N_EXP), tolerance for ambiguity (TOLAMBBB), need for cognition (N_COG),

and individuation (BID_IND) to the latent variable of the Intrinsic Motivational

Domain (Intrmot).
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In the second analysis, the model shown in Figure 3.9. was tested and it

yielded acceptable fit, χ2 (30, N= 434) = 84.21, p < .00, GFI = .97, AGFI = .93, CFI

= .98, RMSEA = .07.  The model indicates that the latent variable of secure

exploration, as measured by the variables of the overall composite exploration index

and the mean index of trust for self and approaching the unknown, is predicted

strongly by the intrinsic motivational domain and somewhat by the affective-

relational domain.

Figure 3.9. Significant beta coefficients of the model testing the relationships

between the latent variables of secure exploration (Explorat), affective-relational

(Affrlt) and intrinsic motivational (Intrmot) domains obtained by using LISREL.

(Note = ATT_S_O = Composite attachment index, POSFUT = Positive future expectations,

S_SATIS = Self-satisfaction, BID_RLT = Relatedness, ANXIETY = Trait anxiety, N_EXP

= Need for exploration, TOLAMBBB = Tolerance for ambiguity, N_COG = Need for

cognition, BID_IND = Individuation, EXPGRAND = Composite exploration index,

TR_APUNK= Mean index of trust for self and approaching the unknown).
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3.7. Analyses Concerning Question 6:  Differences Between Four Types

of Affective-Motivational Orientations (Formed by Being High/Low in

Secure Attachment and Secure Exploration) in Terms of the Variables

Considered

High and low groups of secure attachment and secure (general) exploration

were formed using medians as the cut-off points.  Then four orientation types were

created by crossing these high or low groups, labeled as insecure-unsafe (low

attachment security, low exploration security), insecure-safe (low attachment

security, high exploration security), secure-unsafe (high attachment security, low

exploration security), secure-safe (high attachment security, high exploration

security).  To explore the differences between male and female respondents in these

four groups, a series of 2 (gender) X 4 (attachment-exploration orientation type)

MANOVAs (one for positive models of self and other, one for trust for self and

approaching the unknown; and one for individuation and relatedness) and ANOVAs

were conducted using the other variables listed in Table 3.21.  Using Wilks’

criterion the multivariate effects of orientation type were significant for positive-self

and other models, F (6, 850) = 12.30, p < .000, η2 = .08; for trust for self and

approaching the unknown, F (6, 850) = 43.77, p < .000, η2 = .24; and for

individuation and relatedness, F (6, 850) = 13.42, p < .000, η2 = .09.  As has been

reported in previous analyses, in these MANOVA analyses, multivariate gender

effect was significant only for the self-construal orientations (i.e., individuation-

relatedness), F (2, 425) = 15.18, p < .000, η2 = .07.  Gender differences are

considered further later in this section.
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Table 3.21.  Differences Between Four Types of Affective-Motivational Orientations

Formed by Being High or Low in Secure Attachment and Secure

Exploration in Terms of the Variables Considered

Attachment-Exploration Orientation Type

Insecure-
Unsafe

Insecure-Safe Secure-
Unsafe

Secure-Safe F* MSE η2

Positive self 4.90a (.88) 5.08a (.88) 5.47b (.68) 5.61b (.66) 18.51 .65 .12

Positive other 4.64a (.78) 4.84a (.80) 5.19b (.83) 5.40b (.71) 18.43 .60 .12

Trust for self 4.86a (.91) 5.33b (.91) 5.44b (.67) 5.90a (.60) 29.78 .66 .17

Approaching
the unknown

4.82a (.84) 5.94b (.68) 4.95a (.73) 5.98b (.61) 75.11 .55 .35

Individuation 4.96a (.68) 5.44b (.71) 5.14a (.74) 5.70b (.67) 24.84 .47 .15

Relatedness 4.98a (.97) 5.04a,b (1.08) 5.28a,b (.87) 5.37b (.95) 3.24 .93 .02

Need for
cognition

4.73a (.68) 5.33c (.61) 4.97b (.63) 5.47c (.64) 35.81 .42 .20

Need for
exploration

4.72a (.63) 5.34b (.53) 4.83a (.57) 5.46b (.61) 44.07 .35 .24

Curiosity 4.43a (.90) 5.13b (.89) 4.60a (.83) 5.30b (.75) 25.27 .73 .15

Tolerance for
ambiguity

3.97a (.67) 4.27b,c (.72) 4.01a,b (.78) 4.45c (.70) 11.39 .50 .07

Trait anxiety 3.79a (.77) 3.55a,b (.84) 3.39b (.62) 2.99c (.64) 19.92 .54 .12

Separation-
differentiation
security

5.14a (.73) 5.42b (.69) 5.34a,b (.74) 5.79c (.72) 15.44 .51 .10

Self-
satisfaction

3.22a (.69) 3.35a,b (.71) 3.49b,c (.66) 3.65c (.65) 8.16 .47 .05

Positive future
expectations

5.32a(1.08) 5.50a (1.19) 5.68a,b (.80) 5.92b (.69) 6.84 .99 .05

N 164 106 60 104

Note = Means that do not share a common subscript are significantly different from each other

according to Tukey HSD at least at the .05 level; * df = 3, 426; p < .000 for all analyses except that

involving relatedness for which p < .02.

According to ANOVA results shown in Table 3.21, differences between the

four orientation types were significant for all the variables considered.  According

to Tukey results, the secure-safe type of respondents differed significantly from

those with insecure-unsafe orientations for each variable.  Accordingly, the secure-

safe respondents had more positive self and other models, higher scores in self-trust

and approaching the unknown, individuation, relatedness, needs for cognition and
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exploration, curiosity, tolerance for ambiguity, separation-differentiation security,

self-satisfaction, positive future expectations, and lower trait anxiety than the

insecure-unsafe typed ones (see Figures 3.10-3.20).  The insecure-safe and secure-

unsafe respondents fell in between these most favorable and the most unfavorable

types.  However, as the Tukey HSD test results shown in Table 3.21 indicate, in

terms of variables of the affective-relational (or attachment) domain, such as

positive-self and other models, the two secure groups (i.e., secure-unsafe and

secure-safe) did not differ from each other but both had significantly more positive

self and other models than the two insecure groups (Figure 3.10).  As for the

variables in the intrinsic motivational (or exploration) domain, such as approaching

the unknown, individuation, need for exploration, and curiosity, the two safe groups

(high in secure exploration) did not differ from each other and had higher scores

than those low in secure exploration (Figures 3.14, 3.15, 3.17, 3.18).  On the other

hand, for some variables that tended to be associated with both attachment and

exploration domains, as for example, trust for self, the two middle groups (i.e., the

insecure-safe and secure-unsafe) appeared to be similar to each other and to differ

significantly from the most and the least favorable groups of secure-safe and

insecure-unsafe, respectively (Figure 3.15).  Similar to trust for self, for trait anxiety

and separation-differentiation security variables as well, the secure-safe group

differed from all the other three groups (Figures 3.13, 3.16).

In spite of some variations, the similarities in the general pattern of the

variables associated with the affective-relational and intrinsic motivational domains

was striking.  In general, those of the former domain tended to show a linear shape,

whereas those of the latter domain tended to show an N-shaped pattern.
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Figure 3.10.  Mean positive self and positive other model scores of the four

attachment-exploration types.

Figure 3.11.  Mean self-satisfaction scores of the four attachment-exploration types.
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Figure 3.12. Mean positive future expectations scores of the four attachment-

exploration types.

Figure 3.13.  Mean trait anxiety scores of the four attachment-exploration types.
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Figure 3.14.  Mean individuation and relatedness scores of the four attachment-

exploration types.

Figure 3.15.  Mean trust for self and approaching the unknown scores of the four

attachment-exploration types.
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Figure 3.16.  Mean separation-differentiation security scores of the four attachment-

exploration types.

Figure 3.17.  Mean need for exploration scores of the four attachment-exploration

types.
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Figure 3.18.  Mean curiosity scores of the four attachment-exploration types.

Figure 3.19.  Mean need for cognition scores of the four attachment-exploration

types.
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Figure 3.20.  Mean tolerance for ambiguity scores of the four attachment-

exploration types.

As expected, the above-noted effects did not change for males and females.

Only a few gender main effects were obtained in relation to some of the variables,

as shown in Table 3.22.  Accordingly, females seemed to have significantly higher

scores for individuation, relatedness, need for exploration, separation-differentiation

security; and to show a nonsignificant trend to have higher need for cognition (p <

.08), as compared to the male respondents.

Table 3.22.  Significant Gender Differences or Trends in the Variables Considered

Female Male

M SD M SD F MSE p η2

Individuation 5.35 .74 5.15 .76 13.41 .47 .000 .03

Relatedness 5.28 .96 4.86 .98 17.39 .93 .000 .04

Need for Cognition 5.11 .70 5.04 .76 3.01 .42 .08 .01

Need for Exploration 5.11 .64 4.98 .73 7.61 .35 .006 .02

Separation-
differentiation security

5.46 .76 5.28 .74 9.70 .51 .002 .02

df = 1, 426.
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CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION

In this section, main findings of the study are discussed with regards to the

basic questions addressed in the Introduction.  Specifically, the main issues

considered in the study involved conceptualization and types of exploration

(Questions 1 and 2), the nature of the relationship between exploration and

attachment orientations (Question 3), relationship of attachment and exploration

orientations with self-construals and other self-related variables (Questions 4 and

5), the assertion that a secure attachment-exploration orientation represents an

optimal state of functioning (Question 6), and gender differences associated with

secure exploration and related variables (Question 7).  After discussing findings

associated with the questions addressed, some limitations of the study are

considered together with suggestions for future research, and an overview of the

major contributions is provided.
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4.1. Conceptualization of Secure and Insecure Exploration and Types of

Exploration

4.1.1. Trust for Self and Approaching the Unknown as Basic

Dimensions of the Proposed Four-Category Model of Exploration

(Question 1)

As explained in the Introduction, trust for self and approaching the unknown

were proposed as two basic dimensions of exploration.  Results indicated that

respondents high rather than low in secure exploration had higher scores in both

trusting themselves and in approaching the unknown.  The variables of trust for self

and approaching the unknown together explained 54 % of the variance in

(composite) secure exploration.  Thus, results supported the proposal regarding the

important role of these basic dimensions in exploration.

A related proposal was that the combinations of these basic dimensions of

trust for self and approaching the unknown would give way to four types of

exploration orientations.  As will be remembered, parallel to Bartholomew and

Horowitz’s (1991) four-category model of attachment, these were labeled as secure

(high in both), preoccupied (low in trust for self, high in approaching the unknown),

dismissing (high in trust for self, low in approaching the unknown), and fearful (low

in both).  One of the questions tested was whether these four exploration types

would be associated with distinct groups of exploration orientations as proposed.

Results indicated that the four exploration types, created by the low/high

combinations of scores on the Trust for Self and Approaching the Unknown scales,

yielded four significantly different homogeneous groups of exploration (based on
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the data consisting of the mean composite index scores of general and domain-

specific secure exploration).  Thus, results seem to be supportive of the proposal

that trust for self and approaching the unknown represent important dimensions in

understanding secure exploration and variations in insecure exploration

orientations.

Because the present dissertation is basically concerned with secure

exploration, the proposed preoccupied, dismissing, and fearful types of insecure

exploration orientations have not been examined.  However, in line with the present

purposes, it was discovered that ratings on the four paragraphs representing secure

and (the reverse scored) insecure exploration orientations were significantly

correlated and all loaded on the same factor.  Thus, it seems that these four different

exploration tendencies may be combined to represent a basic secure or insecure

exploration orientation.  In fact, these four exploration types were found to be

significantly correlated with each other in each of the general and specific

exploration domains, as considered further in the next section.

4.1.2. Relationship Between General and Domain-Specific Secure

Exploration Orientations (Question 2)

Results indicated that secure and the reverse-coded insecure exploration

orientations of preoccupied, dismissing, and fearful can be combined to form

internally consistent, composite measures for each of the general and the five

domains of cognitive, relational, self-related, spatial, and time-related exploration.

Using these composite measures, general and each of the domain-specific secure

exploration orientations were found to be positively correlated.  The strongest
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correlation was obtained between general and cognitive exploration orientations.

That is, the impact of the general exploration orientation seemed to be greater on

the cognitive domain (explaining 28 % of the variance) than on other domains

(explaining 15-17 % of the variance).  Similarly, the correlations between the

exploration scores in the cognitive domain with those of other domains seemed to

be relatively stronger (ranging between .57 and .70) than those of other domains

(range being .46 -.57), implying that the cognitive exploration orientation may be a

basic domain representative of the general as well as the other exploration domains

considered in the present study.

The above finding suggests that the cognitive exploration tends to play a

central role in exploration orientations of adults.  On the other hand, certain

domain-specific exploration orientations were only moderately correlated (e.g.,

time-related orientation with relational orientation).  In line with the above-noted

findings that exploration orientations in different domains seemed to be associated,

results of a factor analysis indicated that secure exploration orientations in five

domains loaded on the same factor (with the cognitive domain being the most

heavily loaded item) and hence can generally be considered as a unidimensional

orientation.

The relationship between exploration orientations in different domains was

further investigated by tackling the question of whether respondents high in general

exploration security were secure in all domains of exploration.  Results indicated

that they were; that is, respondents high rather than low in general exploration

security seemed to be significantly more secure in all domains considered, i.e.,

cognitive, relational, self-related, spatial, and time-related areas of exploration.
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Thus, in spite of some domain-related variations, secure exploration also

seems to have a general trait-like characteristic, just as secure attachment.  As noted

in the Introduction, secure attachment has been demonstrated to show both a

general trait-like tendency, as well as variations across different contexts, such as

family, peer and romantic relationships (Berlin & Cassidy, 1999; Collins & Read,

1994; ,PDPR÷OX�	�,PDPR÷OX��������5RVV�	�6SLQQHU����������7KXV��DV�H[SHFWHG�
exploration orientation, like attachment, seems to represent a general orientation

together with some domain-related variations.

4.2. The Nature of the Relationship Between Exploration and

Attachment Orientations (Question 3)

4.2.1. Secure Exploration as Separate from but Complementary to

Secure Attachment

To test the expectation that (secure) exploration represents an orientation

distinct from (secure) attachment, ratings for the paragraphs representing secure,

preoccupied, dismissing, and fearful attachment orientations and those of the

parallel paragraphs proposed for exploratory orientations were factor analyzed.  The

results of this analysis indicated that secure exploration (consisting of mean ratings

for secure exploration and the reverse coded, dismissing, fearful, and preoccupied

exploration orientations) constitutes a domain separate from that of secure

attachment (consisting of mean ratings for secure and reverse coded fearful and

preoccupied attachment tendencies; whereas, dismissing attachment seemed to
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constitute a response domain distinct from the domains of secure exploration and

attachment).

Still however, secure attachment and exploration tended to be somewhat

associated.  Specifically, secure attachment was found to be a significant predictor

of secure exploration explaining 6 % of the variance in general, and 3 to 5 % of the

variance in different domains of exploration except for the relational domain in

which secure attachment appeared as a stronger predictor (explaining 16 % of the

variance).  ANOVA results further indicated that respondents who were high in

general exploration security tended to be more securely attached and to have more

positive self and other models than those low in secure exploration.

The complementary nature of secure attachment and secure exploration can

be further seen in terms of their associations with the variables of trust for self and

approaching the unknown, which have been proposed as the underlying dimensions

of exploration.  Results indicated that attachment and exploration have similar

degree of impact on trust for self but that approaching the unknown tends to be

predicted by exploration and not by attachment.  Accordingly, secure attachment

may make exploration more likely by strengthening one's trust for the self.  Thus,

all these results consistently support the expectation that attachment and exploration

represent distinct but complementary orientations, as further noted below.
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4.2.2. Separation-Differentiation Security: A Proposed Conceptual Link

Between Secure Attachment and Secure Exploration

As noted in the Introduction, an important assertion of attachment theory is

that one of the functions of secure attachment is to provide a secure base from

which to explore (e.g., Ainsworth, 1972; Bowlby, 1988).  The implication of this

basic assertion is that secure attachment enables security in both relating and

separating (to explore), as the concept of felt security (proposed by Sroufe &

Waters, 1977) implies.  The emotional bond of felt security is considered to provide

both a secure base for enabling exploration of the environment and a safe haven for

reunion in case threat occurs.  Thus, in attachment theory separation and relatedness

are not viewed as opposing each other.  In fact, as noted in the Introduction, the

complementarity of attachment and exploration has a central place in attachment

theory.  On the other hand, in the mainstream developmental literature, separation

from the family has been regarded as detachment from one’s affective ties to one’s

parents and as a necessary component of becoming an independent individual

(Ryan & Lynch, 1989; see Imamo÷lu, 2003; Ryan, 1991, for related critical

discussions).

In the present study, in line with the basic assertions of attachment theory, as

well as the BID model, it has been argued that separation from the family does not

necessarily imply detachment but that “attached” or “secure separation” is also

possible (Imamo÷lu, 2003; Ryan, 1991).  However, in attachment theory, as noted

above, securely separating to explore has been regarded as inexorably linked with

secure attachment via the secure base concept.  As referred to in the Introduction,

this inevitable link between attachment and exploration has been questioned from a
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cross-cultural perspective (Rothbaum, Pott, et al., 2000; Rothbaum, Weisz, et al.,

2000).

As will be remembered, to contribute to a resolution of the cross-cultural

criticisms directed at attachment theory, in the present study, the concept of

separation-differentiation security was proposed as a link between secure

attachment and exploration orientations.  In other words, in the present study, the

link between secure attachment and exploration was not assumed to be totally

inexorable, as assumed by attachment theory, but more dependent upon the degree

to which secure attachment is associated with either separation-differentiation

security (as generally assumed to be in individualist cultures), or with separation-

differentiation anxiety (as generally assumed regarding collectivist cultures).

Although reference is made to individualist and collectivist cultures in line with the

related literature, it should be noted that in the present dissertation, as proposed by

the BID model (Imamo÷lu, 2003), separation-differentiation security is considered

to be associated more with balanced contexts, whereas separation-differentiation

anxiety is considered to be associated more with integrative and unbalanced

contexts.  Accordingly, to the extent that a securely attached person is encouraged

to freely explore without risking his/her family's (or attachment figure's) love, the

stronger might be the link between attachment and exploration systems via the

separation-differentiation security felt.

Thus, the idea of separation-differentiation security is similar to the secure

base idea except that the former is not considered to be an inexorable aspect of

secure attachment as the latter concept because as proposed in the present outlook,

it may be possible for secure attachment to be associated with either separation-
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differentiation anxiety or security.  For instance, in highly integrative contexts, a

securely attached child may be discouraged from freely exploring and may develop

separation-differentiation anxiety, which may be linked with the dependence-,

rather than the exploration-system, as considered further later in this section.

Present results indicated that separation-differentiation security has three

interrelated components: (a) Spatial-separation security, which involved always

feeling the love and support of one’s family wherever one goes.  For example, such

a person may feel free to follow his/her dreams in far away places feeling the strong

love and support of his/her family inside.  (b) The component of parental

acceptance security involved not feeling anxious about being accepted by one’s

parents, but feeling assured that one is accepted the way one is.  For instance, a

person high in parental acceptance security would not be expected to worry whether

his/her parents wish him/her to be a different kind of a person.  (c) The component

of psychological differentiation security involved feeling secure to express one’s

genuine ideas and to be the kind of person one is genuinely inclined towards.  For

example, a person who is high in secure psychological differentiation would feel

that the social bonds in one’s family are so sincere and strong that every member

would be encouraged to be one’s true self, without any worries about risking one’s

acceptability or the love and acceptance of his/her family, as in balanced contexts

proposed by Imamo÷lu (2003).

Thus, separation-differentiation security as conceptualized here involves not

feeling anxious about spatial separation or psychological differentiation but feeling

assured of the unconditional love-acceptance of one’s family under all conditions.

As such, secure separation-differentiation was proposed as a conceptual link
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between attachment and exploration.  In line with the expectations, analyses using

LISREL provided support for both a direct path from attachment to exploration as

well as an indirect path via separation-differentiation security; however, as

expected, the latter indirect path was found to be much stronger than the direct path.

Thus, results indicated that although secure attachment to some degree

predicts secure exploration, a stronger prediction is possible when separation-

differentiation security is considered as a mediator.  This finding implies a

limitation of the secure base idea of attachment theory and provides support to the

related cross-cultural criticisms, as further considered later in this section.

4.3. Relationship of Attachment and Exploration Orientations with Self-

Construals and Other Self-Related Variables

4.3.1. Attachment- and Exploration-Related Orientations of

Respondents with Different Types of Self-Construals as Proposed by the

BID Model (Question 4)

As expected, results indicated that the respondents with related-individuated

(or balanced) self-construals were the only ones who were high in both secure

attachment and secure exploration and the related variables of both trust for self and

approaching the unknown, both positive self and positive other models, as well as

separation-differentiation security.  On the other hand, the respondents with

separated-patterned (or unbalanced) self-construals appeared as the lowest group in

secure attachment, trust for self, positive self-model, separation-differentiation

security; and they had the lowest mean scores in secure exploration and
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approaching the unknown together with those having related-patterned self-

construals; finally they scored lowest in positive-other scores together with the

separated-individuated respondents.  Thus, results supported the predictions of the

BID model that related-individuation represents an optimal state of psychological

functioning especially in comparison to separated-patterning (,PDPR÷lu, 1995,

1998, 2003).

As will be remembered, ,PDPR÷lu (2003) proposed that secure attachment

and exploration represent the foundations of relational and individuational self-

orientations, respectively.  Accordingly, attachment orientation was expected to be

a major predictor of relatedness while exploration orientation was expected to be so

for individuation.  Results provided support to these expectations.  According to

LISREL analysis, relatedness as predicted by secure attachment was found to be

distinct from individuation as predicted by secure exploration.  Furthermore, as

predicted by the BID model these distinct orientations seemed to be complementary

so that respondents who were high, rather than low, in either individuation or

relatedness tended to be more secure in both attachment and exploration.  LISREL

analysis further indicated the error terms of secure attachment and exploration to be

correlated; also, a weak path from exploration to relatedness seemed to improve the

model, which may imply that a secure exploration orientation (perhaps in the

relational domain) may complement a related self-construal.  Thus, present findings

provide further support to the idea of complementary linkages between both

attachment and exploration as well as between relatedness and individuation, and to

the idea of their representing distinct domains, as considered below.
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4.3.2. Attachment and Exploration as Distinct and Complementary

Systems Associated with Distinct Variable Domains (Question 5)

As noted above, in congruence with attachment theory and the BID model, it

has been proposed that attachment and exploration represent two distinct variable

domains which tend to have complementary functions.  In line with this proposal,

results indicated that the attachment- and exploration-related variables tend to form

two separate factors of equal importance, each explaining about 25 % of the

variance.  Specifically, the variables of positive-self and positive-other models, trust

for self, self-satisfaction, relatedness, positive future orientation, and (the negatively

loaded) trait anxiety loaded together with secure attachment, while the variables of

the need for exploration, need for cognition, approaching the unknown,

individuation, tolerance for ambiguity, curiosity and separation-differentiation

security loaded together with secure exploration.

Of these two distinct variable domains, the former Affective-Relational one,

seems to be associated with a positive affective orientation to self, others, and the

future, whereas the latter Intrinsic Motivational one, seems to represent a secure or

intrinsic exploratory orientation, as predicted. As expected, the trust for self

dimension of secure exploration was found to be associated more with the affective-

relational domain, while approaching the unknown dimension appeared to belong to

the intrinsic motivational domain.  In fact, a confirmatory factor analysis using

LISREL also replicated these results.  That is, secure exploration, conceptualized

and measured in terms of the dimensions of trust for self and approaching the

unknown, appears to be strongly predicted by the intrinsic motivational domain and

to a lesser degree by the affective-relational domain.
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The finding that attachment, unlike exploration, falls into the affective

domain is congruent with attachment theory because attachment is considered as

“an affectional tie or bond that one individual (person or animal) forms between

himself and another specific individual” (Ainsworth, 1972, p.100).  Ainsworth notes

that attachments imply strong affect, and attachment relationship can be

characterized by “love” or strong positive affect.  Still, however, intense affect

implied may not be limited to positive emotions, but anxiety, anger or jealousy may

also be aroused if there are threats to the attachment relationship.

Results are also congruent with the related literature which indicate that

different measures of intrinsic motivation, such as the need for cognition, curiosity

and agency tend to be positively correlated with each other (Amabile, Hill,

Hennessey, & Tighe, 1994; Cacioppo, Petty, Feinstein, & Jarvis, 1996; ,PDPR÷OX,

2003; Olson, Camp, & Fuller, 1984).  As noted before, present results are also

consistent with the assertions of the BID model that relatedness and individuation

represent two distinct and complementary orientations or domains of the self system

�,PDPR÷OX����������������$V�QRWHG�LQ�WKH�,QWURGXFWLRQ��,PDPR÷OX��������IRXQG�WKDW
the relational self-orientation seems to be associated with other variables of an

affective-relational nature, e.g., perceiving parents as loving-accepting, being

satisfied with one’s self and the family; on the other hand, the individuational self-

orientation seems to be associated with such variables as the need for cognition and

nonrestrictive family atmosphere which tend to belong to the intrinsic-motivational

domain.  The present study replicated and extended those earlier findings by

demonstrating that these affective and motivational domains seem to be associated

with a number of variables related with secure attachment and secure exploration,
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UHVSHFWLYHO\���$FFRUGLQJO\��SUHVHQW�ILQGLQJV�DUH�DOVR�VXSSRUWLYH�RI�,PDPR÷OX¶V
(2003) assertion that secure attachment and exploration may represent the

foundations of the relational and individuational self-orientations, respectively, as

considered above in relation to Question 4.

Results imply that a positive or genuinely secure outlook to oneself, others

and time (i.e., positive future expectations) may be complementary to a genuinely

secure exploratory orientation to one’s inner and outer worlds.  Hence, present

ILQGLQJV�DUH�VXSSRUWLYH�RI�,PDPR÷lu’s (2003) assertion that these two domains of

positive affectivity and intrinsic motivation tend to be distinct but complementary.

&RQVLVWHQW�ZLWK�,PDPR÷lu’s (2003) suggestion regarding positive linkages

between those two domains, some of the variables that loaded on both factors may

be considered to form linkages between the two domains.  For example, as noted

above, although trust for self appeared to belong to the positive affectivity domain it

also loaded under the domain of intrinsic motivation, but less strongly.  As noted

before, one of the linkages between secure attachment and secure exploration may

be through a trust for self.  Such a trusting attitude toward the self associated with

secure attachment may make it easier to approach the unknown to explore.  In a

similar vein, variables of the intrinsic motivational and affective-relational domains

were also associated with each other to some degree.  Accordingly, it appears that a

secure rather than insecure affective orientation may be more conducive for

developing secure intrinsic motivational orientations towards exploration and

individuation.  Psychological implications of being secure in both attachment and

exploration are considered further below.
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4.4. Variables Associated with Secure/Insecure Combinations of

Attachment-Exploration: The Four-Category Model of Attachment and

Exploration Orientations (Question 6)

As noted in the Introduction, on the basis of the assumption about

attachment and exploration representing two distinct orientations, we developed

four attachment-exploration types by crossing these two orientations; i.e., the

secure-safe (high in both attachment and exploration security) type representing the

most optimal psychological orientation; the insecure-unsafe (low in both attachment

and exploration security) type representing the worst psychological state; finally,

the insecure-safe (low in attachment security and high in exploration security) and

secure-unsafe (high in attachment security and low in exploration security) types

were proposed to be in between those two extreme states in terms of psychological

functioning.

Results were generally supportive of these expectations.  Specifically,

compared to the insecure-unsafe type of respondents, the secure-safe ones had both

more related and individuated self-construals; had both more positive self as well as

positive-other models; had higher scores in both self-trust and approaching the

unknown; and had higher scores in both the other variables of the positive affective

domain, i.e., self-satisfaction, positive future orientation, and lower trait anxiety

scores, as well as in those of the intrinsic motivational domain, i.e., need for

cognition and exploration, curiosity, tolerance for ambiguity, and separation-

differentiation security.  In terms of the variables that seem to be associated with

both attachment and exploration (i.e., trust for self, trait anxiety, and separation-
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differentiation security), the secure-safe group seemed to represent a more optimal

psychological state than all of the other three orientation types.

Such findings not only seem to be supportive of the hypothesis that secure-

safe type represents an optimal state of psychological functioning, but also seem to

support the view regarding complementary linkages between attachment and

exploration orientations.  Furthermore, these findings which seem to be congruent

with the past findings involving the BID model, also provide converging evidence

for the assertions that attachment and exploration systems represent the foundations

RI�WKH�UHODWLRQDO�DQG�LQGLYLGXDWLRQDO�VHOI�RULHQWDWLRQV��UHVSHFWLYHO\��,PDPR÷OX�
2003).

Thus, results supported the basic underlying idea of attachment theory that

optimal functioning depends on the appropriate interplay between attachment and

exploration systems (Ainsworth, 1972; Bowlby, 1982, 1988) but did not support

claims that individuation requires separation or psychological independence from

one's attachment figures (e.g., Mahler, Pine, & Bergman, 1975).  In this regard,

Bowlby (1982) noted,

the family experience of those who grow up to become relatively stable and
self-reliant is characterized not only by unfailing parental support when
called upon but also by a steady yet timely encouragement toward
increasing autonomy, and by the frank communication by parents of
working models - of themselves, of child and of others - that are not only
tolerably valid but are open to be questioned and revised. (p. 322-323)

Accordingly, an important function of parents (or attachment figures) is assumed to

provide a supportive base for secure exploration of the child's inner and outer

worlds to enable individuation.
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On the basis of the above-noted results and self-types suggested by

Imamo÷lu (2003), we can speculate that respondents with a secure-safe orientation

may be likely to explore with confidence and pleasure; i.e., they may be expected to

enjoy exploratory activities with a genuine intrinsic motivation.  Those with a

secure-unsafe orientation may have a positive outlook but may be reluctant to freely

engage in exploration, except perhaps within limited, acceptable areas considered as

“safe” by their social environments.  On the other hand, those with an insecure-safe

orientation may have a daring, rather than joyful, attitude toward exploration; i.e.,

they may be expected to engage in risky exploratory activities in order to prove that

they are not afraid of anything, which, in fact, may be a way of coping with their

deep down feelings of attachment-related insecurity.  Finally, those with an

insecure-unsafe orientation may be expected to have insecurities, fears, and

negative feelings about themselves, others, and exploratory activities; i.e., they may

lack both trust for self and feelings of safety, and hence may be likely to rigidly

avoid the unknown with a negative outlook.  Future research is needed to further

test these speculations.

4.5. Gender Differences in Exploration Orientation and Other Related

Variables (Question 7)

As will be remembered, gender differences were not expected in the general

mechanisms of psychological functioning.  However, some relative differences in

orientations were expected to favor the females in terms of being more secure in

both exploration- and attachment-related orientations among the present sample

from the middle-upper SES group.
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As expected, male and female respondents did not differ in terms of general

exploration orientations involving secure, preoccupied, dismissing, and fearful

tendencies.  However, in relation to domains, the female respondents seemed to

have a more secure exploration orientation in all domains with the exception of the

cognitive one, for which no differences were found.  In congruence with those

findings, females seemed to have higher scores in separation-differentiation security

and need for cognition.  On the other hand, male respondents tended to show a more

dismissive exploration orientation in cognitive, relational, self-related, and spatial

domains.  Furthermore, there was a significant trend for the male respondents to

have a more fearful exploratory orientation in the relational domain as compared to

the females.

Those results appear to be consistent with findings from the attachment

literature which generally report lack of gender differences (e.g., Ainsworth, Blehar,

Waters, & Wall, 1978; Hazan & Shaver, 1987), but for men to be somewhat more

dismissing in romantic attachment orientation than women (e.g., Brennan, et al.,

1998; Kirkpatrick, 1998; Scharfe & Bartholomew, 1994).  By way of the

complementary nature of attachment and exploration, those gender differences in

dismissing attachment orientation might be said to be portrayed in the exploration

area as well.  However, a recent study of 62 cultural regions, including Turkey

(Schmitt et al., 2004), it was concluded that in most cultures when a gender

difference in dismissing orientation was found, the difference appeared to be small

in magnitude, as in the present study; thereby implying that the general trends of

psychological functioning in terms of attachment-exploration seem to be similar for

females and males.
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In parallel to the above noted results, female respondents tended to score

higher in both relational and individuational self-orientations.  As noted in the

Introduction, those gender differences are consistent with past studies using the BID

model (ImamR÷lu, 2002, 2003; ImamR÷OX�	�.DUDNLWDSR÷OX�$\J�Q��LQ�SUHVV��.XUW�
2000).  Accordingly, the better educated Turkish young women from middle and

upper SES backgrounds seem more likely to have related-individuated or balanced

self-construals than their male counterparts.  As noted by ImamR÷OX���������WKH
relatively stronger relational tendencies of women might be explained with

reference to the female gender role, emphasizing a relational self (Chodorow, 1978;

Gilligan, 1982; Jordan, 1997; Miller, 1976).  On the other hand, the relatively

stronger individuational tendencies of women are difficult to interpret with

reference to gender roles and, in fact, may appear to be at odds with traditional

female stereotypes.  However, as ImamR÷OX��������������KDV�VXJJHVWHG��WKRVH
individuational trends may be associated with the encouragement of women's

professional participation in the upper segments of modern Turkish Republic and

the impact of the feminist movement.  Unlike the U.S. where the feminist

movement has emphasized the importance of relationality (e.g., Gilligan, 1982;

Jordan, 1997; Miller, 1976), in Turkey, the emphasis of the feminist movement has

been on increased independence and autonomy (ImamR÷OX����������$FFRUGLQJO\�
Turkish women from the more progressive segments of the society may be

relatively more likely to change in the direction of individuation while retaining

relatedness.
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4.6. Limitations and Suggestions

Before providing an overview of the major contributions, some limitations

of the present study should be addressed.  The fact that the sample consisted of

university students only, may be considered as a limitation since no age-related

comparisons are available and one should be cautious in generalizing the results to

the larger population involving other age and SES groups.  The literature indicates

that university students generally represent middle-upper SES groups (Freeman,

1997; Triandis, 1995).  Accordingly, in terms of their parents' education, most of

the students in the present sample also came from the middle-upper SES.  Hence,

further studies exploring age and SES-related differences are needed.

Within the limits of this dissertation, only secure exploration was considered

as related mainly to secure attachment orientation.  The relationship between

insecure (i.e., preoccupied, dismissing, and fearful) attachment and exploration

orientations will be examined in future papers.  In view of the finding that

dismissing attachment orientation appeared as a distinct factor, it may be

particularly interesting to examine it in relation to present research problems.  Also,

most of the analyses involving attachment were based on data from the Relationship

Questionnaire (RQ) (Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991), and the Model of Positive

Self and Model of Other Scales developed for the present purposes, which were

strongly correlated.  In fact, in the SEM analyses using LISREL, a composite index

of positive self model, positive other model, and the simple attachment measure was

used, which proved to be a strong measure of attachment.  Furthermore, in an

extensive cross-cultural study involving 62 cultural regions (Schmitt et al., 2004),

support was found for the RQ or attachment models of self and other as pancultural
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constructs.  Still, future studies might be needed to replicate the present results

using other scales of attachment as well.

Moreover, the specific relationships between different exploration domains

(i.e., cognitive, relational, self-related, spatial, time-related), although considered,

were not examined in-depth, and might need further examination.  Similarly, the

relationships of different types of exploration (and attachment) orientations with the

variables in the affective-relational and intrinsic motivational domains could be

examined more extensively.  Other variables and/or scales might also be

incorporated in future studies to extend our understanding concerning the contents

and limits of the two domains.  Longitudinal studies, also involving observational

techniques, might be especially needed to go beyond the limitations of our data

based on self-reports at a particular time.

Furthermore, the antecedents of attachment and exploration orientations,

such as the type of family one is brought up in, should be examined so as to have a

better understanding of the larger picture of the dynamics involved in the

development of the orientations involving attachment-relatedness and exploration-

individuation.  On the basis of the BID model, ImamR÷OX (2003) proposed and

provided some evidence that the balanced family contexts, involving genuine love-

acceptance and low restrictive control, would be most conducive for the

development of related-individuated or balanced individuals.  Hence, the same

might be expected for the development of secure-safe individuals, who are secure in

both attachment and exploration orientations.  On the basis of the BID model,

integrative family contexts (characterized by high love-acceptance, high control)

would be expected to be conducive for the development of secure-unsafe
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individuals, who would be secure in attachment but feel unsafe in exploration;

differentiative contexts (characterized by low love-acceptance, low control) would

be expected to be conducive for the development of insecure-safe individuals, who

would be likely to engage in exploration without positive feelings of attachment;

and finally, unbalanced contexts (characterized by low acceptance, high control)

would be expected to be conducive for the development of individuals who tend to

be insecure in both attachment and exploration orientations.  In fact, related data

from other parts of the present project involving these issues will be examined and

reported in future papers.

Finally, it would be important to conduct cross-cultural studies to explore

the generalizability of the present findings to other cultures.  Past studies involving

the BID model yielded consistent results in Canada and the U.S. (ImamR÷lu &

.DUDNLWDSR÷OX�$\J�Q��LQ�SUHVV��.XUW����������6LQFH�SUHVHQW�ILQGLQJV�ZHUH�FRQVLVWHQW
with the BID model, they also may be expected to be generalizable to those

cultures; however, future research is needed to test those expectations.

4.7. Overview of the Main Contributions and Conclusions

In spite of the above-noted limitations, the present study has some important

strengths.  An original contribution of the present research involves our attempt to

conceptualize and measure exploration as a system distinct from, but associated

with the attachment system.  As noted in the Introduction, past studies have studied

the relationship between attachment and exploratory behaviors but have not studied

the dynamics of the association between these two systems, as noted by Aspelmeier
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and Kerns (2003): “None of the investigations of attachment exploration dynamics

to date…clearly identify the mechanism(s) that mediates the association between

attachment and exploration.” (p. 27).

In this regard, we feel that the proposed two-dimensional model involving

trust for self and approaching the unknown, and the measures developed fill an

important gap in the related literature.  Also important is the consideration of

general and domain-specific exploration orientations within the basic model.  The

consistency of the results derived from different analyses provided converging

evidence for the validity of the present model.

Another important contribution of the present study involves its

conceptualization and measurement of separation-differentiation security.  As will

be remembered, although secure attachment was found to predict secure

exploration, the strength of the link was rather weak, but it improved when

separation-differentiation security was considered as a mediator.  We believe that

by considering the concept of separation-differentiation security as a mediator,

attachment theory may be extended to handle the cross-cultural criticisms raised by

the Rothbaum group (Rothbaum, Pott, et al., 2000; Rothbaum, Weisz, et al., 2000).

Within the present outlook, it is proposed that the secure base function of the

attachment system may not be inevitably linked with the exploration system as

assumed by the attachment theory, but may be affected by external influences.  That

is, in more individualistic cultures, such as the U.S., children tend to be encouraged

to explore and more space and stimulation are available in U.S. homes (see

Rothbaum, Pott, et al., 2000).  In such contexts securely attached children may be
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more likely to use the attachment figure as a secure base from which to explore; that

is, they may be more likely to develop separation-differentiation security which

may orient them toward exploration and individuation.  On the other hand, in the

more collectivistic cultures, such as Japan, children may be more oriented toward a

symbiotic union with the attachment figure and may be more likely to feel anxious

during separations.  In fact, although percentage of secure babies were found to be

the same in the United States and Japan, Japanese babies were found to show less

exploration, to be more upset by separations, to display greater anxiety toward

strangers, and to prefer to maintain close contact with mothers (Miyake, Chen, &

Campos, 1985; Takahashi, 1990).  Thus, while the Japanese mothers tend to orient

the child inward and to encourage accommodation to each other, the American

mothers tend to encourage exploration by directing the child's attention outward to

toys, events, or strangers in the environment; hence, American babies tend to

engage in more exploration than do Japanese babies (Bornstein, Azuma, Tamis-

LeMonda, Ogina, 1990; Bornstein, Toda, Azuma, Tamis-LeMonda, & Ogina, 1990;

Takahashi, 1990).

Thus, although secure attachment may be associated with secure exploration

particularly by way of separation-differentiation security (as exemplified in the U.S.

case above), it also may be associated with insecure exploration via separation-

differentiation anxiety (as exemplified in the Japanese case above).  In fact, as will

be remembered, secure attachment did not appear as a strong predictor of either

exploration or separation-differentiation security, while separation-differentiation

security strongly predicted exploration.  That is, secure attachment, by itself, was

found to be a rather weak predictor of exploration as well as separation-
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differentiation security, thereby implying that the link between attachment and

exploration should not be regarded as inevitable.  If the child's environmental

conditions are conducive for the development of separation-differentiation security,

then exploration might be predicted more strongly.  On the other hand, if the child's

developmental context is more conducive for the activation of dependence and

separation-differentiation anxiety, then even the securely attached child might not

be expected to securely engage in exploration2.

In fact, in the present model it is argued that when attachment and

exploration are considered as two separate orientations, then four types of

attachment-exploration orientations may be possible by crossing the high and low

ends of each. Those four attachment-exploration types were studied in the present

study and the analyses yielded systematic results.  For instance, in congruence with

the above arguments, respondents who were secure in both attachment and

exploration (i.e., secure-safe type) had significantly higher separation-

differentiation security scores than those who felt secure in attachment but not in

exploration (i.e., the secure-unsafe type).  In fact, the latter group was similar to

respondents who were insecure in attachment but engaged in exploration (i.e., the

insecure-safe type).  As would be expected, respondents who were insecure in both

orientations scored lowest in separation-differentiation security.  These results

support the present assertion that the link between attachment and exploration may

not be inexorable as assumed by the attachment theory.  Secure attachment, though

                                                

2 The Japanese concept of amae, i.e., a sense of oneness or interdependence between mother
and child, has been found to be highly similar to the concept of dependency (Vereijken, Riksen-
Walraven, & van Lieshout, 1997).
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important, may not be a sufficient condition for the activation of exploration if the

environmental conditions inhibit or at least do not facilitate it.  However, the

importance of the complementarity of secure attachment and exploration was

clearly implied by the fact that being secure in both orientations (i.e., the secure-

safe type) was found to be associated with optimal psychological functioning in

terms of both affective-relational and intrinsic motivational orientations.

Another original contribution of the present study was to relate the

attachment-exploration literature to that of self-construals.  Although the processes

involving self-concepts and attachment styles have been implicitly assumed to

overlap, the nature of their relationship has not been studied, except for some

studies associating attachment styles with self-esteem (Bartholomew & Horowitz,

1991; Bylsma, Cozzarelli, & Sümer, 1997; Collins & Read, 1990; Feeney & Noller,

1990).  In the present study, we aimed to demonstrate the parallel mechanisms

involved in attachment and relatedness as well as exploration and individuation.

Our findings supported Imamo÷lu's (2003) assertion that attachment and

exploration may be considered to represent the foundations of relational and

individuational self-construal orientations, respectively.  Accordingly, related-

individuation, or the balanced self-construal type as suggested by the BID model,

appears to represent being secure in both attachment and exploration orientations.

Of the other self-construal types proposed by the BID model, related-patterning, or

the most integrative self-type, may be said to represent being secure in attachment

but unsafe in exploration.  On the other hand, separated-individuation, or the most

differentiative self-type seems to represent being insecure in attachment but safe in

exploration and may be expected to engage in risky explorations.  Finally,
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separated-patterning, representing the most unbalanced self-type, tends to be

characterized by insecurity in both attachment and exploration orientations.

A final contribution of the present study may be its demonstration that

attachment and exploration belong to two separate but complementary domains,

respectively labeled as affective-relational and intrinsic motivational by Imamo÷lu

(2002, 2003).  Thus, present findings have replicated and extended Imamo÷lu's

findings regarding the BID model.  In congruence with the BID model, secure

attachment appears to be a part of a domain of variables associated with positive

affective-relational orientation to self, others, time, and other entities, whereas

secure exploration appears to belong to a domain of variables associated with

assuming an intrinsic exploratory outlook toward the self and the environment.

Thus, present results support earlier ones that a balanced being, whereby these two

basic orientations complement each other, appears to be associated with optimal

psychological functioning (Imamo÷lu, 2002, 2003; Imamo÷lu & Karakitapo÷OX�
Aygün, in press; Karakitapo÷OX�$\J�Q��������.XUW��������

Apart from those theoretical contributions, several scales were contributed

as part of the present research.  Particularly important are the two sets of scales

concerning exploration, i.e., the Exploration Questionnaire, involving general and

domain-specific exploration-style paragraphs, and the Trust for Self and

Approaching the Unknown Scales.  Those scales provide a means of studying

exploration in a parallel way to studying attachment by using the Relationship

Questionnaire.  Also, as noted before, the Separation-Differentiation Security Scale

may be useful in studying the attachment-exploration relationship as well as other

self- and family-related issues.  The Need for Exploration Scale, as well appeared as
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a good measure of intrinsic motivation, like the Need for Cognition Scale

(Cacioppo & Petty, 1982), but more extensive in terms of covering not only the

cognitive but also the relational, self-related, spatial, and time-related domains.

Also, the Curiosity and Exploration Inventory by Kashdan, Rose, and Fincham

(2004) has been adapted to Turkish and appeared to have good convergent validity

with the other exploration-related scales developed for the present purposes.

Furthermore, scales measuring Models of Self and Others, together appeared as a

good supplementary measure of the attachment orientation.  Finally, a Tolerance for

Ambiguity Scale was adapted from the previous scales developed by Budner (1962)

and MacDonald (1970, a revision of the Rydell and Rosen, 1966 scale).  Since scale

development was not a focal point of this dissertation, analyses regarding some

psychometric characteristics of the scales were provided in the Appendix, except for

the analyses concerning basic issues reported in the text, which indicated the scales

to have good convergent and divergent validity and acceptable internal reliabilities.

However, it might be useful to present the psychometric characteristics of those

scales more extensively in future papers.

Thus, a final strength of the present study may be its attempt to use multiple

measures to investigate the basic research problems posed.  The converging

evidence obtained by using different measures and analyses supported the reliability

of the main conclusions drawn.  However, further research is needed to test and

extend the theoretical and psychometric contributions of the present dissertation.

Afterall, it's all about exploration…
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APPENDIX A: THE SCALES USED

A.1. Relationship Questionnaire (RQ)

$úD÷ÕGDNL�SDUDJUDIODU�\DNÕQ�GX\JXVDO�LOLúNLOHUGH�\DúDQDQ�IDUNOÕ�GX\JX�YH�G�ú�QFHOHUL
\DQVÕWPDNWDGÕU��<DNÕQ�GX\JXVDO�LOLúNLOHUGHQ�NDVWHGLOHQ�DLOH��DUNDGDúOÕN��GRVWOXN��URPDQWLN
LOLúNLOHU�YH�EHQ]HUOHULGLU��/�WIHQ�DúD÷ÕGDNL���EDVDPDNOÕ�|OoHNOHUL�NXOODQDUDN��her bir

SDUDJUDIÕQ�NHQGL�\DNÕQ�LOLúNLOHULQL]GH�\DúDGÕ÷ÕQÕ]�GX\JX�YH�G�ú�QFHOHUL�JHQHO�RODUDN�QH
|Oo�GH�WDQÕPODGÕ÷ÕQÕ�EHOLUWLQL].

1. %DúNDODUÕ�LOH�NROD\OÕNOD�GX\JXVDO�\DNÕQOÕN�NXUDUÕP��2QODUD�J�YHQPHN��ED÷ODQPDN
YH�RQODUÕQ�GD�EDQD�J�YHQLS��ED÷ODQPDVÕ�NRQXVXQGD�NHQGLPL�ROGXNoD�UDKDW
KLVVHGHULP��%LULOHULQLQ�EHQL�NDEXO�HWPHPHVL�\D�GD�\DOQÕ]�NDOPDN�EHQL�SHN
ND\JÕODQGÕUPD]�

       1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

        2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
       3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
         4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU
ne
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

         5

ELUD]�WDQÕPOÕ\RU
     6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
        7

tamamen
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

2. %DúNDODUÕ�LOH�\DNÕQODúPDN�NRQXVXQGD�UDKDW�GH÷LOLP��'X\JXVDO�RODUDN�\DNÕQ
LOLúNLOHU�NXUPDN�LVWHULP��DQFDN�EDúNDODUÕQD�WDPDPHQ�J�YHQPHN�\D�GD�LQDQPDN
EHQLP�LoLQ�oRN�]RU��2QODUOD�oRN�\DNÕQODúÕUVDP�LQFLQLS��NÕUÕODFD÷ÕPGDQ�NRUNDUÕP�

1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

        2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
       3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
         4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU
ne
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

         5

ELUD]�WDQÕPOÕ\RU
     6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
        7

tamamen
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

3. %DúNDODUÕ\OD�GX\JXVDO�\|QGHQ�WDPDPL\OH�\DNÕQODúPDN��KDWWD�E�W�QOHúPHN�LVWHULP�
$PD��JHQHOOLNOH��EDúNDODUÕQÕQ�EHQLPOH��DU]X�HWWL÷LP�NDGDU�\DNÕQODúPDNWD�LVWHNVL]
ROGXNODUÕQÕ�J|U�\RUXP��<DNÕQ�LOLúNL�OHU��LoLQGH�ROPD]VDP�KX]XUVX]OXN�GX\DUÕP�
ED]HQ�GH�EDúNDODUÕQÕQ�EDQD��EHQLP�RQODUD�YHUGL÷LP�NDGDU�GH÷HU�YHUPHGL÷LQL
G�ú�Q�U��HQGLúHOHQLULP�

       1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

        2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
       3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
         4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU��������QH
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

         5

ELUD]�WDQÕPOÕ\RU
     6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU

4. <DNÕQ�GX\JXVDO�LOLúNLOHU�LoLQGH�ROPDNVÕ]ÕQ�oRN�UDKDWÕP��%HQLP�LoLQ�|QHPOL�RODQ
NHQGL�NHQGLPH�\HWPHN�YH�WDPDPHQ�ED÷ÕPVÕ]�ROPDNWÕU��%DúNDODUÕQD�J�YHQPH\L�GH�
RQODUÕQ�EDQD�J�YHQPHVLQL�GH�WHUFLK�HWPHP�

       1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

        2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
       3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
         4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU��������QH
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

         5

ELUD]�WDQÕPOÕ\RU
     6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
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A.2.1. Positive Model of Self Scale

/�WIHQ�DúD÷ÕGDNL�LIDGHOHUH�QH�GHUHFH�NDWÕOGÕ÷ÕQÕ]Õ���EDVDPDNOÕ�|OoHN��]HULQGH
LúDUHWOH\LQL]�
1. �.HQGL\OH�EDUÕúÕN�ELU�LQVDQÕP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

pek
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
QH�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

2. *HQHOOLNOH�ROXPOX�|]HOOLNOHULPLQ�ROXPVX]ODUGDQ�GDKD�oRN�ROGX÷XQX
G�ú�Q�\RUXP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

3. %D]HQ�\HWHULQFH�VHYLOPHGL÷LPL�G�ú�Q�U�P�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

4. *HQHO�RODUDN�VHYLOHQ�ELU�LQVDQÕP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

5. %D]HQ�DLOHPLQ�LVWHGL÷L�JLEL�ELUL�RODPDGÕ÷ÕPÕ�G�ú�Q�U��ND\JÕODQÕUÕP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

6. øQVDQODUÕQ�EHQL�VHYPHVL�LoLQ�QDVÕO�GDYUDQPDP�JHUHNL\RUVD��EDQD�X\PX\RUVD
ELOH��|\OH�GDYUDQPD\D�oDOÕúÕUÕP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

7. $LOHPLQ�EH÷HQHFH÷L�JLEL�ELULVL�ROPD\D�oDOÕúÕ\RUXP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

8. Genel olarak kendimden memnunum.
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

9. %D]HQ�DLOHPLQ�EHQL�JHUoHNWH�ROGX÷XP�JLEL�NDEXO�HWPHN�\HULQH��IDUNOÕ�ELUL
ROPDPÕ�EHNOHGLNOHULQL�G�ú�Q�U�P�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
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A.2.2. Positive Model of Other Scale

1. dR÷X�]DPDQ�oHYUHPGHNL�LQVDQODUÕ�DQOD\DPDGÕ÷ÕPÕ�G�ú�Q�\RUXP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
2. *HQHOOLNOH�LQVDQODUÕQ�\DQÕQGD�NHQGLPL�UDKDW�KLVVHGHULP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
3. Galiba insanlardan uzak durmak en iyisi.

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
4. <DNÕQGDQ�WDQÕ\ÕQFD�oR÷X�LQVDQÕQ�ROXPOX�|]HOOLNOHULQLQ�RUWD\D�oÕNDFD÷ÕQD

LQDQÕUÕP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
5. <DNÕQ�oHYUHPGHNL�LQVDQODUD�J�YHQPHNWH�VÕNÕQWÕ�oHNHULP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
6. .HQGLPL�NRUX\DELOPHN�LoLQ�LQVDQODUOD�DUDPGD�PHVDIH�EÕUDNPDNWDQ

\DQD\ÕPGÕU�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
7. 7DQÕGÕ÷ÕP�LQVDQODU�DUDVÕQGD�L\L�YH�J�YHQLOLU�RODQODUÕQ�oR÷XQOXNWD�ROGX÷XQX

G�ú�Q�\RUXP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
8. 7DQÕGÕ÷ÕP�LQVDQODUÕQ�oR÷XQXQ�ROXPOX�|]HOOLNOHULQLQ�ROXPVX]�|]HOOLNOHULQGHQ

ID]OD�ROGX÷XQX�G�ú�Q�\RUXP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
9. dR÷X�LQVDQÕQ��oHYUHVLQGHNL�ELULQLQ��]�OPHVLQGHQ�LoLQ�LoLQ�PHPQXQ�ROGX÷XQX

G�ú�Q�\RUXP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
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A.3. The Exploration Questionnaire:

A.3.1. General Exploration

$úD÷ÕGDNL�SDUDJUDIODU�IDUNOÕ�LQVDQ�\|QHOLPOHULQL�DQODWPDNWDGÕU���/�WIHQ�KHU
SDUDJUDIÕ�GLNNDWOH�RNX\XS�V|]NRQXVX�SDUDJUDIWD�DQODWÕODQ�\|QHOLPLQ�VL]H�QH
GHUHFH�X\GX÷XQX�YH\D�VL]L�QH�GHUHFH�WDQÕPODGÕ÷ÕQÕ�YHULOHQ�|OoHN��]HULQGH
LúDUHWOH\LQL]�
����*HQHOOLNOH�ELOLQPH\HQOHUH�DoÕ÷ÕPGÕU���%LOLQPH\HQOHUL�DUDúWÕUPDN��NHúIHWPHN�
\HQL�úH\OHU�GHQHPHN�JLEL�NRQXODUGD�NHQGLPL�UDKDW�KLVVHGHULP�

       1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

        2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
       3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
         4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU
QH�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

         5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

     6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
        7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
����%LOLQPH\HQOHUL�DUDúWÕUPDN��NHúIHWPHN�NRQXVXQGD�NHQGLPL�SHN�UDKDW
KLVVHWPHP���%LOLQPH\HQOHUL�DUDúWÕUDELOPHN�YH\D�\HQL�úH\OHU�GHQH\HELOPHN
LVWHGL÷LP�KDOGH�EHFHUHPHPHNWHQ�YH\D�NRPLN�GXUXPD�G�úPHNWHQ�oHNLQLULP�

       1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

        2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
       3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
         4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU
QH�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

         5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

     6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
        7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
����%LOLQPH\HQOHUOH�X÷UDúPDN�GXUXPXQGD�ROPDNVÕ]ÕQ�oRN�UDKDWÕP���%LOGLNOHULP
EDQD�\HWHU���%LOLQPH\HQOHUL�DUDúWÕUPDN��NHúIHWPHN��\HQL�úH\OHU�GHQHPHN�JLEL
konular ilgimi çekmez.

       1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

        2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
       3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
         4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU
QH�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

         5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

     6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
        7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
����%LOLQPH\HQOHU�EHQGH�WHGLUJLQOLN�X\DQGÕUÕU���%LOLQPH\HQOHUL�DUDúWÕUPDN�
NHúIHWPHN��\HQL�úH\OHU�GHQHPHN�JLEL�NRQXODU�EHQL�NRUNXWXU�

       1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

        2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
       3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
         4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU
QH�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

         5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

     6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
        7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU

A.3.2.  Relational Exploration

/�WIHQ�KHU�SDUDJUDIÕ�GLNNDWOH�RNX\XS�V|]NRQXVX�SDUDJUDIWD�DQODWÕODQ�\|QHOLPLQ
VL]H�QH�GHUHFH�X\GX÷XQX�YH\D�VL]L�QH�GHUHFH�WDQÕPODGÕ÷ÕQÕ�YHULOHQ�|OoHN��]HULQGH
LúDUHWOH\LQL]�
����<HQL�LQVDQODU�WDQÕPD\D��RQODUÕQ�|]HOOLNOHULQL�NHúIHWPH\H�DoÕ÷ÕPGÕU���+HUKDQJL
ELU�NRQXGD�GH÷LúLN�G�ú�QFHOHUH�VDKLS�LQVDQODU�LOJLPL�oHNHU���)DUNOÕ�LQVDQ
GDYUDQÕúODUÕQÕQ�GHULQOLNOHULQH�LQPHN��\HQL�LQVDQ�|]HOOLNOHUL�NHúIHWPHN��\HQL
LQVDQODU�WDQÕPDN�JLEL�NRQXODUGD�NHQGLPL�UDKDW�KLVVHGHULP�

       1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

        2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
       3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
         4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU
QH�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

         5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

     6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
        7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
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����<HQL�LQVDQODU�WDQÕPDN��RQODUÕQ�|]HOOLNOHULQL�NHúIHWPHN�NRQXVXQGD�NHQGLPL�SHN
UDKDW�KLVVHWPHP���$VOÕQGD�WDQÕPDGÕ÷ÕP�LQVDQODUÕQ�|]HOOLNOHULQL�PHUDN�HGHU��RQODUÕ
WDQÕ\DELOPHN��|]HOOLNOHULQL�NHúIHGHELOPHN�LVWHULP��DPD�GL÷HU�\DQGDQ�PDKoXS
ROPDNWDQ��NRPLN�GXUXPD�G�úPHNWHQ�oHNLQLULP�

       1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

        2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
       3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
         4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU
QH�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

         5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

     6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
        7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
����<HQL�LQVDQODU�WDQÕPDN��RQODUÕQ�|]HOOLNOHULQL�NHúIHWPHN�GXUXPXQGD�ROPDNVÕ]ÕQ
oRN�UDKDWÕP���7DQÕGÕ÷ÕP�LQVDQODU�YH�LQVDQODUOD�LOJLOL�VDKLS�ROGX÷XP�ELOJLOHU�EDQD
\HWHU��<HQL�LQVDQODU�WDQÕPD\D��RQODUÕQ�|]HOOLNOHULQL�NHúIHWPH\H�oDOÕúPDN�JLEL
konular ilgimi çekmez.

       1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

        2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
       3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
         4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU
QH�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

         5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

     6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
        7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
����<HQL�LQVDQODU�WDQÕPDN��RQODUÕQ�|]HOOLNOHULQL�NHúIHWPH\H�oDOÕúPDN�EHQGH
WHGLUJLQOLN�X\DQGÕUÕU���)DUNOÕ�LQVDQ�GDYUDQÕúODUÕQÕQ�GHULQOLNOHULQH�LQPHN��\HQL
LQVDQ�|]HOOLNOHUL�NHúIHWPHN�JLEL�NRQXODU�EHQL�NRUNXWXU�

       1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

        2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
       3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
         4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU
QH�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

         5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

     6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
        7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU

A.3.3.  Self-Related Exploration

/�WIHQ�KHU�SDUDJUDIÕ�GLNNDWOH�RNX\XS�V|]NRQXVX�SDUDJUDIWD�DQODWÕODQ�\|QHOLPLQ
VL]H�QH�GHUHFH�X\GX÷XQX�YH\D�VL]L�QH�GHUHFH�WDQÕPODGÕ÷ÕQÕ�YHULOHQ�|OoHN��]HULQGH
LúDUHWOH\LQL]�
����.HQGLPH�LOLúNLQ�ELOPHGLNOHULPL�|÷UHQPH\H�DoÕ÷ÕPGÕU���.HQGLPOH�LOJLOL
ELOPHGLNOHULPL�DUDúWÕUPDN��GX\JX�YH�G�ú�QFHOHULPLQ�GHULQOLNOHULQH��ND\QD÷ÕQD
LQPHN��\HQL�|]HOOLNOHULPL�NHúIHWPHN�JLEL�NRQXODUGD�NHQGLPL�UDKDW�KLVVHGHULP�

1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU�QH
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
����.HQGLPH�LOLúNLQ�ELOLQPH\HQOHUL�DUDúWÕUPDN��ELOPHGL÷LP�\DQODUÕPÕ�NHúIHWPHN
NRQXVXQGD�NHQGLPL�SHN�UDKDW�KLVVHWPHP���$VOÕQGD�ELOLQPH\HQ�\DQODUÕPÕ
DUDúWÕUDELOPHN��GH÷LúLN�|]HOOLNOHULPL�RUWD\D�oÕNDUDELOPHN��GX\JX�YH
G�ú�QFHOHULPLQ�GHULQOLNOHULQH�LQHELOPHN�LVWHULP��DPD�EXQODUOD�EDúHGHPHPHN
G�ú�QFHVL�EHQL�ND\JÕODQGÕUÕU�

1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU�QH
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
����.HQGLPH�LOLúNLQ�ELOPHGLNOHULPOH�X÷UDúPDN�GXUXPXQGD�ROPDNVÕ]ÕQ�oRN
UDKDWÕP���.HQGLPOH�LOJLOL�RODUDN�ELOGLNOHULP�EDQD�\HWHU���'X\JX��G�ú�QFH�YH
GDYUDQÕúODUÕP��]HULQGH��X]XQ�X]XQ�G�ú�QPHN��EXQODUÕQ�ND\QD÷ÕQD�LQPHN�
ELOLQPH\HQ�\DQODUÕPÕ�NHúIHWPHN�JLEL�NRQXODU�LOJLPL�oHNPH]�

1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU�QH
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
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����.HQGLPOH�LOJLOL�ELOPHGLNOHULP�EHQGH�WHGLUJLQOLN�X\DQGÕUÕU���%LOPHGL÷LP
\DQODUÕPÕ��|]HOOLNOHULPL�DUDúWÕUPDN��WDQÕPDN��GX\JX��G�ú�QFH�YH�GDYUDQÕúODUÕPÕQ
GHULQOLNOHULQH��ND\QD÷ÕQD�LQPHN�JLEL�NRQXODU�EHQL�NRUNXWXU�

1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU�QH
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU

A.3.4.  Cognitive Exploration

/�WIHQ�KHU�SDUDJUDIÕ�GLNNDWOH�RNX\XS�V|]NRQXVX�SDUDJUDIWD�DQODWÕODQ�\|QHOLPLQ
VL]H�QH�GHUHFH�X\GX÷XQX�YH\D�VL]L�QH�GHUHFH�WDQÕPODGÕ÷ÕQÕ�YHULOHQ�|OoHN��]HULQGH
LúDUHWOH\LQL]�
����%LOLQPH\HQOHULQ�|WHVLQH�JHoLS��\HQL�ELOJLOHU��NDYUD\ÕúODU�ROXúWXUDFDN�úHNLOGH
G�ú�QPH\H�DoÕ÷ÕPGÕU���+HQ�]�ELOLQPH\HQ�YH\D�EHQLP�ELOPHGL÷LP�NRQXODUÕ
DUDúWÕUPDN��DOÕúÕOPÕú�G�ú�QFH�WDU]ODUÕQÕQ�|WHVLQH�JHoPHN�YH\D�GÕúÕQD�oÕNPDN�JLEL
konularda kendimi rahat hissederim.

1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU�QH
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
����%LOLQPH\HQ�YH\D�EHQLP�ELOPHGL÷LP�NRQXODU��]HULQGH�G�ú�QPHN��EXQODUÕ
LQFHOHPHN��\HQL�ELOJLOHU��NDYUD\ÕúODU�ROXúWXUPDNOD�LOJLOL�RODUDN�NHQGLPL�SHN�UDKDW
KLVVHWPHP���$VOÕQGD�EX�WLS�NRQXODU��]HULQGH�oDOÕúDELOPH\L��DOÕúÕOPÕúÕQ�GÕúÕQGD
yeni bilgiler üretebilmeyi isterim ama becerememekten, mahçup olmaktan
çekinirim.

1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU�QH
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
����%LOLQPH\HQ�YH\D�EHQLP�ELOPHGL÷LP�NRQXODU��]HULQGH�G�ú�QPHN��EXQODUÕ
DUDúWÕUPDN�GXUXPXQGD�ROPDNVÕ]ÕQ�oRN�UDKDWÕP���%LOGLNOHULP�EDQD�\HWHU�
%LOLQPH\HQ�NRQXODU��]HULQGH�NDID�\RUXS��\HQL�G�ú�QFHOHU��ELOJLOHU��UHWPHN�JLEL
konular ilgimi çekmez.

1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU�QH
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
����%LOLQPH\HQ�YH\D�NHQGL�ELOPHGL÷LP�NRQXODU��]HULQGH�G�ú�QPHN�EHQGH
WHGLUJLQOLN�X\DQGÕUÕU���%LOLQPH\HQ�NRQXODUGD�\HQL�G�ú�QFHOHU��ELOJLOHU
�UHWHELOPHN�LoLQ�ELOLQHQOHULQ�GÕúÕQD�oÕNPDN�JLEL�NRQXODU�EHQL�NRUNXWXU�

1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU�QH
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
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A.3.5. Spatial Exploration

/�WIHQ�KHU�SDUDJUDIÕ�GLNNDWOH�RNX\XS�V|]NRQXVX�SDUDJUDIWD�DQODWÕODQ�\|QHOLPLQ
VL]H�QH�GHUHFH�X\GX÷XQX�YH\D�VL]L�QH�GHUHFH�WDQÕPODGÕ÷ÕQÕ�YHULOHQ�|OoHN��]HULQGH
LúDUHWOH\LQL]�
����<HQL�\HUOHU��PHNDQODU�WDQÕPD\D�PHUDNOÕ\ÕPGÕU���2UDODUÕQ�GR÷DVÕQÕ��NHQGLQH
|]J��|]HOOLNOHULQL�NHúIHWPH\H�oDOÕúPDN�EDQD�LOJLQo�JHOLU���$OÕúÕN�ROPDGÕ÷ÕP�\HQL
\HUOHUL��PHNDQODUÕ�DUDúWÕUPDN��NHúIHWPHN�NRQXVXQGD�NHQGLPL�UDKDW�KLVVHGHULP�

1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU�QH
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
����<HQL�\HUOHU��PHNDQODU�WDQÕPDN��RUDODUÕQ�|]HOOLNOHULQL�NHúIHWPHN�NRQXVXQGD
NHQGLPL�SHN�UDKDW�KLVVHWPHP���$VOÕQGD�ELOPHGL÷LP�GH÷LúLN�\HUOHULQ�|]HOOLNOHULQL
PHUDN�HGHU��RUDODUÕ�WDQÕ\DELOPHN��NHúIHGHELOPHN�LVWHULP��DPD�EXQODUÕ
EHFHUHPHPH�G�ú�QFHVL�EHQL�ND\JÕODQGÕUÕU�

1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU�QH
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
����<HQL�\HUOHU�WDQÕPDN��|]HOOLNOHULQL�NHúIHWPHN�GXUXPXQGD�ROPDNVÕ]ÕQ�oRN
UDKDWÕP���%LOGL÷LP��DOÕúWÕ÷ÕP�\HUOHU��PHNDQODU�EDQD�\HWHU���<HQL�\HUOHU��PHNDQODU
WDQÕPDN��RUDODUÕQ�|]HOOLNOHULQL�NHúIHWPH\H�oDOÕúPDN�JLEL�NRQXODU�LOJLPL�oHNPH]�

1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU�QH
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
����<HQL�\HUOHU�WDQÕPDN��RUDODUÕQ�|]HOOLNOHULQL�NHúIHWPH\H�oDOÕúPDN�EHQGH
WHGLUJLQOLN�X\DQGÕUÕU���$OÕúÕN�ROPDGÕ÷ÕP�\HQL�\HUOHUH�JLWPHN��RUDODUÕ�NHúIHWPHN
gibi konular beni korkutur.

1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU�QH
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU

A.3.6. Time-Related Exploration

/�WIHQ�KHU�SDUDJUDIÕ�GLNNDWOH�RNX\XS�V|]NRQXVX�SDUDJUDIWD�DQODWÕODQ�\|QHOLPLQ
VL]H�QH�GHUHFH�X\GX÷XQX�YH\D�VL]L�QH�GHUHFH�WDQÕPODGÕ÷ÕQÕ�YHULOHQ�|OoHN��]HULQGH
LúDUHWOH\LQL]�
����øoLQGH�EXOXQGX÷XPX]�]DPDQÕQ�|WHVLQH�JHoLS�JHOHFH÷H�\|QHOPHN�NRQXVXQGD
UDKDWÕPGÕU���*HOHFHNOH�LOJLOL�ELOLQPH\HQOHUL�G�ú�QPHN��JHOHFHNWH�RUWD\D
oÕNDELOHFHN�\HQLOLNOHUL�KD\DO�HWPHN��SODQODU�NXUPDN��DGHWD�]DPDQGD�\ROFXOXN
yapmak gibi konularda kendimi rahat hissederim.

1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU�QH
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
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����*HOHFHNOH�LOJLOL�ELOLQPH\HQOHUL�G�ú�QPHN��JHOHFH÷L�NDYUDPD\D�oDOÕúPDN
NRQXVXQGD�NHQGLPL�SHN�UDKDW�KLVVHWPHP���$VOÕQGD�JHOHFH÷L�PHUDN�HGHU�
RODELOHFHNOHUL�G�ú�QPHN�LVWHULP��DPD�KHQ�]�ELOLQPH\HQ�ELU�]DPDQGDNL�EHOLUVL]OLN
EHQL�ND\JÕODQGÕUÕU�

1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU�QH
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
����*HOHFHNOH�LOJLOL�ELOLQPH\HQOHUL�G�ú�QPHN��JHOHFHNWH�RODELOHFHNOHUL
NHúIHWPH\H�oDOÕúPDN�GXUXPXQGD�ROPDNVÕ]ÕQ�oRN�UDKDWÕP���øoLQGH
EXOXQGX÷XPX]�]DPDQGD�ELOGLNOHULPOH�\DúDPDN�EDQD�ID]ODVÕ\OD�\HWHU�
Gelecekte olabilecekler üzerinde kafa yormak ilgimi çekmez.

1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU�QH
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
����*HOHFHNOH�LOJLOL�ELOLQPH\HQOHUL�G�ú�QPHN��RODELOHFHNOHUL�NHúIHWPH\H�oDOÕúPDN
EHQGH�WHGLUJLQOLN�X\DQGÕUÕU���øoLQGH�EXOXQGX÷XPX]�]DPDQÕQ�|WHVLQH�JHoPHN�
JHOHFH÷L�NDYUDPD\D�oDOÕúPDN��DGHWD�]DPDQGD�\ROFXOXN�\DSPDN�JLEL�NRQXODU�EHQL
korkutur.

1

hiç
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

2

WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
3

SHN�WDQÕPODPÕ\RU
4

QH�WDQÕPOÕ\RU�QH
WDQÕPODPÕ\RU

5

biraz
WDQÕPOÕ\RU

6

WDQÕPOÕ\RU
7

tamamen

WDQÕPOÕ\RU

A.4.1. Trust for Self Scale

1.  Genellikle kendime güvenirim.
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
���g\OH�\D�GD�E|\OH��ELU�úHNLOGH�oHúLWOL�]RUOXNODUÕQ��VWHVLQGHQ�JHOHELOHFH÷LPH
LQDQÕUÕP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
����+D\DWÕQ�J�oO�NOHUL\OH�EDúHWPHN�NRQXVXQGD�NHQGLPL�oR÷X�]DPDQ�oDUHVL]
hissederim.

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
���.DUúÕPD�oÕNDQ�\HQL�GXUXPODU�QH�ROXUVD�ROVXQ��ELU�EDúHWPH�\ROXQXQ�GD
RODFD÷ÕQD�LQDQÕUÕP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
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����$OÕúÕN�ROPDGÕ÷ÕP�ELU�GXUXPOD�NDUúÕODúWÕ÷ÕPGD�DGHWD�HOLP�D\D÷ÕP�ELUELULQH
GRODQÕU��WHGLUJLQ�ROXUXP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
����$OÕúÕN�ROPDGÕ÷ÕP�GXUXPODUOD�EDúHWPHN�NRQXVXQGD�NHQGLPL�\HWHUOL�KLVVHWPHP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
����dHYUHPGH�J�YHQHELOHFH÷LP�LQVDQODU�ROVD�GD�ROPDVD�GD�NHQGLPH�KHU�]DPDQ
J�YHQHELOHFH÷LPL�KLVVHGHULP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
����.HQGL\OH�EDUÕúÕN��NHQGLQH�J�YHQ�GX\DQ�ELU�NLúL�ROGX÷XPX�G�ú�Q�\RUXP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

A.4.2. Approaching the Unknown Scale

����%LOLQPH\HQ��YH\D�EHQLP�ELOPHGL÷LP�NRQXODU�LOJLPL�oHNHU�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
����*HQHO�RODUDN�³%LOLQHQGHQ�úDúPD��ELOLQPH\HQGHQ�X]DN�GXU´�ILNULQL
benimserim.

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
����%LOLQPH\HQOHUGHQ�X]DN�GXUPD\Õ�WHUFLK�HGHULP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
4.  Bilinmeyenlerin bana cazip gelen bir çekim gücü var adeta.

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
����%LOLQPH\HQ�NRQXODU��]HULQGH�G�ú�QPHN�KRúXPD�JLGHU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
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6. %LOLQPH\HQOHUGHQ�RODELOGL÷LQFH�X]DN�GXUXS��KD\DWÕPÕ�ELOLQHQOHU�oHUoHYHVLQGH
sürdürmeyi tercih ederim.

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
7. %LOPHGL÷LP�NRQXODUÕ��LQVDQODUÕ��\HUOHUL�PHUDN�HGHULP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
����=DPDQ�YH\D�X]D\�\ROFXOX÷XQD�oÕNPDN�ILNUL�EDQD�LOJLQo�YH�KRú�JHOLU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

A.5. Need for Exploration Scale

/�WIHQ�DúD÷ÕGDNL�LIDGHOHUH�QH�GHUHFH�NDWÕOGÕ÷ÕQÕ]Õ���EDVDPDNOÕ�|OoHN��]HULQGH
LúDUHWOH\LQL]�
1. 'X\JXODUÕPÕQ�GHULQOLNOHULQH�LQLS�NHQGLPL�DQODPD\D�oDOÕúPDN�LOJLPL�oHNHU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
2. $OÕúÕOPÕú�ILNLUOHUL�VRUJXODPDN�KRúXPD�JLGHU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
3. .DIDPÕ�NDUÕúWÕUDQ�NRQXODU��]HULQGH�G�ú�QPHPH\L�WHUFLK�HGHULP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
4. 6�UHNOL�\HQL�úH\OHU�|÷UHQPH\L�JHUHNWLUHQ�LúOHUGHQVH��ELOGLNOHULPL�X\JXODPD\D
GD\DOÕ�ELU�LúWH�oDOÕúPD\Õ�WHUFLK�HGHULP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
5. .DIDPD�WDNÕODQ�NRQXODUÕQ��]HULQH�JLGLS�EXQODUÕ�o|]PH\H�oDOÕúÕUÕP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
6. <HQL�DoÕODQ�G�NNDQODUÕ�GHQHPHN�\HULQH��DOÕúWÕ÷ÕP�G�NNDQODUGDQ�DOÕúYHULú

etmeyi tercih ederim.
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
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7. d|]�P�EHNOH\HQ�NDUPDúÕN�NRQXODUÕQ��]HULQH�JLWPHNWHQVH�EXQODUGDQ�X]DN
GXUPD\D�oDOÕúÕUÕP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
8. $OÕúÕN�ROPDGÕ÷ÕP��GH÷LúLN�úH\OHU�GHQHPHN�KRúXPD�JLGHU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
9. %LU�UHVWRUDQD�JLWWL÷LPGH�DOÕúÕN�ROPDGÕ÷ÕP�\HPHNOHUL�GHQHPHN�\HULQH��ELOGL÷LP

yemekleri seçerim.
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
����$OÕúWÕ÷ÕPÕQ�GÕúÕQGD�NRQXODUÕ�DQODPD\D�oDOÕúPDN�EDQD�FD]LS�JHOPL\RU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
����'DYUDQÕúODUÕP��]HULQGH�G�ú�Q�U��NHQGLPL�DQODPD\D�oDOÕúÕUÕP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
����'DYUDQÕúODUÕP��]HULQGH�G�ú�QPHN�\HULQH��NHQGLPL�ROD\ODUÕQ�DNÕúÕQD
EÕUDNPD\Õ�WHUFLK�HGHULP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
13. +D\DWÕ�DQODPD\D�NDID�\RUPDN�\HULQH�DOÕúWÕ÷ÕP�úHNLOGH�\DúDPD\Õ�WHUFLK�HGHULP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
14. 7DQÕGÕ÷ÕP�LQVDQODUÕQ�NLúLOLN�|]HOOLNOHULQL�PHUDN�HGHULP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
15. 7DQÕPDGÕ÷ÕP�LQVDQODUÕQ�ELOH�QDVÕO�LQVDQODU�ROGXNODUÕQÕ��QDVÕO�ELUHU�\DúDPODUÕ

ROGX÷XQX�PHUDN�HGHULP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
16. %HQLP�LoLQ�QDVÕO�ELU�LQVDQ�ROGX÷XPX�L\LFH�DQOD\DELOPHN�oRN�|QHPOLGLU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
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17. <HQL�úH\OHU�|÷UHQPH\H�SHN�GH�PHUDNOÕ�VD\ÕOPDP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
18. %LU�LúWH�]LKQHQ�]RUODQGÕ÷ÕPÕ�KLVVHGLQFH��RQGDQ�X]DNODúPD\Õ�WHUFLK�HGHULP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
19. %HQL�]LKQHQ�]RUOD\DQ��\HQL�o|]�POHU�JHOLúWLUPHPL�JHUHNWLUHQ�ELU�LúWH�oDOÕúPDN

KRúXPD�JLGHU�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
20. =LKQLPL�NXUFDOD\DQ�ELU�NRQX��]HULQGH�oDOÕúÕUNHQ��DGHWD�]DPDQÕ��oHYUH\L

XQXWXU��NHQGLPL�R�LúH�WDPDPHQ�NDSWÕUÕUÕP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
21. *HQHOOLNOH�DOÕúWÕ÷ÕP�G�ú�QPH�VWLOLQLQ�GÕúÕQD�oÕNPDNWD�]RUODQÕ\RUXP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
22. =RU�ELU�SUREOHPOH�NDUúÕODúWÕ÷ÕPGD��JHQHOOLNOH�EHOLUOL�ELU�\DNODúÕPD�YH\D

G�ú�QPH�WDU]ÕQD�VDSODQÕS�NDOÕUÕP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
23. %HQFH�HQ�L\L�\DúDP�WDU]Õ�DOÕúWÕ÷ÕPÕ]ÕQ�GÕúÕQD�oÕNPD\Õ�JHUHNWLUPH\HQ�ELU

KD\DWWÕU�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
24. *HOHFHNOH�LOJLOL�NRQXODUGD�G�ú�Q�S�QHOHU�ROXS�ELWHFH÷LQL�DQODPD\D�YH\D

WDKPLQ�HWPH\H�oDOÕúÕUÕP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
25. <HQL�\HUOHU�NHúIHWPHN�LOJLPL�oHNHU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
26. )ÕUVDW�EXOGXNoD��\DúDGÕ÷ÕP�oHYUHGH�SHN�ELOLQPH\HQ�\HQL�\HUOHU�NHúIHWPH\H

oDOÕúÕUÕP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
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27. %LU�X]D\�PHNL÷L\OH�HYUHQH�DoÕODELOPHN�LVWHUGLP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
28. Uzaya giden astronot olma fikri hiç ilgimi çekmez.

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
29. $OÕúWÕ÷ÕP�\HUOHUGHQ�IDUNOÕ�\HUOHUH�JLWPHPL�JHUHNWLUHFHN�ELU�LúWH�oDOÕúPD\Õ

istemem.
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
30. $OÕúÕN�ROPDGÕ÷ÕP�ELU�oHYUHGH�\DúDPDN�ILNUL�EHQGH�WHGLUJLQOLN�X\DQGÕUÕU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
31. *HOHFHNOH�LOJLOL�ELOLQPH\HQOHU��]HULQGH�G�ú�QPHN�LOJLPL�oHNHU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
32. +HQ�]�ELOLQPH\HQ�JHOHFHNOH�LOJLOL�RODUDN�G�ú�QPHNWHQVH��ELOLQHQ�úLPGLNL

zaman daha çok ilgimi çeker.
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
�����'H÷LúLPL�KD\DWÕQ�ELU�SDUoDVÕ�RODUDN�J|U�U��KH\HFDQOD�NDUúÕODUÕP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
34. +D\DWÕPGD�\DSPDN�GXUXPXQGD�NDODFD÷ÕP�KHU�W�UO��GH÷LúLNOLN�EHQL�NRUNXWXU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
35. Zamanda yolculuk fikri bana çok ilginç gelir.

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
36. øOHULGH�QHOHU�RODFD÷ÕQÕ�KHQ�]�ELOPHGL÷LPL]H�J|UH��úLPGLGHQ�JHOHFHN�KDNNÕQGD

G�ú�QPH\L�JHUHNVL]�EXOX\RUXP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
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37. %LOLQPH\HQ�ELU�JHOHFHNOH�LOJLOL�G�ú�QPHN�EHQL�ND\JÕODQGÕUÕU�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
38. =DPDQÕQ�|WHVLQH�JHoHPHGL÷LPL]H�J|UH��JHOHFHN�KDNNÕQGD�úLPGLGHQ�G�ú�QPHN

YDNLW�ND\EÕQGDQ�EDúND�ELU�úH\�GH÷LOGLU�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
39. *HOHFH÷LPOH�LOJLOL�oHúLWOL�RODVÕOÕNODU��]HULQGH�G�ú�QPHN�LOJLPL�oHNHU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

A.6. Separation-Differentiation Security Scale

1. $LOHPLQ�VHYJLVLQL�KHS�LoLPGH�WDúÕGÕ÷ÕP�LoLQ�oRN�X]DN�\HUOHUGH�ELOH
oDOÕúDELOLULP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
2. .HQGLPL�JHOLúWLUPHN�LoLQ�ELOLQPHGLN�\HUOHUH�JLWPHNWHQVH��DOÕúWÕ÷ÕP�ELU�LúWH

oDOÕúÕS�DLOHPLQ�\DQÕQGD�ROPD\Õ�WHUFLK�HGHULP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
3. *HUHNWL÷LQGH�DLOHPOH�KDEHUOHúHELOHFH÷LPL�ELOGLNWHQ�VRQUD�G�Q\DQÕQ�|E�U

ucuna bile gidebilirim.
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
4. +HU�QH�NDGDU�KDEHUOHúPH�LPNDQÕ�ROVD�GD��DLOHPGHQ�D\UÕ�\DúDPDN�GXUXPXQGD

NDOPDN�EHQL�oRN�ND\JÕODQGÕUÕU�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
5. $LOHPL�oRN�|]OH\HFH÷LPL�ELOVHP�GH�DPDoODUÕP�X÷UXQD�RQODUGDQ�X]DNWD

\DúD\DELOLULP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
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6. .ÕVD�ELU�V�UH�LoLQ�ELOH�ROVD�DLOHPGHQ�D\UÕODPDP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
7. %LU�V�UH�LoLQ�DLOHPGHQ�X]DNWD�\DúDPDPÕ�JHUHNWLUHFHN�LOJLQo�ELU�LúWHQVH��GDKD

VÕNÕFÕ�DPD�DLOHPLQ�\DQÕQGD�RODELOHFH÷LP�ELU�LúWH�oDOÕúPD\Õ�WHUFLK�HGHULP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
8. 1H�NDGDU�X]D÷D�JLGHUVHP�JLGH\LP��DLOHPLQ�VHYJL�YH�GHVWH÷LQLQ�KHS�\DQÕPGD

RODFD÷ÕQD�LQDQÕUÕP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
9. %D]Õ�NRQXODUGD�DLOHPGHQ�IDUNOÕ�G�ú�QVHP�ELOH�RQODUÕQ�GHVWH÷LQLQ�KHU�]DPDQ

EHQLPOH�ROGX÷XQX�KLVVHGHULP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
10. $LOHPGHNLOHUGHQ�IDUNOÕ�G�ú�QFHOHUH�VDKLS�ROPDN�EHQL�ND\JÕODQGÕUÕU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
11. $LOHPGHQ�IDUNOÕ�G�ú�QFHOHUH�VDKLS�ROPDP�GXUXPXQGD�EXQODUÕ�UDKDWOÕNOD�LIDGH

edebilirim.
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
12. $LOHPOH�J|U�ú�D\UÕOÕ÷ÕQD�G�úHFHN�ROVDP�EXQX�EHOOL�HWPHPH\H�oDOÕúÕUÕP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
13. $LOHP�EHQLP�JHUHNWL÷LQGH�IDUNOÕ�GX\JX��G�ú�QFH�YH�GDYUDQÕúODUÕPÕQ

RODELOHFH÷LQL�NDEXO�HWPH]�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
14. $LOHPLQ�NDEXO�HWPH\HFH÷LQL�ELOGL÷LP�LoLQ��RQODUÕQNLOHUGHQ�IDUNOÕ�RODQ

G�ú�QFHOHULPL�EHOOL�HWPHPH\H�oDOÕúÕUÕP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
15. %L]LP�DLOHGH�GX\JXVDO�ED÷ODU�oRN�NXYYHWOL�ROGX÷XQGDQ�KHUNHVLQ�NHQGL�\DSPDN

LVWHGLNOHUL�WHúYLN�HGLOLU�
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1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
A.7. Balanced Integration-Differentiation (BID) Scale

/�WIHQ�DúD÷ÕGDNL�LIDGHOHUH�QH�GHUHFH�NDWÕOGÕ÷ÕQÕ]Õ���EDVDPDNOÕ�|OoHN��]HULQGH
LúDUHWOH\LQL]�

1. .HQGL�NHQGLPH�NDOGÕ÷ÕPGD�\DSDFDN�LOJLQo�úH\OHU�EXODELOLULP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

2. .HQGLPL�DLOHPH�KHS�\DNÕQ�KLVVHGHFH÷LPH�LQDQÕ\RUXP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

3. øQVDQODUOD�LOLúNL�NXUPDNWD�J�oO�N�oHNL\RUXP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

4. .HQGL�LVWHNOHULPL�\DSDELOPHN�LoLQ�NHQGLPH�PXWODND�]DPDQ�YH�LPNDQ�WDQÕPD\D
oDOÕúÕUÕP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

5. .HQGLPL�GX\JXVDO�RODUDN�WRSOXPXQ�GÕúÕQGD�NDOPÕú�JLEL�KLVVHGL\RUXP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

6. .HQGLPL�GX\JXVDO�RODUDN�DLOHPH�oRN�\DNÕQ�KLVVHGL\RUXP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

7. )DUNOÕ�ROPDNWDQVD��WRSOXPOD�G�ú�QVHO�RODUDN�ND\QDúPÕú�ROPD\Õ�WHUFLK�HGHULP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

8. .HQGLPL�\DNÕQ�oHYUHPGHQ�GX\JXVDO�RODUDN�NRSPXú�KLVVHGL\RUXP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
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9. .HQGLPL�LQVDQODUGDQ�RODELOGL÷LQFH�VR\XWOD\ÕS��NHQGL�LVWHNOHULPL
JHUoHNOHúWLUPH\H�oDOÕúÕUÕP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

10. +D\DWWD�JHUoHNOHúWLUPHN�LVWHGL÷LP�úH\OHU�LoLQ�oDOÕúÕUNHQ��DLOHPLQ�VHYJL�YH
GHVWH÷LQL�KHS�\DQÕPGD�KLVVHGHULP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

11. .HQGLPL�\DOQÕ]�KLVVHGL\RUXP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

12. $LOHPOH�GX\JXVDO�ED÷ODUÕPÕQ�]D\ÕI�ROGX÷XQX�KLVVHGL\RUXP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

13. $LOHPOH�DUDPGDNL�GX\JXVDO�ED÷ODUÕQ�KD\DWWD�\DSPDN�LVWHGL÷LP�úH\OHU�LoLQ
EDQD�J�o�YHUGL÷LQL�G�ú�Q�\RUXP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

14. .HQGLPL�GL÷HU�LQVDQODUGDQ�NRSXN�KLVVHGL\RUXP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

15. 7RSOXPVDO�GH÷HUOHUL�VRUJXODPDN�\HULQH�EHQLPVHPH\L�WHUFLK�HGHULP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

16. .HQGLPL�VRV\DO�oHYUHPH�GX\JXVDO�RODUDN�\DNÕQ�KLVVHGL\RUXP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

17. Kendimi ilginç buluyorum.

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
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18. øQVDQÕQ�NHQGLQL�NHQGL�LVWHGL÷L�JLEL�GH÷LO��WRSOXPGD�JHoHUOL�RODFDN�úHNLOGH
JHOLúWLUPHVLQLQ�|QHPOL�ROGX÷XQX�G�ú�Q�\RUXP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

19. øQVDQ�JHOLúWLNoH��DLOHVLQGHQ�GX\JXVDO�RODUDN�X]DNODúÕU�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

20. øQVDQÕQ�HQ�|QHPOL�DPDFÕ�VDKLS�ROGX÷X�SRWDQVL\HOL�KDNNÕ\OD�JHOLúWLUPHN
2OPDOÕGÕU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

21. øQVDQÕQ�NHQGL�IDUNOÕOÕ÷ÕQÕ�JHOLúWLULS�RUWD\D�oÕNDUDELOPHVL�JHUHNLU�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

22. .LúLQLQ�NHQGLQH�GH÷LO��WRSOXPD�X\JXQ�KDUHNHW�HWPHVL��X]XQ�YDGHGH�NHQGL
\DUDUÕQD�ROXU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

23. øQVDQÕQ�\DSPDN�LVWHGLNOHULQL�\DSDELOPHVL�LoLQ��DLOHVL\OH�RODQ�GX\JXVDO
ED÷ODUÕQÕ�HQ�D]D�LQGLUPHVL�JHUHNLU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

24. dHYUHPGHNLOHULQ�RQD\ODGÕ÷Õ�ELU�LQVDQ�ROPDN�EHQLP�LoLQ�|QHPOLGLU�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

25. =DPDQÕPÕ]GD�LQVDQODU�DUDVÕQGD�J�oO��GX\JXVDO�ED÷ODUÕQ�ROPDVÕ��NHQGLOHUL
LoLQ�GHVWHNOH\LFL�GH÷LO��HQJHOOH\LFL�ROXU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
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26. 6DKLS�ROGX÷XP�SRWDQVL\HOL�YH�|]HOOLNOHUL�JHOLúWLULS�NHQGLPH�|]J��ELU�ELUH\
olmak benim için çok önemlidir.

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

27. dHYUHPH�WHUV�JHOVH�ELOH��NHQGLPH�|]J��ELU�DPDo�LoLQ�\DúD\DELOLULP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

28. +HUNHVLQ�NHQGL�IDUNOÕOÕ÷ÕQÕ�JHOLúWLUPH\H�X÷UDúPDVÕ�\HULQH�WRSOXPVDO
EHNOHQWLOHUH�X\JXQ�GDYUDQPD\D�oDOÕúPDVÕQÕQ�GDKD�GR÷UX�ROGX÷X�NDQÕVÕQGD\ÕP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

29. 7RSOXPODU�JHOLúWLNoH��LQVDQODUDUDVÕ�GX\JXVDO�ED÷ODUÕQ�]D\ÕIODPDVÕ�GR÷DOGÕU�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

A.8. Need for Cognition Scale

/�WIHQ�DúD÷ÕGDNL�LIDGHOHUH�QH�GHUHFH�NDWÕOGÕ÷ÕQÕ]Õ���EDVDPDNOÕ�|OoHN��]HULQGH
LúDUHWOH\LQL]�

1. 2NXGX÷XP�ELUúH\�NDIDPÕ�NDUÕúWÕUÕUVD��YD]JHoHU�XQXWXUXP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

2. '�ú�QHUHN�HOGH�HWWL÷LP�VRQXoODUGDQ�NÕYDQo�GX\DUÕP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

3. %DúNDODUÕQÕQ�]RU�EXOGX÷X�SUREOHPOHU��]HULQGH�JHQHOOLNOH�G�ú�QPHP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

4. <HQL�G�ú�QPH�\ROODUÕ�|÷UHQPHN�EDQD�SHN�oHNLFL�JHOPH]�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
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5. 2OD\ODUÕQ�QHGHQ�|\OH�JHOLúWL÷LQL�DQODPD\D�oDOÕúPDN�\HULQH��NHQGL�DNÕúÕQD
EÕUDNPD\Õ�WHUFLK�HGHULP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

6. <HQL�YH�DOÕúÕOPDPÕú�GXUXPODUGD�G�ú�QPHN�EDQD�]RU�JHOLU�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

7. '�ú�QPH�VD\HVLQGH�]LUYH\H�XODúPD�ILNUL�EDQD�oHNLFL�JHOPH]�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

8. 6R\XW�G�ú�QPH�ILNULQL�oHNLFL�EXOPX\RUXP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

9. %LU�NH]�|÷UHQGLNWHQ�VRQUD�D]�G�ú�QPH�JHUHNWLUHQ�LúOHUL�VHYHULP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

10. 8]XQ�YDGHOL�SURMHOHUGHQVH�N�o�N�J�QO�N�SURMHOHU��]HULQGH�G�ú�QPH\L
tercih ederim.

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

11. '�ú�QPH�\HWHQHNOHULPL�]RUOD\DFDN�ELUúH\�\HULQH��D]�G�ú�QPH�JHUHNWLUHQ
ELUúH\�\DSPD\Õ�WHUFLK�HGHULP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

12. %LUúH\��]HULQGH�VDDWOHUFH�NDID�SDWODWPDN�EDQD�SHN�KRú�JHOPH]�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

13. 6DGHFH�G�ú�QPHN�]RUXQGD�NDOGÕ÷ÕPGD�G�ú�Q�U�P�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
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14. 'HGLNRGX�\DSPDN�YH\D��QO�OHULQ�\DSWÕNODUÕQGDQ�V|]HWPH\H�NÕ\DVOD�
LQVDQODUOD�XOXVODUDUDVÕ�VRUXQODUÕQ�QHGHQOHUL�YH�RODVÕ�o|]�POHUL�KDNNÕQGD
GDKD�VÕNOÕNOD�NRQXúXUXP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

15. )D]OD�G�ú�QPH�JHUHNWLUHQ�ELU�LúLQ�VRUXPOXOX÷XQX��VWOHQPHNWHQ�KRúODQPDP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

16. <DUJÕ�J�F�P�Q�]D\ÕI�YH�J�oO��\DQODUÕQÕ�NHúIHWPH�RODQDNODUÕQÕ
PHPQXQL\HWOH�NDUúÕODUÕP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

17. '�ú�QPHN�EHQLP�LoLQ�H÷OHQFHOL�GH÷LOGLU�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

18. %LUúH\�KDNNÕQGD�GHULQOHPHVLQH�G�ú�QPHN�]RUXQGD�NDODELOHFH÷LP
GXUXPODUÕ�|QFHGHQ�VH]LQOH\LS�EXQODUGDQ�X]DN�GXUPD\D�oDOÕúÕUÕP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

19. (÷LWLFL�SURJUDPODUÕ�L]OHPH\L��H÷OHQFH�SURJUDPODUÕQD�WHUFLK�HGHULP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

20. d|]PH\L�NDID\D�NR\GX÷XP�]RU�SUREOHPOHUL�o|]PHNWH�oR÷XQOXNOD
EDúDUÕOÕ\ÕPGÕU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

21. (Q�L\L�G�ú�QHELOGL÷LP�]DPDQODU�DNÕOOÕ�LQVDQODUOD�ELUDUDGD�ROGX÷XP
]DPDQODUGÕU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
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22. '�ú�QPHGHQ�GR\XPOX�RODPDP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

23. <DúDPÕPÕQ��o|]PHN�]RUXQGD�ROGX÷XP�ELOPHFHOHUOH�GROX�ROPDVÕQÕ
tercih ederim.

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

24. .DUPDúÕN�SUREOHPOHUL�EDVLW�RODQODUD�\H÷OHULP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

25. %LU�SUREOHPLQ�FHYDEÕQÕQ�QHGHQOHULQL�DQODPDN�\HULQH��\DOQÕ]�FHYDEÕQÕ
bilmek bana yeter.

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

26. %LU�SUREOHP��]HULQGH�oDOÕúÕUNHQ��NHQGL�EDúÕPD�XODúWÕ÷ÕP�o|]�P�
EDúNDODUÕQÕQ�LQDQGÕ÷Õ�YH\D�V|\OHGL÷L�o|]�POHUGHQ�GDKD�|QHPOLGLU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

27. %LU�úH\LQ�LúH�\DUDPDVÕ�EHQLP�LoLQ�\HWHUOLGLU��QDVÕO�YH\D�QHGHQ�oDOÕúWÕ÷Õ\OD
ilgilenmem.

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

A.9. Tolerance for Ambiguity Scale

/�WIHQ�DúD÷ÕGDNL�LIDGHOHUH�QH�GHUHFH�NDWÕOGÕ÷ÕQÕ]Õ���EDVDPDNOÕ�|OoHN��]HULQGH
LúDUHWOH\LQL]�
1. .HVLQ�ELU�FHYDSOD�RUWD\D�oÕNDPD\DQ�ELU�X]PDQ��E�\�N�RODVÕOÕNOD�ID]OD�ELUúH\

bilmiyordur.
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
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2. (Q�L\L�Lú��QH�\DSÕODFD÷ÕQÕQ�YH�QDVÕO�\DSÕODFD÷ÕQÕQ�EHOOL�ROGX÷X�LúWLU�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
3. %DVLW�ELU�SUREOHPL�o|]PHNWHQVH��NDUPDúÕN�ELU�SUREOHPOH�X÷UDúPDN�GDKD
H÷OHQFHOLGLU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
4. $OÕúNÕQ�ROGX÷XPX]�úH\OHU��DOÕúNÕQ�ROPDGÕNODUÕPÕ]D�KHU�]DPDQ�WHUFLK

edilmelidir.
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
5. .HVLQ�RODUDN�³HYHW´�YH\D�³KD\ÕU´�FHYDSODUÕ�EHNOH\HQ�LQVDQODU��LúOHULQ�JHUoHNWH
QH�NDGDU�NDUPDúÕN�ROGX÷XQX�ELOPH]OHU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
6. %HOLUJLQ�ROPD\DQ�|GHYOHU�YHUHQ�|÷UHWPHQ�YH\D�GDQÕúPDQODU�LQVDQD�LQVL\DWLI
NXOODQPD�YH�|]J�Q�ROPD�úDQVÕ�WDQÕPÕú�ROXUODU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
7. d|]�P��ROPDGÕ÷ÕQÕ�G�ú�QG�÷�P�ELU�SUREOHP�SHN�LOJLPL�oHNPH]�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
8. 'DYUDQÕúODUÕQÕ�DQOD\DPD\DFD÷ÕPÕ�G�ú�QG�÷�P�NLúLOHUOH�NHQGLPL�UDKDWVÕ]
hissederim.

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
9. +HPHQ�KHUúH\L�\DSPDQÕQ�ELU�GR÷UX�YH�ELU�\DQOÕú�\ROX�YDUGÕU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
����.RQWURO�HGHPHGL÷LP�ELU�VRV\DO�GXUXP�LoLQGH�ROPDN�EHQL�ROGXNoD
ND\JÕODQGÕUÕU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
����+HPHQ�KHU�SUREOHPLQ�ELU�o|]�P��YDUGÕU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
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12. %LU�LQVDQÕQ�G�ú�QFH�DNÕúÕQÕ�L]OH\HPHPHN�EHQL�UDKDWVÕ]�HGHU�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
13. +HU�]DPDQ�GR÷UX�LOH�\DQOÕú�DUDVÕQGD�EDUL]��QHW��ELU�IDUN�ROGX÷XQX

G�ú�QP�ú�PG�U�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
14. Belirsiz ve izlenimlere dayanan resimler bana hiç de çekici gelmez.

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
15. (÷HU�ELU�ELOLPFL�ROVD\GÕP��ELOLP�KHU�]DPDQ�\HQL�EXOXúODU�\DSDFD÷Õ�LoLQ��o�QN�

\DSDFDNWÕU���\DSWÕ÷ÕP�LúLQ�KLoELU�]DPDQ�WDPDPODQPD\DFDN�ROPDVÕ�EHQL
UDKDWVÕ]�HGHUGL�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
16. %LU�VÕQDYGDQ�|QFH��VRUXODFDN�VRUX�VD\ÕVÕQÕ�ELOLUVHP�NHQGLPL�oRN�GDKD�D]

ND\JÕOÕ�KLVVHGHULP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
17. 6RQXQGD�DoÕN�YH�EHOLUJLQ�ELU�FHYDED�XODúPD�LKWLPDOL�ROPD\DQ�ELU�SUREOHP

�]HULQGH��oDOÕúPDNWDQ�KRúODQPDP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
18. 6RQUDGDQ�]DPDQ�ND\EÕQGDQ�EDúND�ELU�úH\�ROPDGÕ÷Õ�RUWD\D�oÕNVD�ELOH��\HQL

ILNLUOHU��]HULQGH�G�ú�QPHN�KRúXPD�JLGHU�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

A.10. Curiosity and Exploration Inventory (Trait Version)

/�WIHQ�DúD÷ÕGDNL�LIDGHOHUH�QH�GHUHFH�NDWÕOGÕ÷ÕQÕ]Õ���EDVDPDNOÕ�|OoHN��]HULQGH
LúDUHWOH\LQL]�
1. <HQL�ELU�GXUXPOD�NDUúÕODúWÕ÷ÕPGD�DNWLI�RODUDN��RODELOGL÷LQFH�oRN�ELOJL
HGLQPH\H�oDOÕúDQ�ELU�LQVDQ�ROGX÷XPX�G�ú�Q�\RUXP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
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2. %LU�IDDOL\HWH�NDWÕOGÕ÷ÕPGD�NHQGLPL�|\OHVLQH�NDSWÕUÕUÕP�NL�]DPDQÕ�XQXWXUXP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
3. .HQGLPL�JHOLúWLUPHN�LoLQ�VÕN�VÕN�\HQL�RODQDNODU��|UQ���ELOJL��LQVDQODU�
ND\QDNODU��DUDUÕP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
4. <HQL�GXUXPODUÕ�YH\D�\HQL�úH\OHUL�GHULQOHPHVLQH�LQFHOH\HQ�WLSWH�ELUL�GH÷LOLPGLU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
5. %LUúH\OH�DNWLI�RODUDN�LOJLOHQGL÷LPGH�ELULQLQ�GLNNDWLPL�GD÷ÕWPDVÕ�ROGXNoD

zordur.
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
6. %LUúH\OH�X÷UDúÕUNHQ�DUNDGDúODUÕP�EHQL�³DúÕUÕ�NDSWÕUPÕú´�RODUDN�WDQÕPODUODU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
7. *LWWL÷LP�KHU�\HUGH�\HQL�ELUúH\OHU�\D�GD�GHQH\LPOHU�DUD\ÕúÕQGD�ROXUXP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

A.11. Self-Satisfaction Index

 1. Kendinizi ne derece doyumlu hissediyorsunuz?

1. hiç 2. biraz 3. orta 4. oldukça 5. çok

2. <DúDPÕQÕ]GDQ�JHQHO�RODUDN�QH�GHUHFH�PHPQXQVXQX]"
1. hiç 2. biraz 3. orta 4. oldukça 5. çok

3. Kendinizden genel olarak ne derece memnunsunuz?

1. hiç 2. biraz 3. orta 4. oldukça 5. çok

4. (OLQL]GH�ROVD�NHQGLQL]L�QH�GHUHFH�GH÷LúWLUPHN�LVWHUGLQL]"
1. hiç 2. biraz 3. orta 4. oldukça 5. çok

5. (OLQL]GH�ROVD�\DúDPÕQÕ]Õ�JHQHO�RODUDN��QH�GHUHFH�GH÷LúWLUPHN
isterdiniz?

1. hiç 2. biraz 3. orta 4. oldukça 5. çok

6. Kendinizi ne derece yeterli hissediyorsunuz?

1. hiç 2. biraz 3. orta 4. oldukça 5. çok
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A.12. Positive Future Expectations Scale

/�WIHQ�DúD÷ÕGDNL�LIDGHOHUH�QH�GHUHFH�NDWÕOGÕ÷ÕQÕ]Õ�KHU�ELU�LIDGHQLQ�DOWÕQGD�\HUDODQ
��EDVDPDNOÕ�|OoHN��]HULQGH�LúDUHWOH\LQL]�
���.LúLVHO�JHOHFH÷LP�NRQXVXQGD�ROGXNoD�L\LPVHULP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
2. (QLQGH�VRQXQGD�KHGHIOHULPH�XODúDFD÷ÕPD�LQDQÕ\RUXP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
3. *HOHFHNWH�\DSPDN�LVWHGLNOHULPL�JHUoHNOHúWLUHELOPHN�NRQXVXQGD�L\LPVHULP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
4. .LúLVHO�JHOHFH÷LP�NRQXVXQGD�N|W�PVHU�VD\ÕOÕUÕP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
5. %D]Õ�J�oO�NOHU�ROVD�GD�JHOHFH÷H�L\LPVHU�EDNÕ\RUXP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

A.13. Trait Anxiety Scale

AúD÷ÕGD�NLúLOHULQ�NHQGLOHULQH�DLW�GX\JXODUÕQÕ�DQODWPDGD�NXOODQGÕNODUÕ�ELUWDNÕP
LIDGHOHU�YHULOPLúWLU���/�WIHQ�KHU�LIDGH�LoLQ�VL]H�HQ�oRN�X\DQ�YH�genel olarak�QDVÕO
KLVVHWWL÷LQL]L�J|VWHUHQ�FHYDEÕ�LúDUHWOH\LQL]�
1. Genellikle keyfim yerindedir.

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
2. Genellikle çabuk yorulurum.

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
3. *HQHOOLNOH�NROD\�D÷ODUÕP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
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4. %DúNDODUÕ�NDGDU�PXWOX�ROPDN�LVWHULP�
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
5. dDEXN�NDUDU�YHUHPHGL÷LP�LoLQ�IÕUVDWODUÕ�NDoÕUÕUÕP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
6. .HQGLPL�GLQOHQPLú�KLVVHGHULP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
7. *HQHOOLNOH�VDNLQ��NHQGLPH�KDNLP�YH�VR÷XNNDQOÕ\ÕP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
8. *�oO�NOHULQ�\HQHPH\HFH÷LP�NDGDU�ELULNWL÷LQL�KLVVHGHULP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
9. gQHPVL]�úH\OHU�KDNNÕQGD�HQGLúHOHQLULP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
10. Genellikle mutluyum.

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
����+HUúH\L�FLGGL\H�DOÕU�YH�HWNLOHQLULP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
12. Genellikle kendime güvenim yoktur.

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
13. Genellikle kendimi emniyette hissederim.

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
14. 6ÕNÕQWÕOÕ�YH�J�o�GXUXPODUOD�NDUúÕODúPDNWDQ�NDoÕQÕUÕP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
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15. Genellikle kendimi hüzünlü hissederim.
1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
16. *HQHOOLNOH�KD\DWÕPGDQ�PHPQXQXP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
17. 2OXU�ROPD]�G�ú�QFHOHU�EHQL�UDKDWVÕ]�HGHU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
18. +D\DO�NÕUÕNOÕNODUÕQÕ�|\OHVLQH�FLGGL\H�DOÕUÕP�NL��KLo�XQXWDPDP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
19. $NOÕ�EDúÕQGD�YH�NDUDUOÕ�ELU�LQVDQÕP�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
20. .DIDPD�WDNÕODQ�NRQXODU�EHQL�WHGLUJLQ�HGHU�

1

hiç
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

        2

NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
       3

SHN�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP
         4

QH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
ne
NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP

         5

biraz
NDWÕOÕ\RUXP

     6

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
        7

tamamen

NDWÕOÕ\RUXP
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APPENDIX B:

PSYCHOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NEW SCALES

USED

Need for Exploration Scale.  Data obtained from the 39 items of the Need

for Exploration Scale were subjected to a principal axis factor analysis with varimax

rotation.  On the basis of initial analyses the five-factor solution was accepted which

explained 45.27 % of the total variance, as shown in Table B.1.  The first factor,

which explained 11.53 % of the variance, and had an eigenvalue of 11.51, consisted

of 14 items and was labeled the Need for Cognitive Exploration Factor because the

items that loaded on this factor were concerned with tending to stick to the “known”

ways and to refrain from exploration, and hence were reverse coded.  Cronbach’s

alpha of the resulting scale for this factor was .87.

The second factor consisted of six items which explained 10.80 % of the

variance.  It was labeled as the Need for Person-Related Exploration Factor because

the items that loaded on it were concerned with a need to explore people including

oneself.  The factor had an eigenvalue of 2.94 and alpha coefficient of .83.

The third factor was labeled as the Need for Space-Related Exploration

Factor.  It explained 9.16 % of the variance and had an eigenvalue of 2.36. The

items that loaded on this factor involved a need to stick to the known contexts, jobs,
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shops, food, etc., and hence were reverse coded.  Cronbach’s alpha of the resulting

9-item scale was .85.

The fourth factor, which explained 7.94 % of the variance, was labeled as

the Need for Future-Related Exploration Factor because the items that loaded on it

were concerned with a need to engage in thinking about the future and what it may

bring.  It had an eigenvalue of 1.83 and alpha of .85.

Finally, the fifth factor, which explained 5.84 % of the variance, was labeled

as the Need for Hypothetical Exploration Factor because the three items that loaded

on it involved a liking for activities that require hypothetical thinking such as time

or space travel.  Its eigenvalue was 1.42, and alpha coefficient was .87.

As noted above, in line with the scree plot results which implied that the

scale could be used as a unidimensional one, the mean factor scores of the five

factors explained above were subjected to a second-order factor analysis which

yielded one factor that explained 56.66 % of the variance and had an eigenvalue of

2.83.  Cronbach’s alpha for the total scale consisting of 39 items was found to be

.93.
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Table B.1. Results of the Factor Analysis of the Data from the Need for

Exploration Scale

    Total Scale (Explained variance = 45.27 %; Cronbach's alpha = .93)

Items                                                                       Loading

Factor 1- Need for Cognitive Exploration

(eigenvalue = 11.51; explained variance =11.53 %; αα= .87)

.79

=RU�ELU�SUREOHPOH�NDUúÕODúWÕ÷ÕPGD��JHQHOOLNOH�EHOLUOL�ELU�\DNODúÕPD�YH\D
G�ú�QPH�WDU]ÕQD�VDSODQÕS�NDOÕUÕP�

.62

%LU�LúWH�]LKQHQ�]RUODQGÕ÷ÕPÕ�KLVVHGLQFH��RQGDQ�X]DNODúPD\Õ�WHUFLK�HGHULP� .59

*HQHOOLNOH�DOÕúWÕ÷ÕP�G�ú�QPH�VWLOLQLQ�GÕúÕQD�oÕNPDNWD�]RUODQÕ\RUXP� .56

6�UHNOL�\HQL�úH\OHU�|÷UHQPH\L�JHUHNWLUHQ�LúOHUGHQVH��ELOGLNOHULPL
X\JXODPD\D�GD\DOÕ�ELU�LúWH�oDOÕúPD\Õ�WHUFLK�HGHULP�

.55

+D\DWÕ�DQODPD\D�NDID�\RUPDN�\HULQH�DOÕúWÕ÷ÕP�úHNLOGH�\DúDPD\Õ�WHUFLK
ederim.

.55

d|]�P�EHNOH\HQ�NDUPDúÕN�NRQXODUÕQ��]HULQH�JLWPHNWHQVH�EXQODUGDQ�X]DN
GXUPD\D�oDOÕúÕUÕP�

.54

$OÕúWÕ÷ÕPÕQ�GÕúÕQGD�NRQXODUÕ�DQODPD\D�oDOÕúPDN�EDQD�FD]LS�JHOPL\RU� .53

<HQL�úH\OHU�|÷UHQPH\H�SHN�GH�PHUDNOÕ�VD\ÕOPDP� .50

%HQL�]LKQHQ�]RUOD\DQ��\HQL�o|]�POHU�JHOLúWLUPHPL�JHUHNWLUHQ�ELU�LúWH
oDOÕúPDN�KRúXPD�JLGHU�

-.49

'DYUDQÕúODUÕP��]HULQGH�G�ú�QPHN�\HULQH��NHQGLPL�ROD\ODUÕQ�DNÕúÕQD
EÕUDNPD\Õ�WHUFLK�HGHULP�

.48

%HQFH�HQ�L\L�\DúDP�WDU]Õ�DOÕúWÕ÷ÕPÕ]ÕQ�GÕúÕQD�oÕNPD\Õ�JHUHNWLUPH\HQ�ELU
KD\DWWÕU�

.35

=LKQLPL�NXUFDOD\DQ�ELU�NRQX��]HULQGH�oDOÕúÕUNHQ��DGHWD�]DPDQÕ��oHYUH\L
XQXWXU��NHQGLPL�R�LúH�WDPDPHQ�NDSWÕUÕUÕP

-.34

.DIDPÕ�NDUÕúWÕUDQ�NRQXODU��]HULQGH�G�ú�QPHPH\L�WHUFLK�HGHULP� .31

%LOLQPH\HQ�ELU�JHOHFHNOH�LOJLOL�G�ú�QPHN�EHQL�ND\JÕODQGÕUÕU� .31
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Table B.1.(Continued).

Items                                                                       Loading

Factor 2- Need for Person-Related Exploration

(eigenvalue = 2.94; explained variance = 10.80 %; αα = .82)

.61

'DYUDQÕúODUÕP��]HULQGH�G�ú�Q�U��NHQGLPL�DQODPD\D�oDOÕúÕUÕP� .70

%HQLP�LoLQ�QDVÕO�ELU�LQVDQ�ROGX÷XPX�L\LFH�DQOD\DELOPHN�oRN�|QHPOLGLU� .69

'X\JXODUÕPÕQ�GHULQOLNOHULQH�LQLS�NHQGLPL�DQODPD\D�oDOÕúPDN�LOJLPL�oHNHU� .67

7DQÕGÕ÷ÕP�LQVDQODUÕQ�NLúLOLN�|]HOOLNOHULQL�PHUDN�HGHULP� .64

.DIDPD�WDNÕODQ�NRQXODUÕQ��]HULQH�JLGLS�EXQODUÕ�o|]PH\H�oDOÕúÕUÕP� .54

7DQÕPDGÕ÷ÕP�LQVDQODUÕQ�ELOH�QDVÕO�LQVDQODU�ROGXNODUÕQÕ��QDVÕO�ELUHU
\DúDPODUÕ�ROGX÷XQX�PHUDN�HGHULP�

.48

Factor 3- Need for Spatial Exploration

(eigenvalue = 2.36; explained variance = 9.16 %; αα = .83)

.75

$OÕúÕN�ROPDGÕ÷ÕP�ELU�oHYUHGH�\DúDPDN�ILNUL�EHQGH�WHGLUJLQOLN�X\DQGÕUÕU� .57

$OÕúWÕ÷ÕP�\HUOHUGHQ�IDUNOÕ�\HUOHUH�JLWPHPL�JHUHNWLUHFHN�ELU�LúWH�oDOÕúPD\Õ
istemem.

.55

'H÷LúLPL�KD\DWÕQ�ELU�SDUoDVÕ�RODUDN�J|U�U��KH\HFDQOD�NDUúÕODUÕP� -.54

$OÕúÕN�ROPDGÕ÷ÕP��GH÷LúLN�úH\OHU�GHQHPHN�KRúXPD�JLGHU� -.53

<HQL�\HUOHU�NHúIHWPHN�LOJLPL�oHNHU� -.53

<HQL�DoÕODQ�G�NNDQODUÕ�GHQHPHN�\HULQH��DOÕúWÕ÷ÕP�G�NNDQODUGDQ�DOÕúYHULú
etmeyi tercih ederim.

.53

+D\DWÕPGD�\DSPDN�GXUXPXQGD�NDODFD÷ÕP�KHU�W�UO��GH÷LúLNOLN�EHQL
korkutur.

.50

%LU�UHVWRUDQD�JLWWL÷LPGH�DOÕúÕN�ROPDGÕ÷ÕP�\HPHNOHUL�GHQHPHN�\HULQH�
ELOGL÷LP�\HPHNOHUL�VHoHULP�

.49

)ÕUVDW�EXOGXNoD��\DúDGÕ÷ÕP�oHYUHGH�SHN�ELOLQPH\HQ�\HQL�\HUOHU
NHúIHWPH\H�oDOÕúÕUÕP�

-.43
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Table B.1.(Continued).

Items                                                                       Loading

Factor 4- Need for Future-Related Exploration

(eigenvalue = 1.83; explained variance = 7.94 %; αα = .85)

.72

=DPDQÕQ�|WHVLQH�JHoHPHGL÷LPL]H�J|UH��JHOHFHN�KDNNÕQGD�úLPGLGHQ
G�ú�QPHN�YDNLW�ND\EÕQGDQ�EDúND�ELU�úH\�GH÷LOGLU�

.79

øOHULGH�QHOHU�RODFD÷ÕQÕ�KHQ�]�ELOPHGL÷LPL]H�J|UH��úLPGLGHQ�JHOHFHN
KDNNÕQGD�G�ú�QPH\L�JHUHNVL]�EXOX\RUXP�

.72

*HOHFH÷LPOH�LOJLOL�oHúLWOL�RODVÕOÕNODU��]HULQGH�G�ú�QPHN�LOJLPL�oHNHU� -.58

*HOHFHNOH�LOJLOL�ELOLQPH\HQOHU��]HULQGH�G�ú�QPHN�LOJLPL�oHNHU� -.56

+HQ�]�ELOLQPH\HQ�JHOHFHNOH�LOJLOL�RODUDN�G�ú�QPHNWHQVH��ELOLQHQ�úLPGLNL
zaman daha çok ilgimi çeker.

.53

*HOHFHNOH�LOJLOL�NRQXODUGD�G�ú�Q�S�QHOHU�ROXS�ELWHFH÷LQL�DQODPD\D�YH\D
WDKPLQ�HWPH\H�oDOÕúÕUÕP�

-.51

Factor 5- Need for Hypothetical Exploration

(eigenvalue = 1.42; explained variance = 5.84 %; αα = .87)

.52

%LU�X]D\�PHNL÷L\OH�HYUHQH�DoÕODELOPHN�LVWHUGLP� .90

Uzaya giden astronot olma fikri hiç ilgimi çekmez. -.81

Zamanda yolculuk fikri bana çok ilginç gelir. .58

Separation-Differentiation Security Scale (SDSS).  Data from the 15 items

of the SDSS were factor analyzed to explore its factor structure.  The results of the

varimax rotated factor analysis yielded three factors with eigenvalues greater than

one, which explained 56.53 % of the variance.  As shown in Table B.2., the first

factor, which explained 22.82 % of the variance, was concerned with Spatial

Separation Security.  The seven items that loaded on this factor were involved with

the degree to which the person would be able to live somewhere far from one’s

family or would find it unbearable to do so.  The factor had an eigenvalue of 4.58

and alpha coefficient of .86.
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Table B.2. Results of the Factor Analysis of the Data from the Separation-

Differentiation Security Scale

Items Loading

Factor 1- Spatial Separation Security Factor

(eigenvalue = 4.58; explained variance = 22.82 %; αα = .86)

+HU�QH�NDGDU�KDEHUOHúPH�LPNDQÕ�ROVD�GD��DLOHPGHQ�D\UÕ�\DúDPDN
GXUXPXQGD�NDOPDN�EHQL�oRN�ND\JÕODQGÕUÕU�

.76

*HUHNWL÷LQGH�DLOHPOH�KDEHUOHúHELOHFH÷LPL�ELOGLNWHQ�VRQUD�G�Q\DQÕQ
öbür ucuna bile gidebilirim.

-.74

.HQGLPL�JHOLúWLUPHN�LoLQ�ELOLQPHGLN�\HUOHUH�JLWPHNWHQVH��DOÕúWÕ÷ÕP
ELU�LúWH�oDOÕúÕS�DLOHPLQ�\DQÕQGD�ROPD\Õ�WHUFLK�HGHULP�

.73

$LOHPL�oRN�|]OH\HFH÷LPL�ELOVHP�GH�DPDoODUÕP�X÷UXQD�RQODUGDQ
X]DNWD�\DúD\DELOLULP�

-.69

%LU�V�UH�LoLQ�DLOHPGHQ�X]DNWD�\DúDPDPÕ�JHUHNWLUHFHN�LOJLQo�ELU
LúWHQVH��GDKD�VÕNÕFÕ�DPD�DLOHPLQ�\DQÕQGD�RODELOHFH÷LP�ELU�LúWH
oDOÕúPD\Õ�WHUFLK�HGHULP�

.65

$LOHPLQ�VHYJLVLQL�KHS�LoLPGH�WDúÕGÕ÷ÕP�LoLQ�oRN�X]DN�\HUOHUGH�ELOH
oDOÕúDELOLULP�

-.64

.ÕVD�ELU�V�UH�LoLQ�ELOH�ROVD�DLOHPGHQ�D\UÕODPDP� .59

Factor 2- Parental Acceptance Security Factor

(eigenvalue = 3.47; explained variance = 18.26 %; αα = .85)

1H�NDGDU�X]D÷D�JLGHUVHP�JLGH\LP��DLOHPLQ�VHYJL�YH�GHVWH÷LQLQ�KHS
\DQÕPGD�RODFD÷ÕQD�LQDQÕUÕP�

.84

%D]Õ�NRQXODUGD�DLOHPGHQ�IDUNOÕ�G�ú�QVHP�ELOH�RQODUÕQ�GHVWH÷LQLQ
KHU�]DPDQ�EHQLPOH�ROGX÷XQX�KLVVHGHULP�

.82

%L]LP�DLOHGH�GX\JXVDO�ED÷ODU�oRN�NXYYHWOL�ROGX÷XQGDQ�KHUNHVLQ
NHQGL�\DSPDN�LVWHGLNOHUL�WHúYLN�HGLOLU�

.72

$LOHP�EHQLP�JHUHNWL÷LQGH�IDUNOÕ�GX\JX��G�ú�QFH�YH�GDYUDQÕúODUÕPÕQ
RODELOHFH÷LQL�NDEXO�HWPH]�

-.51
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Table B.2.(Continued).

Items Loading

Factor 3- Psychological Differentiation Security Factor

(eigenvalue = 1.69; explained variance = 15.46 %; αα = .79)

$LOHPLQ�NDEXO�HWPH\HFH÷LQL�ELOGL÷LP�LoLQ��RQODUÕQNLOHUGHQ�IDUNOÕ
RODQ�G�ú�QFHOHULPL�EHOOL�HWPHPH\H�oDOÕúÕUÕP�

.75

$LOHPOH�J|U�ú�D\UÕOÕ÷ÕQD�G�úHFHN�ROVDP�EXQX�EHOOL�HWPHPH\H
oDOÕúÕUÕP�

.67

$LOHPGHQ�IDUNOÕ�G�ú�QFHOHUH�VDKLS�ROPDP�GXUXPXQGD�EXQODUÕ
UDKDWOÕNOD�LIDGH�HGHELOLULP�

-.61

$LOHPGHNLOHUGHQ�IDUNOÕ�G�ú�QFHOHUH�VDKLS�ROPDN�EHQL�ND\JÕODQGÕUÕU� .57

The second factor was labeled as the Parental Acceptance Security Factor

because it was concerned with perceiving one’s family as loving, and supportive of

individual differences. The factor, which had an eigenvalue of 3.47, explained 18.26

% of the variance and the resulting 4-item scale’s alpha was found to be .85.

The third factor, which explained 15.46 % of the variance, was labeled as

the Psychological Differentiation Security Factor because the four items that loaded

on this factor were concerned with the degree to which the person feels anxious or

at ease about having different thoughts or ideas from one’s family.  The factor had

an eigenvalue of 1.69 and the alpha of the four items was found to be .79.

Mean factor scores of the above-mentioned three factors were subjected to a

second-order factor analysis.  This second-order analysis explained 51.86 % of the

variance and had an eigenvalue of 1.56.  Cronbach’s alpha for the total scale was

found to be .84.
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Approaching the Unknown Scale.  Data from the eight items constituting the

Approaching the Unknown Scale were factor analyzed.  The results of the principal

axis factor analysis with varimax rotation yielded two factors which explained

59.53 % of the variance as shown in Table B.3.

The first factor, which explained 31.55 % of the variance, was labeled as the

Enjoying the Unknown Factor because the five items that loaded on this factor were

concerned with approach-related items such as finding the unknown interesting,

alluring and being curious about it.  The related alpha coefficient was found to be

.85.

The second factor, explaining 27.98 % of the variance was labeled the

Avoiding the Unknown Factor because the three related items were concerned with

staying away from the unknown and sticking to or preferring the known.  The

related alpha coefficient was found to be .89.

On the basis of the results obtained, it was decided that the scale can also be

used as a unidimensional scale by reverse scoring the avoidance items.  In fact, the

results of the one-factor solution yielded factor loadings that varied between .66 and

.79 and the factor explained 60 % of the variance.  The Cronbach’s alpha for the 8-

item total scale was found to be .88.
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Table B.3. Results of the Factor Analyses of the Data for the Approaching the

Unknown Scale (2-Factor and 1-Factor Solutions)

Total Scale (Explained variance = 64.83; Cronbach’s alpha = .88)

Items Loading

Factor 1- Enjoying the Unknown

(eigenvalue = 2.33; explained variance = 33.29 %; αα = .85)

%LOLQPH\HQ�NRQXODU��]HULQGH�G�ú�QPHN�KRúXPD�JLGHU� .78

%LOPHGL÷LP�NRQXODUÕ��LQVDQODUÕ��\HUOHUL�PHUDN�HGHULP� .71

%LOLQPH\HQ��YH\D�EHQLP�ELOPHGL÷LP�NRQXODU�LOJLPL�oHNHU� .70

Bilinmeyenlerin bana cazip gelen bir çekim gücü var adeta. .64

=DPDQ�YH\D�X]D\�\ROFXOX÷XQD�oÕNPDN�ILNUL�EDQD�LOJLQo�YH�KRú�JHOLU� .43

Factor 2- Avoiding the Unknown

(eigenvalue = 2.21; explained variance = 31.55 %; αα = .89)

*HQHO�RODUDN�³%LOLQHQGHQ�úDúPD��ELOLQPH\HQGHQ�X]DN�GXU´�ILNULQL
benimserim.

.83

%LOLQPH\HQOHUGHQ�X]DN�GXUPD\Õ�WHUFLK�HGHULP� .82

%LOLQPH\HQOHUGHQ�RODELOGL÷LQFH�X]DN�GXUXS��KD\DWÕPÕ�ELOLQHQOHU
çerçevesinde sürdürmeyi tercih ederim.

.71

Trust for Self Scale.  Data obtained from the eight items of this scale were

subjected to a principal axis factor analysis with varimax rotation.  The principal

axis factoring yielded one factor with loadings varying between .80 and .56.  The

scree plot also indicated that the scale can be used as a unidimensional one

explaining 54.89 % of the variance.  The standardized alpha for the scale was found

to be .88; hence, in the present analyses the scale was used as a unidimensional one.

However, the factor structure was also investigated for exploratory

purposes.  The varimax rotation yielded two factors, with eigenvalues greater than

one, explaining 57.61 % of the variance.  As shown in Table B.4., the first factor
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explained 35.92 % of the variance and had an eigenvalue of 2.87.  It was labeled as

the Confidence in Self Factor because the five items that loaded on it were

concerned with trusting one's self, having confidence that one can overcome

difficulties and cope with new situations.  The alpha for this subscale was .87.

The second factor had an eigenvalue of 1.74 and explained 21.70 % of the

variance.  It was labeled the Lacking Confidence in Unfamiliar and Difficult

Situations Factor because the related three items referred to feeling ill at ease or

incompetent when coping with unfamiliar or difficult situations.  The alpha for the

related subscale was .78.

Table B.4. Results of the Factor Analysis of the Data for Trust for Self Scale

Total Scale (α = .88)

Items Loading

Factor 1- Confidence in Self

(eigenvalue = 2.87; explained variance = 35.92 %; αα = .87)

Genellikle kendime güvenirim. .80

.HQGL\OH�EDUÕúÕN��NHQGLQH�J�YHQ�GX\DQ�ELU�NLúL�ROGX÷XPX�G�ú�Q�\RUXP� .77

g\OH�\D�GD�E|\OH��ELU�úHNLOGH�oHúLWOL�]RUOXNODUÕQ��VWHVLQGHQ�JHOHELOHFH÷LPH
LQDQÕUÕP�

.73

dHYUHPGH�J�YHQHELOHFH÷LP�LQVDQODU�ROVD�GD�ROPDVD�GD�NHQGLPH�KHU�]DPDQ
J�YHQHELOHFH÷LPL�KLVVHGHULP�

.63

.DUúÕPD�oÕNDQ�\HQL�GXUXPODU�QH�ROXUVD�ROVXQ��ELU�EDúHWPH�\ROXQXQ�GD
RODFD÷ÕQD�LQDQÕUÕP�

.58

Factor 2- Lacking Confidence in Unfamiliar or Difficult Situations

(eigenvalue = 1.74; explained variance = 21.70 %; αα = .78)

$OÕúÕN�ROPDGÕ÷ÕP�ELU�GXUXPOD�NDUúÕODúWÕ÷ÕPGD�DGHWD�HOLP�D\D÷ÕP�ELUELULQH
GRODQÕU��WHGLUJLQ�ROXUXP�

.75

$OÕúÕN�ROPDGÕ÷ÕP�GXUXPODUOD�EDúHWPHN�NRQXVXQGD�NHQGLPL�\HWHUOL�KLVVHWPHP� .68

+D\DWÕQ�J�oO�NOHUL\OH�EDúHWPHN�NRQXVXQGD�NHQGLPL�oR÷X�]DPDQ�oDUHVL]
hissederim.

.58
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Positive Model of Self Scale.  This scale, created for the present purposes,

consisted of nine items that had a Cronbach’s alpha of .78.  The items were

concerned with having a positive view of oneself and not having anxieties about not

being loved.

As shown in Table B.5., varimax rotated factor analysis of the data from the

nine items yielded two factors that explained 42.56 % of the variance.  The first

factor that explained 30.08 % of the variance was labeled as the Positive Self-View

Factor because the four items that loaded on it involved being pleased with oneself;

being at peace with oneself; thinking that one’s positive characteristics outweigh

negative ones; and thinking that in general one is a person loved by others.

The second factor, that explained 12.49 % of the variance, was labeled the

Anxiety about Family’s Nonacceptance Factor because the five related items

involved thinking that one’s family wishes one to be a different kind of a person;

having anxieties about not being the kind of person aspired by one’s family;

thinking that one is not loved much; trying to be the kind of person one’s family

would like; and trying to behave in such a way so that people would love oneself.

A second-order factor analysis yielded one-factor which explained 71.13 %

of the variance (eigenvalue=1.42) and the related factor loadings of the items were

.65 for each item.  In the present study, mean scores from the total 9-items were

used.
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Table B.5. Results of the Factor Analysis of the Data from the Positive Model of

Self Scale

Total Scale (Explained variance = 42.56 %; Cronbach’s alpha = .78)

Items Loading

Factor 1- Positive Self-View

(eigenvalue = 2.71; explained variance = 30.08 %; αα = .86)

Genel olarak kendimden memnunum. .88

.HQGL\OH�EDUÕúÕN�ELU�LQVDQÕP� .82

*HQHOOLNOH�ROXPOX�|]HOOLNOHULPLQ�ROXPVX]ODUGDQ�GDKD�oRN�ROGX÷XQX�G�ú�Q�\RUXP� .76

*HQHO�RODUDN�VHYLOHQ�ELU�LQVDQÕP� .59

Factor 2- Anxiety about Family's Nonacceptance

(eigenvalue = 1.12 ; explained variance = 12.49 %; αα = .59)

%D]HQ�DLOHPLQ�LVWHGL÷L�JLEL�ELUL�RODPDGÕ÷ÕPÕ�G�ú�Q�U��ND\JÕODQÕUÕP� .59

øQVDQODUÕQ�EHQL�VHYPHVL�LoLQ�QDVÕO�GDYUDQPDP�JHUHNL\RUVD��EDQD�X\PX\RUVD�ELOH��|\OH
GDYUDQPD\D�oDOÕúÕUÕP�

.49

%D]HQ�\HWHULQFH�VHYLOPHGL÷LPL�G�ú�Q�U�P� .42

%D]HQ�DLOHPLQ�EHQL�JHUoHNWH�ROGX÷XP�JLEL�NDEXO�HWPHN�\HULQH��IDUNOÕ�ELUL�ROPDPÕ
EHNOHGLNOHULQL�G�ú�Q�U�P�

.40

$LOHPLQ�EH÷HQHFH÷L�JLEL�ELULVL�ROPD\D�oDOÕúÕ\RUXP� .31

Positive Model of Other Scale.  This scale, which has been developed for the

present purposes, consisted of 9 items and had an alpha coefficient of .77.  The

items were concerned with having a positive view of others and feeling at ease with

them.

As shown in Table B.6., a varimax rotated factor analysis of the data yielded

three factors that explained 44.22 % of the variance.  Of these, the first one which

explained 17.65 % of the variance, consisted of three items concerned with

regarding most people one knows to be good and trustworthy (factor loading = .81);

thinking that most of these people tend to have more positive than negative
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characteristics (.76); and feeling that when getting to know better one would

discover positive characteristics in most people (.36); and hence it was labeled the

Positive View of Others Factor.

The second factor which explained 14.30 % of the variance consisted of four

items about having difficulty trusting one’s close others (.59); preferring to keep a

distance from others in order to protect oneself (.58); thinking that one often is

unable to understand others (.46); and thinking that most people, deep in their

hearts, would be pleased to see the misfortune of someone around them (.37).

Hence this factor was labeled the Negative View of Others Factor.

The third factor which explained 12.27 % of the variance, was labeled

Feeling at Ease with People Factor because it consisted of the negatively loaded

item of considering staying away from people as the best way (-.69), and generally

feeling at ease with people (.65).

In the present analysis mean scores of the total scale were used by reverse

scoring those of the second factor.  This one-factor solution explained 35.58 % of

the variance; had an eigenvalue of 3.20; and the factor loadings of the 9 items

ranged between .69 and .33.
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Table B.6. Results of the Factor Analysis of the Data from the Positive Model of

Other Scale

Total Scale (Explained variance = 44.22 %; Cronbach’s alpha = .77)

Items Loading

Factor 1- Positive View of Others

(eigenvalue = 1.59 ; explained variance = 17.65 %; αα = .70)

7DQÕGÕ÷ÕP�LQVDQODU�DUDVÕQGD�L\L�YH�J�YHQLOLU�RODQODUÕQ�oR÷XQOXNWD�ROGX÷XQX
G�ú�Q�\RUXP�

.81

7DQÕGÕ÷ÕP�LQVDQODUÕQ�oR÷XQXQ�ROXPOX�|]HOOLNOHULQLQ�ROXPVX]�|]HOOLNOHULQGHQ�ID]OD
ROGX÷XQX�G�ú�Q�\RUXP�

.76

<DNÕQGDQ�WDQÕ\ÕQFD�oR÷X�LQVDQÕQ�ROXPOX�|]HOOLNOHULQLQ�RUWD\D�oÕNDFD÷ÕQD�LQDQÕUÕP� .36

Factor 2- Negative View of Others

(eigenvalue = 1.29 ; explained variance = 14.30 %; αα = .61)

<DNÕQ�oHYUHPGHNL�LQVDQODUD�J�YHQPHNWH�VÕNÕQWÕ�oHNHULP� .59

.HQGLPL�NRUX\DELOPHN�LoLQ�LQVDQODUOD�DUDPGD�PHVDIH�EÕUDNPDNWDQ�\DQD\ÕPGÕU� .58

dR÷X�]DPDQ�oHYUHPGHNL�LQVDQODUÕ�DQOD\DPDGÕ÷ÕPÕ�G�ú�Q�\RUXP� .46

dR÷X�LQVDQÕQ��oHYUHVLQGHNL�ELULQLQ��]�OPHVLQGHQ�LoLQ�LoLQ�PHPQXQ�ROGX÷XQX
G�ú�Q�\RUXP�

.37

Factor 3- Feeling at Ease with People

(eigenvalue = 1.10 ; explained variance = 12.27 %; αα = .71)

Galiba insanlardan uzak durmak en iyisi. -.69

*HQHOOLNOH�LQVDQODUÕQ�\DQÕQGD�NHQGLPL�UDKDW�KLVVHGHULP� .65

Tolerance for Ambiguity Scale.  Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for the 18

items of the Tolerance for Ambiguity Scale was found to be .78; however, when

two items (items 5 and 6) that had low item-total correlations were deleted alpha

increased to .80.

To explore the factor structure of the scale, data from the 16 items were

factor analyzed.  The results of the varimax rotated factor analysis yielded four
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factors with eigenvalues greater than 1, that explained 37.34 % of the variance, as

shown in Table B.7.

The first factor which explained 12.74 % of the variance was labeled the

Dislike for Ambiguity Factor because items that loaded on it were concerned with

not finding ambiguous things, such as new ideas, complex problems, or

impressionistic paintings enjoyable.  Alpha for the resulting 6-item subscale was

found to be .72.

The second factor that explained 9.79 % of the variance was labeled the

Rigid Thinking Factor because the three items that loaded on it involved a tendency

toward dichotomous, rigid thinking in terms of right and wrong.  The alpha for the

related item was .66.

The third factor which explained 8.19 % of the variance was labeled the

Preference for Familiarity and Unambiguity Factor because the four related items

involved preferring a job where one knows what to do and how to do as the best;

always preferring familiar ways to unfamiliar ones; or regarding an expert who

cannot give a clear answer as not very knowledgeable.  The alpha of this subscale

was found to be .56.

Finally the fourth factor, labeled the Anxiety for Social Ambiguity Factor,

explained 6.62 % of the variance.  It was concerned with feeling anxious in social

situations that one cannot control or with people one cannot understand.  The

related alpha for the three items was found to be .57.

Mean factor scores for these four factors were subjected to a second-order

factor analysis.  This second-order analysis yielded one-factor that explained 51.10
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% of the variance, had an eigenvalue of 2.04, and the loadings were .73, .58, .53,

and .52 for factors 3, 1, 2, and 4, respectively.

On the basis of these results, mean scores based on the total 16-item scale,

which seemed to be more reliable (α = .80), were used in the analyses involving

tolerance for ambiguity.  All items except 3 and 18 were reverse scored so that

higher scores indicate higher tolerance for ambiguity.

Table B.7. Results of the First- and Second-Order Factor Analyses Involving

Tolerance for Ambiguity

Items Loading

Tolerance for Ambiguity

(Second-Order Factor; eigenvalue = 2.04; explained variance = 51.10; αα = .80)

Factor 1- Dislike for Ambiguity (R)

(First-Order Factor; eigenvalue = 2.04; explained variance =12.74 %;
αα = .72).

.58

6RQUDGDQ�]DPDQ�ND\EÕQGDQ�EDúND�ELU�úH\�ROPDGÕ÷Õ�RUWD\D�oÕNVD�ELOH��\HQL
ILNLUOHU��]HULQGH�G�ú�QPHN�KRúXPD�JLGHU�

-.63

%DVLW�ELU�SUREOHPL�o|]PHNWHQVH��NDUPDúÕN�ELU�SUREOHPOH�X÷UDúPDN�GDKD
H÷OHQFHOLGLU�

-.62

6RQXQGD�DoÕN�YH�EHOLUJLQ�ELU�FHYDED�XODúPD�LKWLPDOL�ROPD\DQ�ELU�SUREOHP
�]HULQGH��oDOÕúPDNWDQ�KRúODQPDP�

.60

d|]�P��ROPDGÕ÷ÕQÕ�G�ú�QG�÷�P�ELU�SUREOHP�SHN�LOJLPL�oHNPH]� .54

Belirsiz ve izlenimlere dayanan resimler bana hiç de çekici gelmez. .38

(÷HU�ELU�ELOLPFL�ROVD\GÕP��ELOLP�KHU�]DPDQ�\HQL�EXOXúODU�\DSDFD÷Õ�LoLQ
�o�QN��\DSDFDNWÕU���\DSWÕ÷ÕP�LúLQ�KLoELU�]DPDQ�WDPDPODQPD\DFDN�ROPDVÕ
EHQL�UDKDWVÕ]�HGHUGL�

.31
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Table B.7 (Continued).

Items Loading

Factor 2- Rigid Thinking (R)

(First-Order Factor; eigenvalue = 1.57; explained variance = 9.79 %;
αα = .66)

.53

+HU�]DPDQ�GR÷UX�LOH�\DQOÕú�DUDVÕQGD�EDUL]��QHW��ELU�IDUN�ROGX÷XQX
G�ú�QP�ú�PG�U�

.83

+HPHQ�KHUúH\L�\DSPDQÕQ�ELU�GR÷UX�YH�ELU�\DQOÕú�\ROX�YDUGÕU� .59

+HPHQ�KHU�SUREOHPLQ�ELU�o|]�P��YDUGÕU� .40

Factor 3- Preference for Familiarity and Unambiguity

(First-Order Factor; eigenvalue = 1.31; explained variance = 8.19 %;
αα = .56)

.73

(Q�L\L�Lú��QH�\DSÕODFD÷ÕQÕQ�YH�QDVÕO�\DSÕODFD÷ÕQÕQ�EHOOL�ROGX÷X�LúWLU� .54

$OÕúNÕQ�ROGX÷XPX]�úH\OHU��DOÕúNÕQ�ROPDGÕNODUÕPÕ]D�KHU�]DPDQ�WHUFLK
edilmelidir.

.40

.HVLQ�ELU�FHYDSOD�RUWD\D�oÕNDPD\DQ�ELU�X]PDQ��E�\�N�RODVÕOÕNOD�ID]OD
ELUúH\�ELOPL\RUGXU�

.36

%LU�VÕQDYGDQ�|QFH��VRUXODFDN�VRUX�VD\ÕVÕQÕ�ELOLUVHP�NHQGLPL�oRN�GDKD�D]
ND\JÕOÕ�KLVVHGHULP�

.32

Factor 4- Anxiety for Social Ambiguity

(First-Order Factor; eigenvalue = 1.06; explained variance = 6.62 %;
αα = .57)

.52

%LU�LQVDQÕQ�G�ú�QFH�DNÕúÕQÕ�L]OH\HPHPHN�EHQL�UDKDWVÕ]�HGHU� .62

.RQWURO�HGHPHGL÷LP�ELU�VRV\DO�GXUXP�LoLQGH�ROPDN�EHQL�ROGXNoD
ND\JÕODQGÕUÕU�

.57

'DYUDQÕúODUÕQÕ�DQOD\DPD\DFD÷ÕPÕ�G�ú�QG�÷�P�NLúLOHUOH�NHQGLPL�UDKDWVÕ]
hissederim.

.37
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APPENDIX C: TABLES

Table C.1. Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analyses of Secure

Exploration and Secure Attachment on Variables Associated with

Affective-Relational and Intrinsic Motivational Domains

Variable ββ1
a ββ2

 b R R2 Adjusted
R2

R2

change
F-changec

p

INDIVIDUATION
Secure
exploration

.45 .42 .45 .20 .20 .20 106.93 .000

Secure
attachment

.08 .45 .20 .20 .01 3.27 .07

RELATEDNESS
Secure
exploration

.15 .09 .15 .02 .02 .02 9.30 .002

Secure
attachment

.23 .26 .07 .07 .05 22.62 .000

POSITIVE MODEL OF SELF
Secure
exploration

.34 .26 .34 .12 .11 .12 56.17 .000

Secure
attachment

.33 .47 .22 .21 .10 56.51 .000

POSITIVE MODEL OF OTHER
Secure
exploration

.29 .20 .29 .09 .08 .09 40.52 .000

Secure
attachment

.38 .47 .22 .22 .13 73.06 .000

TRUST FOR SELF
Secure
exploration

.50 .43 .50 .25 .25 .25 143.47 .000

Secure
attachment

.28 .57 .32 .32 .08 47.89 .000

APPROACHING THE UNKNOWN
Secure
exploration

.75 .75 .75 .56 .56 .56 551.92 .000

Secure
attachment

-.02 .75 .56 .56 .00 .36 n.s.

NEED FOR EXPLORATION
Secure
exploration

.60 .60 .60 .36 .36 .36 242.07 .000

Secure
attachment

.00 .60 .36 .36 .00 .01 n.s.
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Table C.1.(Continued)

Variable β1
a β2

 b R R2 Adjusted
R2

R2

change
F-changec

p

SEPARATION-DIFFERENTIATION SECURITY
Secure
exploration

.42 .39 .42 .17 .17 .17 90.86 .000

Secure
attachment

.13 .44 .19 .19 .02 8.81 .003

Secure Spatial Separation

Secure
exploration

.42 .41 .42 .18 .18 .18 94.63 .000

Secure
attachment

.05 .43 .18 .18 .00 1.45 .23

Parental Acceptance

Secure
exploration

.09 .06 .09 .01 .01 .007 3.23 .07

Secure
attachment

.12 .15 .02 .02 .014 5.99 .02

Secure Psychological Differentiation

Secure
exploration

.30 .27 .30 .09 .09 .09 44.08 .000

Secure
attachment

.13 .33 .11 .11 .02 7.94 .005

TRAIT ANXIETY
Secure
exploration

-.41 -.33 .41 .17 .16 .17 85.38 .000

Secure
attachment

-.32 .51 .26 .26 .10 55.75 .000

POSITIVE FUTURE EXPECTATIONS
Secure
exploration

.27 .22 .27 .07 .07 .07 33.59 .000

Secure
attachment

.20 .33 .11 .11 .04 18.09 .000

SELF-SATISFACTION
Secure
exploration

.22 .16 .22 .05 .05 .05 21.53 .000

Secure
attachment

.24 .32 .10 .10 .06 26.48 .000

NEED FOR COGNITION
Secure
exploration

.52 .51 .52 .27 .77 .27 157.95 .000

Secure
attachment

.05 .52 .27 .77 .00 1.31 n.s.

TOLERANCE FOR AMBIGUITY
Secure
exploration

.36 .36 .36 .13 .13 .13 64.68 .000

Secure
attachment

-.01 .36 .13 .13 .00 .01 n.s.

CURIOSITY
Secure
exploration

.51 .50 .51 .26 .26 .26 149.41 .000

Secure
attachment

.05 .51 .26 .26 .00 1.25 n.s.

a Standardized beta coefficients when only the first variable is entered.
b Standardized beta coefficients when both variables are entered to the analysis.
c df= 1, 432 and 1, 431 respectively.
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APPENDIX D: TÜRKÇE ÖZET

%RZOE\��������������WDUDIÕQGDQ�RUWD\D�NRQXODQ�YH�$LQVZRUWK¶�Q��������GH
NDWNÕODUÕ\OD�JHOLúWLULOHQ�ED÷ODQPD�NXUDPÕQD�J|UH��LQVDQODU�GR÷GXNODUÕ�DQGDQ�LWLEDUHQ
\DúDPODUÕQÕ�V�UG�UHELOPHN�LoLQ�EDúNDODUÕQÕQ�NRUXPDVÕQD�YH�EDNÕPÕQD�PXKWDoWÕU�
%D÷ODQPD�VLVWHPL��\HQL�GR÷DQODUÕQ�WHPHO�EDNÕFÕODUÕQD��NL��EX�NLúLQLQ�JHQHOOLNOH�DQQH
ROGX÷X�YDUVD\ÕOÕU��IL]LNVHO�\DNÕQOÕN�VD÷OD\DUDN�oHYUHGHQ�JHOHELOHFHN�WHKOLNHOHUGHQ
NRUXQPDODUÕ�YH�oHYUHOHULQL�NHúIHWPHOHUL�LoLQ�JHUHNOL�NRúXOODUÕ�VD÷OD\DQ�ELU�VLVWHPGLU�
7HPHO�EDNÕFÕ\OD�IL]LNVHO�\DNÕQOÕ÷ÕQ�NRUXQPDVÕ�(proximity maintenance)��ED÷ODQPD
ILJ�U�Q��\DEDQFÕ�RUWDPODUÕ�NHúIHWPHN�LoLQ�³J�YHQOL�ELU��V´�(secure base) olarak

NXOODQPDN��YH�LKWL\Do�GX\XOGX÷XQGD�GHVWHN�YH�NRUXQPD�LoLQ�ED÷ODQPD�ILJ�U�Q�Q
³VD÷ODP�ELU�VÕ÷ÕQDN´�(safe haven)�VD÷OD\DFD÷ÕQD�LQDQPDN��ED÷ODQPD�LOLúNLVLQLQ
WHPHO�IRQNVL\RQODUÕQÕ�YH�ED÷ODQPD�NXUDPÕQÕQ�GD�WHPHO�NDYUDPODUÕQÕ�ROXúWXUXU�

7HPHO�EDNÕFÕVÕ\OD�RODQ�LOLúNLVLQLQ�QLWHOL÷L�oRFX÷XQ�ELUWDNÕP�EHNOHQWLOHU
JHOLúWLUPHVLQH�QHGHQ�ROXU���.HQGLQLQ�VHYLOPH\H�GH÷HU�ELU�LQVDQ�YH�EDúNDODUÕQÕQ
J�YHQLOHELOHFHN�NLúLOHU�ROXS�ROPDGÕ÷ÕQD�GDLU�G�ú�QFHOHUL�LoHUHQ�EX�EHNOHQWLOHU
zamanla zihinsel modelleri (internal working models) ROXúWXUXU���%X�]LKLQVHO
PRGHOOHU��oRFX÷XQ�NHQGLQL�YH�EDúNDODUÕQÕ�DOJÕOD\Õú�úHNOLQL�HWNLOHU�YH�NLúLOHUDUDVÕ
LOLúNLOHUH�GDLU�EHNOHQWL�YH�LQDQoODUÕQÕ�\|QOHQGLULU�

$LQVZRUWK�YH�DUNDGDúODUÕ��$LQVZRUWK��%HOO��	�6WD\WRQ���������<DEDQFÕ
Durum" (Strange Situation)�RODUDN�ELOLQHQ�GHQH\VHO�ELU�\|QWHP�JHOLúWLUHUHN��VWUHVOL
ELU�GXUXPGD��WHPHO�EDNÕFÕ\OD�NÕVD�V�UHOL�D\UÕOÕN�YH�NDYXúPDODU��ED÷ODQPD�YH�NHúLI
GDYUDQÕúODUÕ�DUDVÕQGDNL�LOLúNL\L�LQFHOHPLúOHUGLU���dDOÕúPDODUÕ�VRQXFXQGD��ED÷ODQPD
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GDYUDQÕúÕ�DoÕVÕQGDQ�ELUH\VHO�IDUNOÕOÕNODUÕ�EHOLUOH\HUHN�oRFXNODUÕ��o�WLSLN�ED÷ODQPD
VWLOL�LoLQGH�VÕQÕIODQGÕUPÕúODUGÕU��J�YHQOL�(secure)��ND\JÕOÕ�NDUDUVÕ]
(anxious/ambivalent)��YH�NDoÕQDQ�(avoidant)��%X�\|QWHP�VD\HVLQGH�ED÷ODQPD
NXUDPÕQÕQ�GHQH\VHO�RODUDN�LQFHOHQPHVL�P�PN�Q�ROPXúWXU��'DKD�VRQUDNL�\ÕOODUGD
%DUWKRORPHZ�YH�+RURZLW]��������\HWLúNLQ�ED÷ODQPD�VWLOOHULQL�LQFHOH\HUHN�G|UWO��ELU
PRGHO�ROXúWXUPXúWXU���%X�PRGHOH�J|UH��J�YHQOL�(secure)�NLúLOHU�NHQGLOHUL�YH
EDúNDODUÕ\OD�LOJLOL�ROXPOX�]LKLQVHO�PRGHOOHUH�VDKLSWLU���6DSODQWÕOÕ�(preoccupied)

ED÷ODQPD�VWLOL��ROXPVX]�EHQOLN�PRGHOL�YH�ROXPOX�EDúNDODUÕ�PRGHOLQGHQ�PH\GDQD
JHOLU���2OXPOX�EHQOLN�PRGHOL�YH�ROXPVX]�EDúNDODUÕ�PRGHOL�ND\ÕWVÕ]�(dismissing)

ED÷ODQPD�VWLOLQL�ROXúWXUXU���6RQ�RODUDN��NRUNXOX�(fearful)�NLúLOHU�NHQGLOHUL\OH�YH
EDúNDODUÕ\OD�LOJLOL�ROXPVX]�PRGHOOHUH�VDKLSWLU�

%RZOE\
\H��������J|UH��oRFX÷XQ�VHUEHVWoH�NHúLI�GDYUDQÕúÕQGD�EXOXQDELlmesi

LoLQ��ED÷ODQPD�ILJ�U�QH�JHUHNWL÷LQGH�XODúÕODELOHFH÷LQH�RODQ�LQDQFÕ��ED÷ODQPD
ILJ�U�Q�Q�IL]LNVHO�YDUOÕ÷Õ�NDGDU�|QHPOLGLU���<HQL�GR÷DQODU�YH�oRFXNODU�NHQGLOHULQL
J�YHQOL�KLVVHWPHN�LoLQ�ED÷ODQPD�ILJ�UOHUL\OH�IL]LNVHO�WHPDV�DUDUNHQ��\HWLúNLQOHU
oR÷X�]DPDQ�LKWL\Do�GX\XOGX÷XQGD�ED÷ODQPD�ILJ�UOHULQH�XODúDELOHFHNOHULQL�ELOPHNOH
J�YHQ�GX\JXVXQX�NRUX\DELOLUOHU���<DQL�\HWLúNLQOHU�LoLQ�oR÷X�NH]�|QHPOL�RODQ
"hissedilen güvenlik"tir (felt security) (Sroufe & Waters, 1977).

*�YHQOL�ED÷ODQPDQÕQ�VD÷OÕNOÕ�NHúLI�\|QHOLPL�LoLQ�oRN�|QHPOL�SVLNRORMLN�ELU
|Q�NRúXO�ROGX÷X�V|\OHQHELOLU��*URVVPDQQ��*URVVPDQQ��	�=LPPHUPDQQ��������
*�YHQOL�oRFXNODU�ELU�GXUXPD�KHPHQ�X\XP�VD÷OD\DPDGÕNODUÕQGD�J�YHQOLN�KLVOHULQL
NRUX\DUDN�NDUúÕODúWÕNODUÕ�]RUOXNODU�NDUúÕVÕQGD�HVQHNOLN�J|VWHUHELOLU�YH�H÷HU�EDúHWPH
GX\JXODUÕ�\HWHUVL]�NDOÕUVD�ED÷ODQPD�ILJ�UOHULQGHQ�\DUGÕP�LVWH\HELOLUOHU���*URVVPDQQ
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YH�DUNDGDúODUÕQD��������J|UH�]RUOXNODUD�UD÷PHQ�NHúIHWPH�YH�\DUGÕP�LVWH\LS�NDEXO
HWPH�|]J�UO�÷����J�YHQOL��ROPDQÕQ�VRQ�GHUHFH�JHUHNOL�YH�|QHPOL�ELU�\|Q�G�U�

.HúLI�\|QHOLPL��ED÷ODQPD�NXUDPÕQÕQ�|QHPOL�ELU�SDUoDVÕ�VD\ÕOGÕ÷Õ�KDOGH
OLWHUDW�UGH�\HWHULQFH�LOJL�J|UPHPLúWLU���%X�oDOÕúPDGD�NHúLI�\|QHOLPL�LOH��J�YHQOL
ED÷ODQPD��EHQOLN�NXUJXODUÕ�YH�GL÷HU�EHQOLNOH�LOLQWLOL�ED]Õ�\|QHOLPOHU�DUDVÕQGDNL
LOLúNLOHULQ�LQFHOHQPHVL��E|\OHFH�OLWHUDW�UGHNL�EX�ERúOX÷XQ�GROGXUXOPDVÕQD�\|QHOLN
ELU�DGÕP�DWÕOPDVÕ�DPDoODQPÕúWÕU�

dRFXNOXNWD�YH�<HWLúNLQOLNWH�*�YHQOL�%D÷ODQPD�YH�.HúLI�<|QHOLPL
%D÷ODQPD�NXUDPÕ�NDSVDPÕQGD�NHúLI�\|QHOLPL�YH�NHúIHWPH�GDKD�oRN

oRFXNOXNWD�LQFHOHQPLúWLU���%X�oDOÕúPDODU�J�YHQOL�ED÷ODQPD�YH�NHúIHWPH�GDYUDQÕúÕ
DUDVÕQGD�ROXPOX�ELU�LOLúNL�ROGX÷XQX�RUWD\D�NR\PXúWXU���gUQH÷LQ��0DJDL�YH
0F)DGGHQ¶ÕQ��������ELU�oDOÕúPDVÕQGD�J�YHQOL�ED÷ODQPD�VWLOLQH�VDKLS�oRFXNODUÕQ
J�YHQVL]OHUH�NÕ\DVOD�ED÷ÕPVÕ]�RODUDN�NHúLIWH�EXOXQPD\D�GDKD�ID]OD�H÷LOLP
J|VWHUGL÷L��YH�NHúIHWPH�NRQXVXQGD�GDKD�KHYHVOL�YH�PHUDNOÕ�ROGXNODUÕ�EXOXQPXúWXU�
%HQ]HU�úHNLOGH��&DVVLG\��������J�YHQOL�ED÷ODQPDQÕQ�JHOLúPLú�VHPEROLN�R\XQ�YH
DNWLI�NHúIHWPH�GDYUDQÕúÕ\OD�GR÷UXGDQ�LOLúNLOL�ROGX÷XQX�RUWD\D�NR\PXúWXU�
dRFXNODUÕQ�R\XQ�GDYUDQÕúÕQÕ�LQFHOH\HQ�ELU�oDOÕúPDGD�3DVWRU��������J�YHQOL
ED÷ODQPD�VWLOLQH�VDKLS�oRFXNODUÕQ��J�YHQVL]�VWLOOHUH�VDKLS�RODQODUD�NÕ\DVOD�GDKD
VRV\DO�ROGXNODUÕQÕ�YH�JHUHN�R\XQ�DUNDGDúODUÕQD�JHUHNVH�DQQHOHULQH�GDKD�ROXPOX
\DNODúWÕNODUÕQÕ�RUWD\D�NR\PXúWXU���$\UÕFD��J�YHQOL�oRFXNODUÕQ�JHQHO�RODUDN�\DEDQFÕ
X\DUDQODUÕ�NHúIHGHUNHQ�GDKD�NRQVDQWUH�ROGX÷X�YH�\R÷XQ�LOJL�J|VWHUGL÷L�EXOXQPXúWXU
�*URVVPDQQ�HW�DO�����������%X�JLEL�oDOÕúPDODU��ED÷ODQPD�NXUDPÕQÕQ�|QHUPHOHULQH
X\JXQ�RODUDN�J�YHQOL�ED÷ODQPDQÕQ�NHúIHWPH�GDYUDQÕúÕQÕ�GHVWHNOHGL÷LQL
göstermektedir.
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dRFXNOXNWD�NHúLI�GDYUDQÕúÕ�JHQLú�NDSVDPOÕ�LQFHOHQPLú�YH�WXWDUOÕ�VRQXoODU
HOGH�HGLOPLúWLU���<HWLúNLQOLNWH\VH�ED÷ODQPD�NXUDPÕ�OLWHUDW�U�QGH�NHúLI�\|QHOLPL
\HWHULQFH�LOJL�J|UPHPLúWLU���<DNÕQ�]DPDQD�NDGDU�\HWLúNLQ�ED÷ODQPD�VWLOOHUL\OH�LOJLOL
oDOÕúPDODU�URPDQWLN�YH�\DNÕQ�LOLúNLOHU��VWUHVOH�EDúD�oÕNPD�YH\D�LOLúNLOHUGH�\DSÕODQ
\�NOHPHOHU�JLEL�ED÷ODQPDQÕQ�LOLúNLVHO�ER\XWODUÕQÕ�LQFHOHPLúOHUGLU��|UQ���%UHQQDQ�	
Shaver, 1995; Collins & Read, 1990; Cozzarelli, Sümer, & Major, 1998; Hazan &

6KDYHU��������0LNXOLQFHU�	�)ORULDQ��������6�PHU�	�&R]]DUHOOL����������'L÷HU
\DQGDQ��\HWLúNLQ�ED÷ODQPD�VWLOOHULQL�YH�NHúLI�GDYUDQÕúÕQÕ�LQFHOH\HQ�oDOÕúPDODUÕQ
VD\ÕVÕ�YH�NDSVDPÕ�ROGXNoD�VÕQÕUOÕGÕU�

+D]DQ�YH�6KDYHU
ÕQ��������EXOJXODUÕQD�J|UH�J�YHQOL�ED÷ODQPD�VWLOLQH�VDKLS
\HWLúNLQOHU�J�YHQVL]�RODQODUD�NÕ\DVOD�LúOHULQH�GDKD�ROXPOX�\DNODúPDNWD��GDKD�\�NVHN
Lú�PHPQXQL\HWL�YH�GDKD�G�ú�N�EDúDUÕVÕ]OÕN�YH�GÕúODQPD�NRUNXVX�J|VWHUPHNWHGLU���%X
NLúLOHU�D\UÕFD��WDWLOOHULQLQ�WDGÕQÕ�GDKD�ID]OD�oÕNDUGÕNODUÕQÕ�YH�LúOHULQLQ�VD÷OÕNODUÕQÕ
YH\D�LOLúNLOHULQL�ROXPVX]�HWNLOHPHVLQH�L]LQ�YHUPHGLNOHULQL�ELOGLUPLúOHUGLU�

%LU�EDúND�oDOÕúPDGD�&DUQHOOH\�YH�5XVFKHU��������J�YHQOL�(secure) ve

VDSODQWÕOÕ�(preoccupied)�ELUH\OHULQ�ND\ÕWVÕ]ODUGDQ�(dismissive)�IDUNOÕ�RODUDN��ERú
]DPDQODUÕQGD��ED÷ODQPD�LOLúNLOHULQL�NHúIHWPH�\|QHOLPLQH�WHUFLK�HWWLNOHULQL�RUWD\D
NR\PXúWXU���.D\ÕWVÕ]ODU�LVH�NHúLI�\|QHOLPLQL�LOLúNLOHUH�WHUFLK�HWPLúOHUGLU���$\UÕFD�
ED÷ODQPD�DoÕVÕQGDQ�GDKD�ND\JÕOÕ�RODQODU��VDSODQWÕOÕ�YH�NRUNXOX�ED÷ODQPD�WLSOHUL�
NHúIHWPH�PRWLYDV\RQODUÕ�RODUDN��\DNÕQOÕN�VD÷ODPD�YH�VRV\DO�RQD\�ND]DQPD�JLEL
VRV\DO�QHGHQOHU�|QH�V�UP�úOHUGLU���%X�NLúLOHU��NHúLI�GDYUDQÕúÕQÕ��LOLúNLOHULQGHNL
SUREOHPOHUGHQ�ND\QDNODQDQ�ROXPVX]�GX\JXODUGDQ�NDoPDN�LoLQ�NXOODQGÕNODUÕQÕ
EHOLUWPLúOHUGLU�

*HOLúHQ�ELOLúVHO�NDSDVLWHOHUL�GR÷UXOWXVXQGD��LQVDQODUÕQ�ELOLúVHO�NHúLI�\|QHOLPL
\HWLúNLQOLNWH�GDKD�oRN�|QHP�ND]DQDELOLU���0LNXOLQFHU�YH�DUNDGDúODUÕ�oHúLWOL
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oDOÕúPDODUOD��0LNXOLQFHU��������0LNXOLQFHU�	�$UDG��������0LNXOLQFHU�	�6KHIIL�
������\HWLúNLQ�ED÷ODQPD�VWLOOHUL�LOH�ELOJL�LúOHPH��G�ú�QFH�HVQHNOL÷L��YH�SUREOHPOHUH
\DUDWÕFÕ�o|]�POHU�JHOLúWLUPH�DUDVÕQGDNL�LOLúNLOHUL�LQFHOHPLúOHUGLU���%X�oDOÕúPDODUÕQ
EXOJXODUÕQD�J|UH��J�YHQOL�ED÷ODQPD�VWLOLQH�VDKLS�NLúLOHULQ��J�YHQVL]�RODQODUD�NÕ\DVOD�
EHOLUVL]OL÷H�GDKD�WROHUDQVOÕ��GDKD�HVQHN�G�ú�QHELOHQ��\HQL�ILNLUOHUH�YH�\DUDWÕFÕ
G�ú�QFH\H�GDKD�DoÕN�LQVDQODU�ROGXNODUÕ�J|U�OP�úW�U�

<XNDUÕGD�|]HWOHQHQ�oDOÕúPDODU��ED÷ODQPD�NXUDPÕQÕQ��J�YHQOL��V
NDYUDPÕQGDQ�\ROD�oÕNDUDN��J�YHQOL�ED÷ODQPD�YH�J�YHQOL�NHúLI�\|QHOLPL�DUDVÕQGD
ROXPOX�ELU�LOLúNL�ROGX÷X�\|Q�QGHNL�VDYODUÕQÕ�GHVWHNOHPHNWHGLU���gWH�\DQGDQ��DúD÷ÕGD
HOH�DOÕQGÕ÷Õ�JLEL��VRQ�\ÕOODUGD��ED÷ODQPD�NXUDPÕQÕQ�NHúLI�\|QHOLPL�YH�J�YHQOL��V
NDYUDPÕ�NRQXVXQGDNL�VDYODUÕ�N�OW�UOHUDUDVÕ�oHUoHYHGH�VRUJXODQPD\D�EDúODQPÕúWÕU�

%D÷ODQPD�.XUDPÕQÕQ�.�OW�UOHUDUDVÕ�dHUoHYHGH�6RUJXODQPDVÕ
.�OW�UOHUDUDVÕ�ED÷ODQPD�oDOÕúPDODUÕQÕ�LQFHOH\HQ�YDQ�,M]HQGRRUQ�YH�6DJL

�������øVODP��ONHOHULQGHQ�YH�+LQGLVWDQ
GDQ�\HWHULQFH�YHUL�ROPDGÕ÷ÕQÕ��DQFDN�YDURODQ
oDOÕúPDODUD�GD\DQDUDN�ED÷ODQPD�NXUDPÕQÕQ�HYUHQVHOOL÷LQLQ�NDEXO�HGLOHELOHFH÷LQL
EHOLUWPLúOHUGLU���gWH�\DQGDQ��ED]Õ�SVLNRORJODU�ED÷ODQPD�NXUDPÕQÕQ�E�\�N�|Oo�GH
%DWÕOÕ�G�ú�QFH�úHNLOOHULQH�GD\DQGÕ÷ÕQÕ�V|\OH\HUHN�HOHúWLUPLúOHUGLU���+DUZRRG�
Miller, Irizarry, 1995; Rothbaum, Pott et al., 2000; Rothbaum, Weisz et al., 2000).

%X�EDNÕú�DoÕVÕQD�J|UH��ED÷ODQPD�NXUDPÕ�GDKD�oRN�%DWÕ�N�OW�UOHULQGH�YXUJXODQDQ
|]HUNOLN��ELUH\OHúPH�YH�NHúLI�JLEL�GH÷HUOHUH�GD\DQPDNWDGÕU���2\VD�-DSRQ\D�JLEL
�ONHOHUGH�EDNÕFÕ�GX\DUOÕOÕ÷Õ��VRV\DO�\HWNLQOLN�YH�güvenli üs NDYUDPODUÕ�ROGXNoD�IDUNOÕ
DQODúÕOPDNWDGÕU���'DKD�WRSOXOXNoX�(collectivist) \DSÕGD�RODQ�'R÷X�N�OW�UOHULQGH�
LQVDQ�LOLúNLOHULQGH�NDUúÕOÕNOÕ�ED÷ÕPOÕOÕN�(interdependence)�YXUJXODQÕU���%X�GR÷UXOWXGD
oRFX÷XQ�DQQHGHQ��YH\D��DQQH��ILJ�U�QGHQ��ED÷ÕPVÕ]�RODUDN�NHúIHWPHVL�GH÷LO��DQQH
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LOH�\DNÕQ�LOLúNL�LoLQGH��DQQHGHQ�D\UÕ�GH÷LO��DQQH\H�G|Q�N��ROPD\Õ�|÷UHQPHVL
önemsenir.

%D÷ODQPD�NXUDPÕQD�J|UH��ED÷ODQPD�JHUHNVLQLPOHUL�NDUúÕODQDQ�ELU�ELUH\
oHYUHVLQL�UDKDWOÕNOD�NHúIHWPH\H�\|QHOLU���2\VD�5RWKEDXP��:HLV]�YH�DUNDGDúODUÕ
�������ED÷ODQPD�YH�NHúLI�VLVWHPOHUL�DUDVÕQGDNL�ED÷ÕQ�YDUVD\ÕOGÕ÷Õ�JLEL�WHPHO�YH
HYUHQVHO�ELU�ED÷�ROPD\DELOHFH÷LQL��|UQH÷LQ�-DSRQ\D
GD�WHPHO�ED÷ÕQ�ED÷ODQPD�YH
ED÷ÕPOÕOÕN�(dependence)�DUDVÕQGD�RODELOHFH÷LQL�EHOLUWPLúOHUGLU��'L÷HU�ELU�GH\LúOH�
$PHULND�%LUOHúLN�'HYOHWOHUL
QGHNL��$�%�'���GX\DUOÕ�EDNÕFÕODU�oRFXNODUÕQ�oHYUHOHULQL
NHúIHWPHOHULQL�WHúYLN�HGHUNHQ��-DSRQ\D
GDNLOHU�ED÷ODQPD�ILJ�UOHULQH�ED÷ÕPOÕOÕ÷Õ
WHúYLN�HGL\RU�RODELOLUOHU���%X�NRQXGD�EDúND�ED]Õ�SVLNRORJODU�GD�EHQ]HU�ILNLUOHU�YH
YHULOHU�VXQPXúODUGÕU��+DUZRRG��0LOOHU��,UL]DUU\��������

*|U�OG�÷���]HUH��OLWHUDW�UGH�ED÷ODQPD�YH�NHúLI�VLVWHPOHUL�DUDVÕQGDNL
LOLúNLQLQ�QLWHOL÷L�NRQXVXQGD�WDP�ELU�DQODúPD�VD÷ODQDPDPÕúWÕU���$\UÕFD�NHúLI
VLVWHPLQLQ�\DSÕVÕ�YH�|]HOOLNOHUL�DoÕVÕQGDQ�GD�OLWHUDW�UGH�|QHPOL�ELU�ERúOXN
EXOXQPDNWDGÕU���.RQX\OD�LOJLOL�VÕQÕUOÕ�VD\ÕGD�oDOÕúPDGD��J�YHQOL��V�NDYUDPÕQGDQ
EHNOHQHFH÷L�JLEL�NHúLI�GDYUDQÕúÕQÕQ�J�YHQOL�ED÷ODQPD\OD�LOLúNLOL�ROXS�ROPDGÕ÷Õ
LQFHOHQPLú��DPD�GR÷UXGDQ�NHúLI�VLVWHPLQLQ�LQFHOHQPHVL�E�\�N�|Oo�GH�LKPDO
HGLOPLúWLU���%X�oDOÕúPDQÕQ�DPDFÕ��NHúLI�\|QHOLPLQLQ��\DSÕVÕQÕ�YH�WLSOHULQL�DUDúWÕUPDN�
ED÷ODQPD�VLVWHPL\OH��EHQOLN�NXUJXODUÕ\OD�YH�EHQOLNOH�LOLQWLOL�GL÷HU�ED]Õ�GH÷LúNHQOHUOH
LOLúNLOHULQL�LQFHOHPHN��E|\OHFH�NHúLI�VLVWHPL�KDNNÕQGDNL�DQOD\ÕúÕPÕ]Õ�J�oOHQGLULS
JHOLúWLUPHNWLU�

dDOÕúPDQÕQ�.DYUDPVDO�dHUoHYHVL
øOJLOL�OLWHUDW�UGH�ED÷ODQPD�NXUDPÕ�E�\�N�|Oo�GH�ELU�NLúLOHUDUDVÕ�LOLúNLOHU

NXUDPÕ�RODUDN�HOH�DOÕQPÕú��LOLúNLOL�ROGX÷X�YDUVD\ÕODQ�GL÷HU�VLVWHPOHUOH�LOLúNLVL
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\HWHULQFH�DUDúWÕUÕOPDPÕúWÕU���<XNDUÕGD�GH÷LQLOGL÷L�JLEL��EX�oDOÕúPDGD�DPDoODQDQ�
LQVDQ�JHOLúLPLQGH�YH�LúOH\LúLQGH�D\UÕ�DPD�ELUELULQL�WDPDPOD\ÕFÕ�QLWHOLNWH�VLVWHPOHU
ROGXNODUÕ�YDUVD\ÕODQ�ED÷ODQPD�YH�NHúLI�VLVWHPOHUL�DUDVÕQGDNL�LOLúNL\L�LQFHOH\HUHN
OLWHUDW�UGHNL�VÕQÕUOÕ�EDNÕú�DoÕVÕQÕ�JHQLúOHWPHNWLU���*�YHQOL�ED÷ODQPDQÕQ�|]�QGH�
EDúNDODUÕQD�ED÷ODQPDNWD�YH�NHúLI�DPDFÕ\OD�RQODUGDQ�D\UÕOPDNWD�NHQGLQL�J�YHQOL
KLVVHWPHN�EXOXQXU���.LúL�ELU�\DQGDQ�EDúNDODUÕ\OD�J�YHQOL�LOLúNLOHU�LoLQGH�ROXS�GL÷HU
\DQGDQ�RQODUGDQ�ED÷ÕPVÕ]�RODUDN��|]J�UFH�NHúLI�\|QHOLPLQGH�EXOXQDELOPHOLGLU�
<DQL�VD÷OÕNOÕ�JHOLúLP�LoLQ�NLúLQLQ�LOLúNLVHO�\|QHOLPOHUL\OH�NHúIHWPH�DPDoOÕ�D\UÕOPD�
DUDúWÕUPD�\|QHOLPOHUL�GHQJHOHQPHOLGLU���%X�GR÷UXOWXGD��ELUoRN�SVLNRORJ�EHQOLNOH
LOJLOL�RODUDN��NÕVPHQ�IDUNOÕ�NDYUDPVDOODúWÕUPD\OD��V|]NRQXVX�J|U�úOHUH�SDUDOHO
|QHULOHUGH�EXOXQPXú��%DNDQ��������*XLVLQJHU�	�%ODWW��������,PDPR÷OX�������
1995; Ka÷ÕWoÕEDúÕ���������EXQXQOD�ELUOLNWH�LOJLOL�OLWHUDW�UGH�ED÷ODQPD�YH�NHúLI
\|QHOLPOHUL�LOH�EHQOLN�NXUJXODUÕ�DUDVÕQGDNL�LOLúNL�KHPHQ�KLo�DUDúWÕUÕOPDPÕúWÕU�

<DOQÕ]�VRQ�\ÕOODUGD��,PDPR÷OX��������EHQOLN�NRQXVXQGDNL�'HQJHOL�$\UÕúPD�
%�W�QOHúPH��'$%��PRGHOL�LOH�ED÷ODQPD�NXUDPÕQÕ�LOLúNLOHQGLUPLú��ELUELULQGHQ�D\UÕ
DPD�ELUELULQL�WDPDPOD\ÕFÕ�QLWHOLNWH�\|QHOLPOHU�ROGX÷XQX�J|VWHUGL÷L�LOLúNL
(relatedness)�YH�NHQGLOHúPH�(individuation) benlik yönelimlerinin kökeninde,

VÕUDVÕ\OD��ED÷ODQPD�YH�NHúLI�\|QHOLPOHULQLQ�EXOXQGX÷XQX�|QHUPLúWLU���,PDPR÷OX�YH
,PDPR÷OX��������J�YHQOL�ED÷ODQPD�VWLOLQH�VDKLS�RODQODUÕQ�J�YHQVL]OHUH�NÕ\DVOD
GDKD�\�NVHN�LOLúNL�YH�NHQGLOHúPH�SXDQÕQD�VDKLS�ROGX÷XQX��GROD\ÕVÕ\OD�GDKD�GHQJHOL
EHQOLN�NXUJXODUÕQD�VDKLS�ROGXNODUÕQÕ��DQFDN�ED÷ODQPD�\|QHOLPLQLQ�NHQGLOHúPHGHQ
oRN��LOLúNLOL�ROPDNOD�ED÷ODQWÕOÕ�ROGX÷XQX�J|VWHUPLúWLU���%X�oDOÕúPDGD�LVH��ED÷ODQPD
YH�NHúLI�\|QHOLPOHUL�LOH�EHQOLN�NXUJXODUÕ�DUDVÕQGDNL�LOLúNLQLQ�GDKD�D\UÕQWÕOÕ
LQFHOHQPHVL�DPDoODQPÕúWÕU���%X�DPDoOD��|QFHOLNOH�ED÷ODQPD�YH�NHúLI�\|QHOLPOHULQLQ
ELUELUL\OH�RODQ�LOLúNLVLQLQ��DUGÕQGDQ�KHU�LNL�\|QHOLPLQ�EHQOLN�NXUJX�\|QHOLPOHUL\OH
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RODQ�LOLúNLOHULQLQ�LQFHOHQPHVL�DPDoODQPÕúWÕU���$\UÕFD��,PDPR÷OX
QXQ��������LOLúNL�YH
NHQGLOHúPH�LOH�LOJLOL�oHúLWOL�\|QHOLPOHULQ�LNL�D\UÕ�GH÷LúNHQ�DODQÕ�ROXúWXUGX÷X
VDYÕQGDQ�YH�EXOJXODUÕQGDQ�KDUHNHWOH��EX�oDOÕúPDGD�ED÷ODQPD�YH�NHúLI
\|QHOLPOHUL\OH�ED÷ODQWÕOÕ�RODQ�EHQOLNOH�LOLQWLOL�GL÷HU�ED]Õ�GH÷LúNHQOHU�GH�VDSWDQPD\D
oDOÕúÕOPÕúWÕU�

.HúLI�\|QHOLPLQLQ�OLWHUDW�UGH�LKPDO�HGLOPHVLQLQ�ELU�QHGHQL��ED÷ODQPD�YH
NHúIHWPH�VLVWHPOHULQL�ELUELULQGHQ�D\UÕ�DPD�LOLúNLOL�úHNLOGH�HOH�DODQ�ELU�NDYUDPVDO
oHUoHYHQLQ�YH�LOJLOL�|OoPH�DUDoODUÕQÕQ�EXOXQPDPDVÕ�RODELOLU���%X�oDOÕúPDGD�|QFHOLNOH
%DUWKRORPHZ�YH�+RURZLW]
LQ��������\HWLúNLQ�ED÷ODQPD�VWLOOHULQH�LOLúNLQ�LNL�ER\XWOX
PRGHOLQH�SDUDOHO�ELU�NHúLI�\|QHOLPL�PRGHOL�|QHULOPLúWLU���1DVÕO�NL�%DUWKRORPHZ�YH
Horowitz'in (1991) modelinde ND\JÕ ve NDoÕQPD�ER\XWODUÕQÕQ�NRPELQDV\RQODUÕ�G|UW
IDUNOÕ�ED÷ODQPD�VWLOL�ROXúWXUX\RUVD��J�YHQOL��VDSODQWÕOÕ��ND\ÕWVÕ]��NRUNXOX���NHúLI
\|QHOLPLQH�LOLúNLQ�|QHULOHQ�PRGHOGH�GH�kendine güven ve ELOLQPH\HQH�\DNODúÕP
ER\XWODUÕ�LNL�WHPHO�ER\XW�RODUDN�NDEXO�HGLOPHNWH�YH�EXQODUÕQ�NHVLúPHVLQGHQ�G|UW
IDUNOÕ�NHúLI�\|QHOLPL�ROXúWXUXOPDNWDGÕU��gQHULOHQ�EX�PRGHOH�J|UH��ROXPOX��J�YHQOL�
benlik ve olumlu bilinmeyen zihinsel modelleri J�YHQOL�NHúLI�\|QHOLPLQL�ROXúWXUXU�
*�YHQOL�NHúLI�\|QHOLPLQGH�NLúL�ELOLQPH\HQH�\DNODúPDNWD�NHQGLQH�J�YHQ�GX\DU�YH
NHúLI�GDYUDQÕúÕQGD�EXOXQPDNWDQ�oHNLQPH]���*�YHQVL]�NHúLI�\|QHOLPL�WLSOHULQGHQ
VDSODQWÕOÕ�\|QHOLPGH��NLúL�ELOLQPH\HQH�\DNODúPDN�LVWHVH�GH�NHQGL\OH�LOJLOL�RODUDN
VDKLS�ROGX÷X�ROXPVX]�]LKLQVHO�PRGHOL�QHGHQL\OH�NHQGLQGH�EXQX�\DSDFDN�FHVDUHWL
EXODPD]���'L÷HU�\DQGDQ��ND\ÕWVÕ]�NHúLI�\|QHOLPLQGH��NLúL�NHQGLQH�J�YHQLU�DPD
ELOLQPH\HQH�NDUúÕ�XPXUVDPD]�ELU�WDYÕU�LoLQGH�EXOXQXU���6RQ�RODUDN��KHU�LNL�]LKLQVHO
PRGHOLQ�GH�ROXPVX]�ROGX÷X�NRUNXOX�NHúLI�\|QHOLPLQGH�LVH�NLúL��NHQGLQL�NRUNXWDQ
ELOLQPH\HQGHQ�X]DN�GXUPD\D�oDOÕúÕU���%X�oDOÕúPDQÕQ�VÕQÕUODUÕ�oHUoHYHVLQGH�
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ED÷ODQPD�NXUDPÕ\OD�LOJLOL�RODUDN�J�YHQVL]�NHúLI�\|QHOLPL�WLSOHUL��]HULQGH
GXUXOPDPÕú��GR÷UXGDQ�J�YHQOL�NHúLI�\|QHOLPLQH�RGDNODQÕOPÕúWÕU�

%D÷ODQPD�OLWHUDW�U�QGH�|QHPOL�ELU�GL÷HU�VRUXQ�GD��ED÷ODQPDQÕQ�WHPHO�ELU
NLúLOLN�|]HOOL÷L�JLEL�PL��\RNVD�GXUXPD�YH\D�LOLúNLOHUH�|]J��ELU�\|QHOLP�RODUDN�PÕ
NDYUDPVDOODúWÕUÕOPDVÕ�JHUHNWL÷LGLU���%RZOE\�������������ED÷ODQPDQÕQ�EHúLNWHQ
PH]DUD�GHYDP�HWWL÷LQL�V|\OH\HUHN�HUNHQ�\DúODUGD�ROXúDQ�]LKLQVHO�PRGHOOHULQ�ID]OD
GH÷LúLPH�X÷UDPDGDQ�\HWLúNLQOLNWH�GH�NLúL\L�EHQ]HU�úHNLOOHUGH�HWNLOHPH\L
V�UG�UHFH÷LQL�EHOLUWPLúWLU���%X�EDNÕPGDQ�ED÷ODQPD�E�\�N�|Oo�GH�ELU�NLúLOLN�|]HOOL÷L
JLEL�G�ú�Q�OPHNWHGLU���øOJLOL�oDOÕúPDODU�LVH��KHP�oRFXNOXNWDNL�ED÷ODQPD�LOLúNLOHULQLQ
\HWLúNLQOLNWH�NXUXODQ�LOLúNLOHUL�HWNLOHGL÷L�VDYÕQÕ�GHVWHNOHPHNWH��|UQ���%DUWKRORPHZ�
������+D]DQ�	�6KDYHU���������KHP�GH�DLOH��DUNDGDúOÕN��URPDQWLN�LOLúNLOHU�JLEL�VRV\DO
LOLúNLQLQ�W�U�QH�YH�QLWHOL÷LQH�ED÷OÕ�IDUNODU�ROGX÷XQD�LúDUHW�HWPHNWHGLU��&ROOLQV�	
5HDG��������&R]]DUHOOL��+RHNVWUD��	�%\OVPD��������,PDPR÷OX�	�,PDPR÷OX�������
5RVV�	�6SLQQHU����������6|]NRQXVX�oDOÕúPDODUÕQ�RUWD\D�NR\GX÷X�JLEL��ED÷ODQPD
QDVÕO�KHP�WHPHO�ELU�\|QHOLP��KHP�GH�GXUXPD�|]J��IDUNOÕOÕN�J|VWHUHELOHQ�ELU
\|QHOLPVH��EX�oDOÕúPDGD�NHúLI�\|QHOLPLQLQ�GH�KHP�JHQHO�ELU�\|QHOLP�RODELOHFH÷L�
KHP�GH�DODQD�|]J��IDUNOÕOÕNODU�J|VWHUHELOHFH÷L�|QH�V�U�OP�úW�U���%X�GR÷UXOWXGD�
JHQHO�NHúLI�\|QHOLPLQGHQ�D\UÕ�RODUDN�ELOLúVHO��LOLúNLVHO��PHNDQVDO��NHQGL\OH�YH
]DPDQOD�LOJLOL��DODQD�|]J���NHúLI�\|QHOLPOHUL�GH�HOH�DOÕQPÕúWÕU���$UDúWÕUPDGD�HOH
DOÕQDQ�WHPHO�VRUXODU�DúD÷ÕGD�|]HWOHQPHNWHGLU�

dDOÕúPDGD�<|QHOWLOHQ�7HPHO�6RUXODU
%X�oDOÕúPDGD�\|QHOWLOHQ�WHPHO�VRUXODU�úX�úHNLOGH�|]HWOHQHELOLU������.HúLI

\|QHOLPL�QDVÕO�NDYUDPVDOODúWÕUÕODELOLU"��gQHULOHQ�LNL�ER\XWOX�PRGHOGHNL�JLEL�NHQGLQH
J�YHQ�YH�ELOLQPH\HQH�\DNODúÕP�ER\XWODUÕ\OD�NDYUDPVDOODúWÕUÕODELOLU�PL"�����*�YHQOL
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NHúLI�\|QHOLPL�JHQHO�PL��\RNVD�DODQD�|]J��ELU�\|QHOLP�PLGLU"��<RNVD��KHP�JHQHO�
KHP�GH�DODQD�J|UH�NÕVPHQ�GH÷LúNHQOLN�J|VWHUHQ�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�\|QHOLP�PLGLU"����
*�YHQOL�ED÷ODQPD�YH�J�YHQOL�NHúLI�\|QHOLPOHUL�ELUELUOHUL\OH�QDVÕO�LOLúNLOLGLU"��%DúND
ELU�GH\LúOH��J�YHQOL�NHúLI�YH�J�YHQOL�ED÷ODQPD�\|QHOLPOHUL�DUDVÕQGDNL�LOLúNLQLQ
QLWHOL÷L�QHGLU"�����*�YHQOL�ED÷ODQPD�YH�J�YHQOL�NHúLI�\|QHOLPOHUL��EHQOL÷LQ�LOLúNL�YH
NHQGLOHúPH�\|QHOLPOHUL\OH�QDVÕO�LOLúNLOLGLU"��'$%�PRGHOLQGH��,PDPR÷OX�������
|QHULOGL÷L�JLEL��LOLúNL�YH�NHQGLOHúPH�\|QHOLPOHULQLQ�WHPHOLQGH��VÕUDVÕ\OD��ED÷ODQPD
YH�NHúLI�\|QHOLPOHUL�PL�EXOXQPDNWDGÕU"��%D÷ODQPD�\|QHOLPL�LOLúNLOL�ROPDQÕQ��NHúLI
\|QHOLPL�GH�NHQGLOHúPHQLQ�J�oO��\RUGD\ÕFÕODUÕ�PÕGÕU"��.HúLI�YH�ED÷ODQPD
\|QHOLPOHUL�IDUNOÕ�EHQOLN�NXUJX�WLSOHUL\OH�QDVÕO�LOLúNLOHQGLULOHELOLU"�����*�YHQOL
ED÷ODQPD�YH�J�YHQOL�NHúLI�\|QHOLPOHUL�,PDPR÷OX
QXQ��������|QHUGL÷L�JLEL�
VÕUDVÕ\OD��GX\JXVDO�LOLúNLVHO�YH�LoVHO�PRWLYDV\RQHO�DODQODUÕ�WHPVLO�HGHQ�GH÷LúNHQOHUOH
LOLúNLOHQGLULOHELOLU�PL"�����+HP�J�YHQOL�ED÷ODQPD�KHP�GH�J�YHQOL�NHúLIWHQ�ROXúDQ
ELU�\|QHOLP�GL÷HU�ED÷ODQPD�YH�NHúLI�NRPELQDV\RQODUÕQD�NÕ\DVOD�SVLNRORMLN�LúOH\Lú
EDNÕPÕQGDQ�HQ�X\JXQ�KDOL�PL�WHPVLO�HGHU"�����*�YHQOL�NHúLI�\|QHOLPL\OH�LOJLOL
GH÷LúNHQOHU�EDNÕPÕQGDQ�FLQVL\HW�IDUNODUÕQGDQ�V|]�HGLOHELOLU�PL"

gUQHNOHP�YH�.XOODQÕODQ�gOoHNOHU
dDOÕúPD\D�\Dú�RUWDODPDODUÕ����RODQ�����7�UN��QLYHUVLWH�|÷UHQFLVL������NÕ]�

����HUNHN��NDWÕOPÕúWÕU���8\JXODQDQ�DQNHWWH�|QFHGHQ�YDURODQ�ED]Õ�|OoHNOHULQ�\DQÕVÕUD�
EX�oDOÕúPD�LoLQ�ROXúWXUXOPXú�|OoHNOHU�GH�NXOODQÕOPÕúWÕU���<HQL�ROXúWXUXODQ�|OoHNOHU
ú|\OH�VÕUDODQDELOLU��2OXPOX�%HQOLN�YH�2OXPOX�%DúNDODUÕ�0RGHOOHULQH�øOLúNLQ
Ölçekler (Positive Model of Self and Positive Model of Other Scales)���.HúLI
Yönelimi Anketi (The Exploration Questionnaire); Kendine Güven ve Bilinmeyene

<DNODúÕP�gOoHNOHUL�(Trust for Self and Approaching the Unknown Scales)��.HúLI
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*HUHNVLQLPL�gOoH÷L�(Need for Exploration Scale)��YH�$\UÕOPD�$\UÕúPD�*�YHQOL÷L
gOoH÷L�(Separation-Differentiation Security Scale)���'L÷HU�X\JXODQDQ�|OoHNOHU��øOLúNL
Anketi (Relationship Questionnaire) (Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991); Dengeli

$\UÕúPD�%�W�QOHúPH�gOoH÷L�(Balanced Integration-Differentiation Scale,

,PDPR÷OX���������������.DYUDPD�*HUHNVLQLPL�gOoH÷L�(Need for Cognition Scale,

&DFLRSSR�	�3HWW\���������0HUDN�YH�.HúLI�gOoH÷L�(Curiosity and Exploration

Inventory, Kashdan, Rose, & Fincham, 2004); Kendinden Memnuniyet Endeksi

(Self-Satisfaction Index��,PDPR÷OX���������2OXPOX�*HOHFHN�%HNOHQWLVL�gOoH÷L
(Positive Future Expectations Scale��,PDPR÷OX���������YH�6�UHNOL�.D\JÕ�gOoH÷L
(Trait Anxiety Scale��6SLHOEHUJHU��*RUVXFK��	�/XVKHQH����������$\UÕFD�%XGQHU¶ÕQ
�������%HOLUVL]OL÷H�7ROHUDQVVÕ]OÕN�gOoH÷L�(Intolerance for Ambiguity Scale) ve

0DF'RQDOG¶ÕQ��������<HQLOHQPLú�%HOLUVL]OLN�7ROHUDQVÕ�gOoH÷L¶QGHQ�(Revised Scale

for Ambiguity Tolerance)�VHoLOHQ�ED]Õ�PDGGHOHUOH�\HQL�ELU�%HOLUVL]OL÷H�7ROHUDQV
gOoH÷L�ROXúWXUXOPXúWXU�

Temel Bulgular

<DSÕODQ�|Q�DQDOL]OHUGHQ�NXOODQÕODQ�|OoHNOHULQ�SVLNRPHWULN�|]HOOLNOHULQLQ
X\JXQ�ROGX÷XQD�NDUDU�YHULOPLú��YH�YHULOHU�DUDúWÕUPDGD�\|QHOWLOHQ�VRUXODUD�X\JXQ
LVWDWLVWLN�WHVWOHUL\OH�LQFHOHQPLúWLU���(OGH�HGLOHQ�EXOJXODUGDQ�KDUHNHWOH�úX�WHPHO
VRQXoODUD�YDUÕOPÕúWÕU������NHQGLQH�J�YHQ�YH�ELOLQPH\HQH�\DNODúÕP�GH÷LúNHQOHUL�
J�YHQOL�YH�J�YHQVL]�NHúLI�\|QHOLPL�WLSOHULQL�DQODPDNWD�|QHPOL�ER\XWODU�RODUDN�NDEXO
HGLOHELOLU������NHúLI�\|QHOLPL��ED÷ODQPD�\|QHOLPLQH�EHQ]HU�úHNLOGH��KHP�JHQHO�KHP
GH�DODQD�|]J��ELU�\|QHOLP�RODUDN�G�ú�Q�OHELOLU������ED÷ODQPD�YH�NHúLI�\|QHOLPOHUL
ELUELULQGHQ�D\UÕ�DPD�ELUELULQL�WDPDPOD\ÕFÕ�QLWHOLNWH�\|QHOLPOHUGLU�YH�D\UÕOPD�
D\UÕúPD�J�YHQOL÷Lnin (separation-differentiation security)�DUDODUÕQGD�NDYUDPVDO�ELU
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ED÷�ROXúWXUGX÷X�G�ú�Q�OHELOLU������ED÷ODQPD�YH�NHúLI�\|QHOLPOHUL��VÕUDVÕ\OD��LOLúNL�YH
NHQGLOHúPH�\|QHOLPOHULQLQ�WHPHOOHULQL�ROXúWXUPDNWDGÕU������J�YHQOL�ED÷ODQPD�YH
J�YHQOL�NHúLI�\|QHOLPOHUL��VÕUDVÕ\OD��ELUELULQL�WDPDPOD\ÕFÕ�QLWHOLNWH�LNL�D\UÕ�DODQÕ
WHPVLO�HGHQ�GX\JXVDO�LOLúNLVHO��ROXPOX�EHQOLN�YH�EDúNDODUÕ�PRGHOOHUL��NHQGLQH
J�YHQ��NHQGLQGHQ�PHPQXQL\HW��ROXPOX�JHOHFHN�EHNOHQWLVL��LOLúNLOL�ROPD��YH�V�UHNOL
ND\JÕ�JLEL�GH÷LúNHQOHUOH�ED÷ODQWÕOÕ��YH�LoVHO�PRWLYDV\RQHO��NHúLI�JHUHNVLQLPL�
NDYUDPD�JHUHNVLQLPL��ELOLQPH\HQH�\DNODúÕP��EHOLUVL]OL÷H�WROHUDQV��NHQGLOHúPH�
PHUDN��YH�D\UÕOPD�D\UÕúPD�J�YHQOL÷L�JLEL�GH÷LúNHQOHUOH�ED÷ODQWÕOÕ��GH÷LúNHQ
DODQODUÕ\OD�LOLúNLOHQGLULOHELOLU������ED÷ODQPD�YH�NHúLI�\|QHOLPOHULQLQ�J�YHQOL�YH
J�YHQVL]�NRPELQDV\RQODUÕQGDQ�ROXúDQ�G|UW�WHPHO�ED÷ODQPD�NHúLI�\|QHOLP�WLSL
DUDVÕQGDQ�KHP�ED÷ODQPD�KHP�GH�NHúLI�\|QHOLPLQGH�J�YHQOL�RODQÕQ�SVLNRORMLN�LúOH\Lú
DoÕVÕQGDQ�HQ�X\JXQ�WLS�ROGX÷X�V|\OHQHELOLU������J�YHQOL�\|QHOLP��LOLúNL��YH
NHQGLOHúPH�EDNÕPÕQGDQ�NÕ]ODUÕQ�HUNHNOHUGHQ�GDKD�\�NVHN�SXDQODUD�VDKLS�ROGX÷XQD
LOLúNLQ�ED]Õ�EXOJXODU�HOGH�HGLOPLúWLU���%XQXQOD�ELUOLNWH��WHPHO�ED÷ODQPD�YH�NHúLI
LONHOHULQLQ�NÕ]ODU�YH�HUNHNOHU�LoLQ�EHQ]HU�úHNLOGH�JHoHUOL�ROGX÷X�VRQXFXQD
YDUÕOPÕúWÕU�

dDOÕúPDQÕQ�%DúOÕFD�.DWNÕODUÕ
%X�oDOÕúPDQÕQ�|QHPOL�ELU�NDWNÕVÕ��NHúLI�\|QHOLPLQLQ�ED÷ODQPD�VLVWHPLQGHQ

D\UÕ�DPD�D\QÕ�]DPDQGD�RQXQOD�LOLúNLOL�ELU�VLVWHP�RODUDN�NDYUDPVDOODúWÕUÕOPDVÕ�YH
ölçülmesidir.  Bununla ilgili olarak önerilen kendine güven ve bilinmeyene

\DNODúÕPGDQ�ROXúDQ�LNL�ER\XWOX�PRGHO�YH�JHOLúWLULOHQ�|OoHNOHU�OLWHUDW�UGHNL�|QHPOL
ELU�ERúOX÷X�GROGXUPDNWDGÕU���*HQHO�YH�DODQD�|]J��NHúLI�\|QHOLPOHULQLQ�LQFHOHQPHVL
GH�D\UÕFD�|QHP�WDúÕPDNWDGÕU���'H÷LúLN�DQDOL]OHUOH�HOGH�HGLOHQ�VRQXoODUÕQ�WXWDUOÕOÕ÷Õ
|QHULOHQ�PRGHOLQ�JHoHUOL÷LQH�LOLúNLQ�NDQÕW�QLWHOL÷LQGHGLU�
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%X�oDOÕúPDQÕQ�ELU�GL÷HU�NDWNÕVÕ�GD�D\UÕOPD�D\UÕúPD�J�YHQOL÷LQLQ
NDYUDPVDOODúWÕUÕOPDVÕ�YH�|Oo�OPHVLGLU��$\UÕOPD�D\UÕúPD�J�YHQOL÷LQLQ�J�YHQOL
ED÷ODQPD�YH�J�YHQOL�NHúLI�\|QHOLPOHUL�DUDVÕQGD�NDYUDPVDO�ELU�ED÷�ROXúWXUGX÷X
G�ú�Q�OHUHN�ED÷ODQPD�NXUDPÕQÕQ�5RWKEDXP�JUXEX��5RWKEDXP��3RWW��HW�DO��������
5RWKEDXP��:HLV]��HW�DO���������WDUDIÕQGDQ�RUWD\D�DWÕODQ�N�OW�UOHUDUDVÕ�HOHúWLULOHUH
FHYDS�YHUHELOHFHN�úHNLOGH�JHOLúWLULOHELOHFH÷L�J|VWHULOPLúWLU�

gQHULOHQ�EDNÕú�DoÕVÕQD�J|UH��J�YHQOL�ED÷ODQPDQÕQ�güvenli üs fonksiyonu,

ED÷ODQPD�NXUDPÕQÕQ�YDUVD\GÕ÷Õ�JLEL��NHúLI�VLVWHPL\OH�NDoÕQÕOPD]�ELU�úHNLOGH�ED÷OÕ
ROPD\DELOLU�YH�ED]Õ�GÕú�NRúXOODUGDQ�HWNLOHQHELOLU���ù|\OH�NL��$�%�'��JLEL�GDKD�ELUH\FL
WRSOXPODUGD�oRFXNODU�NHúLI�\|QHOLPLQGH�EXOXQPDODUÕ�\|Q�QGH�WHúYLN�HGLOLUOHU�YH�EX
WRSOXPODUGDNL��J�YHQOL��oRFXNODU�ED÷ODQPD�ILJ�UOHULQL�NHúLI�LoLQ�J�YHQOL�ELU��V
RODUDN�NXOODQDELOLUOHU���<DQL��EX�oRFXNODU�E�\�N�ELU�RODVÕOÕNOD�D\UÕOPD�D\UÕúPD
J�YHQOL÷L�JHOLúWLUHUHN�NHúLI�YH�NHQGLOHúPH�\|QHOLPLQGH�EXOXQDELOLUOHU���gWH�\DQGDQ�
-DSRQ\D�JLEL�GDKD�WRSOXOXNoX�N�OW�UOHUGH�oRFXNODU�ED÷ODQPD�ILJ�UOHUL\OH�NDUúÕOÕNOÕ
beslenen bütünlük (symbiotic union)�NXUPD�\|Q�QGH�WHúYLN�HGLOLU��YH�E�\�N�ELU
RODVÕOÕNOD�D\UÕOÕNODU�VÕUDVÕQGD�ND\JÕOÕ�KLVVHGHELOLUOHU���%X�GR÷UXOWXGD��$�%�'��YH
-DSRQ\D
GDNL�J�YHQOL�EHEHNOHULQ�RUDQODUÕ�D\QÕ�ROPDNOD�EHUDEHU��-DSRQ�EHEHNOHULQ
GDKD�D]�NHúLI�GDYUDQÕúÕ��\DEDQFÕODUD�NDUúÕ�GDKD�oRN�ND\JÕ�J|VWHUGL÷L��YH�ED÷ODQPD
ILJ�U�QGHQ�D\UÕOPDNWDQ�GDKD�ID]OD��]�QW��GX\DUDN�\DNÕQ�WHPDVÕ�NRUXPD�LVWH÷LQGH
ROGXNODUÕ�J|U�OP�úW�U��0L\DNH��&KHQ��	�&DPSRV��������7DNDKDVKL����������-DSRQ
DQQHOHU�oRFXNODUÕQÕQ�LOJLVLQL�GDKD�]L\DGH�NHQGLOHULQH�\|QOHQGLULUNHQ��$PHULNDOÕ
DQQHOHU�oRFX÷XQ�LOJLVLQL�R\XQFDNODUD��ROD\ODUD�YH�LQVDQODUD�oHNHUHN�NHúLI�\|QHOLPLQL
WHúYLN�HWPHNWH��GROD\ÕVÕ\OD��$PHULNDOÕ�EHEHNOHU�-DSRQ�EHEHNOHUH�NÕ\DVOD�GDKD�ID]OD
NHúLI�\|QHOLPL�J|VWHUPHNWHGLUOHU��%RUQVWHLQ��7RGD��$]XPD��7DPLV�/H0RQGD��	
Ogina, 1990; Takahashi, 1990).
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gQHULOHQ�PRGHOH�J|UH��J�YHQOL�ED÷ODQPD��D\UÕOPD�D\UÕúPD�J�YHQOL÷L
DUDFÕOÕ÷Õ\OD�J�YHQOL�NHúLI�\|QHOLPL\OH�LOLúNLOL�RODELOHFH÷L�JLEL��\XNDUÕGD�EDKVHGLOHQ
$�%�'��|UQH÷LQGH�ROGX÷X�JLEL���D\UÕOPD�D\UÕúPD�ND\JÕVÕ�(separation-differentiation

anxiety)�\ROX\OD�J�YHQVL]�NHúLI�\|QHOLPL\OH�GH�LOLúNLOL�RODELOLU��\XNDUÕGD�EDKVHGLOHQ
-DSRQ\D�|UQH÷LQGH�ROGX÷X�JLEL����%X�oDOÕúPDGD�J�YHQOL�ED÷ODQPD��QH�NHúLI
\|QHOLPLQLQ�QH�GH�D\UÕOPD�D\UÕúPD�J�YHQOL÷LQLQ�J�oO��\RUGD\ÕFÕVÕ�ROXUNHQ��D\UÕOPD�
D\UÕúPD�J�YHQOL÷L�NHúLI�\|QHOLPLQL�J�oO��ELU�úHNLOGH�\RUGDPÕúWÕU���'ROD\ÕVÕ\OD�
EXOJXODUÕPÕ]D�J|UH��ED÷ODQPD�YH�NHúLI�\|QHOLPL�DUDVÕQGD�NDoÕQÕOPD]�ELU�ED÷
ROPDGÕ÷Õ�V|\OHQHELOLU���(÷HU�oRFX÷XQ�JHOLúLP�RUWDPÕ�D\UÕOPD�D\UÕúPD�J�YHQOL÷LQLQ
JHOLúPHVLQH�RODQDN�WDQÕ\RUVD��NHúLI�\|QHOLPL�GDKD�J�oO��ELU�úHNLOGH�\RUGDQDELOLU�
'L÷HU�\DQGDQ��H÷HU�oRFX÷XQ�JHOLúLP�RUWDPÕ�ED÷ÕPOÕOÕN�YH�D\UÕOPD�D\UÕúPD
ND\JÕVÕQÕQ�ROXúXPXQX�GHVWHNOL\RUVD��E|\OH�ELU�RUWDPGD�\HWLúHQ�ED÷ODQPD
EDNÕPÕQGDQ�J�YHQOL�ELU�oRFX÷XQ�ELOH�J�YHQOL�NHúLI�\|QHOLPLQGH�EXOXQPDVÕ
EHNOHQPH\HELOLU���'ROD\ÕVÕ\OD��EX�DUDúWÕUPD��J�YHQOL�YH�J�YHQVL]�ED÷ODQPD�YH�NHúLI
\|QHOLPOHULQLQ�IDUNOÕ�NRPELQDV\RQODUÕQÕQ�RODELOHFH÷LQL�J|VWHUPLú��KHP�ED÷ODQPD�
KHP�GH�NHúLI�\|QHOLPLQGH�J�YHQOL�ROPDQÕQ�SVLNRORMLN�LúOHYOHU�EDNÕPÕQGDQ�HQ�X\JXQ
NRPELQDV\RQX�ROXúWXUGX÷XQD�LúDUHW�HGHQ�EXOJXODU�VXQPXúWXU���$QFDN�EX�WH]LQ
VÕQÕUODUÕ�oHUoHYHVLQGH�VDSODQWÕOÕ��ND\ÕWVÕ]�YH�NRUNXOX�JLEL�J�YHQVL]�ED÷ODQPD�YH�NHúLI
VWLOOHUL��]HULQGH�GXUXOPDPÕúWÕU�

Bu çalÕúPDQÕQ�ELU�EDúND�|QHPOL�NDWNÕVÕ�GD�ED÷ODQPD�NHúLI�\|QHOLPL
OLWHUDW�U�Q��EHQOLN�NXUJXODUÕ\OD�LOLúNLOHQGLUPHVLGLU���*�YHQOL�ED÷ODQPD�\|QHOLPLQH
VDKLS�NLúLOHULQ�GDKD�\�NVHN�EHQOLN�VD\JÕVÕQD�(self-esteem) VDKLS�ROGX÷XQX�J|VWHUHQ
ED]Õ�DUDúWÕUPDODUD�NDUúÕQ��%\OVPD��&R]]DUHOOL��	�6�PHU���������ED÷ODQPD�OLWHUDW�U�
LOH�EHQOLN�OLWHUDW�U��ELUELUL\OH�SHN�LOLúNLOL�GH÷LOGLU���'ROD\ÕVÕ\OD��EHQOLN�NXUJXODUÕ\OD
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ED÷ODQPD�NHúLI�\|QHOLPOHULQLQ�D\QÕ�DUDúWÕUPD�LoLQGH�LQFHOHQLS�LOLúNLOHQGLULOPHVL�
KHP�ED÷ODQPD��KHP�GH�EHQOLN�OLWHUDW�U�QH�NDWNÕ�VD÷ODPDNWDGÕU�

%X�oDOÕúPDQÕQ�VRQ�ELU�NDWNÕVÕ�GD��ED÷ODQPD�YH�NHúLI�\|QHOLPLQLQ�ELUELULQGHQ
D\UÕ�DPD�D\QÕ�]DPDQGD�ELUELUL\OH�LOLúNLOL�LNL�D\UÕ�DODQD�DLW�ROGX÷XQX�J|VWHUPHVLGLU�
%X�LNL�DODQ�,PDPR÷OX��������������WDUDIÕQGDQ�VÕUDVÕ\OD��GX\JXVDO�LOLúNLVHO�YH�LoVHO
PRWLYDV\RQHO�RODUDN�DGODQGÕUÕOPÕúWÕU���,PDPR÷OX
QXQ�'$%�PRGHOLQH�X\JXQ�RODUDN�
J�YHQOL�ED÷ODQPDQÕQ�ROXPOX�GX\JXVDO�LOLúNLVHO�\|QHOLPOHU�DODQÕ\OD��J�YHQOL�NHúLILQ
LVH�LoVHO�PRWLYDV\RQHO�\|QHOLPOHU�DODQÕ\OD�ED÷ODQWÕOÕ�ROGX÷X��YH�EX�LNL�DODQÕQ��EHQOLN
VLVWHPLQLQ�RSWLPDO�LúOH\LúL�EDNÕPÕQGDQ�ELUELULQL�WDPDPOD\ÕFÕ�JHQHO�\|QHOLPOHU
QLWHOL÷LQGH�ROGX÷X�V|\OHQHELOLU�

$QÕODQ�NDYUDPVDO�NDWNÕODUÕQ�\DQÕ�VÕUD��\XNDUÕGD�EHOLUWLOGL÷L�JLEL��PHYFXW
DUDúWÕUPDGD�NXOODQÕOPDN��]HUH�JHOLúWLULOHQ�\HQL�|OoHNOHU�GH�DODQD�NDWNÕ�QLWHOL÷LQGHGLU�
)DUNOÕ�|OoHNOHUH�LOLúNLQ�YHULOHUGHQ�ELUELUL\OH�WXWDUOÕ�VRQXoODU�HOGH�HGLOPLú�ROPDVÕ
EXQODUÕQ�JHoHUOL÷LQLQ�ELU�J|VWHUJHVL�RODUDN�NDEXO�HGLOHELOLU���$QFDN�\LQH�GH��JHUHN
|QHULOHQ�NXUDPVDO�PRGHOOHULQ�YH�LOJLOL�EXOJXODUÕQ��JHUHNVH�V|]NRQXVX�|OoPH
DUDoODUÕQÕQ�\HQL�oDOÕúPDODUOD�VÕQDQÕS�JHOLúWLULOPHOHUL�JHUHNPHNWHGLU�
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